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Chapter 1

lntroduction to Power of Attorney

Most people are familiar with or, at least, have heard of a power of attorney. A general power of attorney
is simply an instrument that authorizes a designated person to act in your behalf during a period of time. lt may
be specific in that the person you've appointed can carry out only certain designated transactions in the manner
you have authorized. lt may also be general in which case your agent has broad authority to manage your assets
or execute financial transactions in your stead.

An example of such a power of attorney may be the authority you delegate to someone to sell certain stocks
you own while you're away on a vacation. As a further illustration, it may be the authority you've granted an agent
to sell your real estate because it's not convenient for you to participate in the transaction personally.

Drawbacks of General Power of Attorney
As you can see, a general power of attorney has its uses, and is routinely used during the principal's tem-

porary absences. However, it has one fatal drawback. Under the common law, a power of attorney becomes in-
operative upon the disability of the principal. ln other words, the power is of no use just when it is needed the
most - during the incapacity of the principal.

This also creates another problem, making the power less etfective even when the principal is competent.
Third parties dealing with the agent of the principal can never be certain that the principal has not become in-
capacitated and the power they are asked to rely upon has not terminated. ln many instances, they may require
additional assurances that the principal is still competent and the power is valid before dealing with the agent.

There is yet another consideration. Under the common law rule, the power of attorney terminates instantly
upon the incapacity or death of the principal. Termination is not dependent upon the agent's or a third party's
having actual knowledge of the incapacity of the principal.

Thus, all transactions taking place after the principal has become incompetent, even though undertaken in
good faith, are void. Third parties, having dealt with the "former" agent of the principal, acquire no rights against
the principal or his estate, nor does the principal or his estate acquire any rights against the third parties.

Civil Law vs. Common Law

It is important, at this point, to distinguish the common law rule from the civil law rule. Under the civil law
rule, while the principal's death or incapacity has the effect of terminating the agent's authority, the agent's power
to bind the principal, or his estate, continues until such time as the agent, or third party dealing with the agent,
has actual notice of the principal's death or incapacity. The Uniform Probate Code,discussed below, adopts the
civil law rule. Most states have adopted provisions of the Uniform Probate Code in enacting their Durable Power
of Attorney statutes. Therefore, an agent, pursuant to the authority granted under a Durable Power of Attorney,
can bind the principal as long as he does not have actual knowledge of the principal's death.

Solution - The Durable Power of Attorney
The Durable Power of Attorney is a creature of the state statutes that were designed to make a power of

attorney survive the incompetency of the principal. As such, a Durable Power of Attorney is effective where a
general power of attorney fails. Before we examine the solution otfered by the Durable Power of Attorney, let's
look at the problems created by the mental and physical disability and the traditional ways of dealing with these
problems.



Chapter 2
Problems Created by Disability

As the saying goes, there're only two certainties in life: death and taxes. Many people, appreciating the in-
evitability of death and taxes, do provide for them by preparing a will, creating trusts, or through other estate plan-
ning means. However, the problems created by disability, physical or mental, are largely ignored. The lack of
interest can be attributable to the certainty of death and the uncertainty of disability, but those who have personal-
ly experienced disability, even temporary, or have had a member of the family incapacitated know the importance
of planning for such an occurrence.

Statistics on Disability
Statistically speaking, a person, at any given point in life, is more likely to sutfer physical or mental disability

than death. lnsurance statistics tell us that a 22-year-old person is 7.5 times more likely to suffer a disability of
90 days or more than to die. At age 62, he or she is still 4.25 times more likely to sutfer such a disability than
to die. In fact, one out of every two Americans will suffer a lengthy period of disability during his lifetime. These
figures are bound to get worse. The life expectancy of Americans, men and women, has jumped several years
in the last decade, largely due to improved medical technology. Although they are living longer, an increasing
number of our old people live in a state of disability. These are the realities of our modern society.

The disability may be physical or mental. A physical disability may force an individual into early retirement
and impede his ability to effectively manage his assets. lt may also make it impossible for him to physically super-
vise or participate in the management of his property. Physicaldisability often brings on emotionaldespair. Although
a severely disabled person may continue to exercise sound judgment and is competent to make decisions about
his financial affairs, the physical limitations may necessitate delegating power to someone else.

Mental disability presents even more serious problems for the person, for it may result in involuntary loss of
capacity to make legal decisions for himself. An incompetent person cannot make a will, cannot enter into con-
tracts, or otherwise dispose of his property.

A serious mental or physical disability can actually be more devastating than death. Death usually brings
additional resources such as insurance and employee death benefits; a disability can be a severe, continous drain
on the finances of the family and bring on emotional distress.

Traditional Means of Dealing with lncompetency
ln the absence of any planning for the contingency, the traditional way of dealing with a person's incompeten-

cy requires petitioning a court for the appointment of a conservator, guardian or a committee. A member of the
family or a close friend or a disinterested person will be required to ask the court to declare the person incompe-
tent and appoint a conservator of the person and property.

The term "conseryatorship" means some form of court-supervised administration of the assets, and perhaps
of the person, of a disabled individual. Some states ditferentiate between the terms "conservator" and "guar-
dian," while some others do not. The terms are often used interchangeably. A conservator of the property and
person may be the same person, or there may be two different persons appointed in respective capacities. For
instance, in New York, if a person is adjudged incompetent, a court may appoint a committee of the person, or
of the property, or of both. However, if a person has suffered some impairment in (but not a total loss of) his ability
to manage his atfairs, the court may appoint a conservator, primarily to handle his property.

As part of the conservatorship proceedings, all the close relatives and other interested parties have to be
given a notice of the petition. lf the court approves the petition, it will appoint a conservator after scrutinizing his
qualifications, particularly to ensure that he does not pose any conflict of interest with the disabled person.

Duties of a Conservator
A conservator operates in the capacity of a fiduciary. He takes control of the principal's property, prepares

an inventory, posts a bond, and proceeds generally by petition and order to invest and expend principal's estate
for his and his dependents' care and comfort. The conservator is required to make a periodic accounting to the
court of his actions.

Disadvantages of Gonservatorship Proceedings
Conservatorship or guardianship proceedings, as they are called, are highly undesirable. First, they are ex-

tremely costly. ln New York state, a 1973 study revealed, the average cost of a conservatorship proceeding was



no less than $10,000 in terms of attbrneys' fees and court costs. In most instances, the conservator is required
to post a fiduciary's bond. Such proceedings are public and embarrassing to the person being declared incompe-

tent and to his family. The proceedings, like any court action, are highly time-consuming.
The greatest disadvantage of conservatorship is the lack of flexibility in its administration. The powers of the

conservator are severely restricted. For example, a conservator is not allowed to invade the principal of the disa-

bled person without court approval, even though he may feel that such an expenditure would benefit the individual.

He is also hamstrung when it comes to investing or expanding the capital; he may not feel secure in pursuing

aggressive business or tax planning strategies. A conservatorship almost always deals a fatal blow to a business
enterprise. The fact that a conservator is required to seek court approval for every maior action and make periodic

accountings to the court adds to the costs and delays.

Conclusion
In short, conservatorship proceedings are cumbersome, timeconsuming and expensive, and should be avoided,

if at all possible. A Durable Power of Attorney presents, on the other hand, an attractive and viable alternative.

Chapter 3
History of the Durable Power
of Attorney

The Durable Power of Attorney is a relatively new piece of legislation. When the National Conference of Com-
missioners on Uniform State Laws began its work on the Uniform Probate Code in the late 1960's, it was becom-
ing increasingly clear that an alternative had to be found to the conservatorship and guardianship proceedings
for the incompetent person. Such proceedings, as we have noted in a previous chapter, are highly cumbersome,
expensive and embarrassing to the family. Since a general power of attorney becomes invalid upon the incapacity
of the principal, in the absence of other alternatives, guardianship or conservatorship proceedings remain the
only means of providing for the incompetent person's affairs.

Uniform Probate Code

A recommended solution was to make the general power of attorney "durable" so that it will survive the in-
competency of the principal. Such a result, it was proposed, can be achieved by incorporating appropriate language
in the power that will indicate the intention of the maker that the authority granted shall remain unatfected during
the principal's subsequent disability or incapacity or that the power shall become effective upon the disability or
incapacity of the principal. The Uniform Probate Code has suggested words to the effect that "This power of at-
torney shall not be atfected by subsequent disability or incapacity of the principal," or "This power of attorney
shall become etfective upon the disability or incapacity of the principal."

ln 1979, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws patterned the Uniform Durable
Power of Attorney Act, making it a freestanding statute, which can be adopted by a state as an alternative to adop-
ting the Durable Power of Attorney provisions of the Uniform Probate Code.

At present, all lifty states have legislation on their books that authorizes writing of a Durable Power of At-
torney. District of Columbia is the only exception. The actual codification of the law is included under each state
supplement in this Manual and it should be carefully examined to see its applicability to your situation. Although
there are some major ditferences, most states have either adopted in entirety or followed closely the language
of the provisions of the Uniform ProbateCode in their Durable Power of Attorney legislation. The Uniform Probate
Code sections pertaining to the Durable Power of Attorney are reproduced below.



Uniform Probate Code

Section 5-501t

A durable power ol attorney is a power ol attorney by which a principal designates another his attorney-in-tact in writing
and the writing contains the words 'This power ol attorney shall not be aflected by subsequent disability or incapacity oi
the principal,'or'This power of attorney shall become effective upon the disability or incapiclty of the prlhcipal,'dr slmilar
words showing the intent of the principal that the authority conferred shall be ex-ercisab6 notrrittrstaniing ihe'principal's
subsequent disability or incapacity.

Section 5-502:

_ All acts dong by an attorney-in-lact pursuant to a durable power ot attorney durlng any period of disability or incapacity
of the principal have the same ellect and inure to the benetit of and bind the principal iiA nis successoe in interlst al
il the principal were competent and not disabled.

Section 5-503:

(a) lf,-following execution ol a durable power ol attorney, a court of the principal's domicile appoants a conseryator,
guardlan ot the estate, or other fiduciary charged with the management of all of-the piincipal's propefr or all ot hb property
except sPecilied exclusions, the attorney-in-tact is accountable to the fiduciary ai weli as t6 th-e princlpal. The ildu'ciary
has the same power to revoke or amend the power ot attorney that the princip-al would have nad it tre were not dlsablei
or incapacitated.

-. _(bl a principal may nominate, by a durable power ol attorney, the conservator, guardian ol hls estate, or guardlan
of his person lor consideration by the court il protective proceedings lor the prlncipal's percon or estate ale thereaier com-
menced. The court shall make its appointment in accordance with the principal's niost ricent nomination ln a durable power
ol attorney except lor good cause or disqualification.

Section 5-504:

(a) The death ol a princlpal who has executed a written power ol attorney, durable or othervise, does not reyoke ol
terminate the agency as to the attorney-in-fact or other person, who, without aciual knowledge of the death ol the principal,
acts in good taith under the power. Any action so taken, unless otherwlse invatid or unenfbrceable, binds succ-esso6 ln
anterest of the principal.

(b) The disability or incapacity of a principal who has previously executed a written power of attorney that ls not a
durable power does not revoke or terminate the agency as to the attorney-in-fact or oth6r penson, who, wlthout actual
knowledge ot the disability or incapacity ol the principal, acts in good faith under the power. Any action so taken, unless
othenvlse invalid or unenforceable, binds the principal and hls successors in interesi.
Section 5-505:

As to acts undertaken in good faith rellance thereon, an affidavit executed by the attorney-in-fact under a power ot
attorney, durable or othetwise, stating that he did not have at the time ol exercise ol the power actual knowledle ol the
terminatiol ol the Power by rcvocation or of the principal's death, disability, or incapacity ls conclusive prool ol the nonrcvoca-
tion or nontermination ol the power at that time. It the exercise ol the power of attorney requires ixecution and dellvery
of any instrument that 18 recordable, the aftidavit when authenticated for record is likewise rbcordable. This sectlon doei
not affect any provision in a power ot attorney tor its termination by expiration of time or occurence of any event othel
than express revocation or a change in the prlncipal's capacity.

Chapter 4
Glossary of Terms

Before we go any further, it's necessary to understand a few legal terms used in connection with the Durable
Power of Attorney.

Principal: This is the maker of the Durable Power of Attorney. As a principal, you authorize someone to act
in your stead by means of a Durable Power of Attorney. The only qualification required of a principal is that he
should be capable of entering into a contract. ln other words, an incompetent person cannot create a Durable
Power of Attorney.



Attorney-in-fact: This is the person appointed by the principal to step into his shoes and make decisions regard-
ing his person and property. Your attorney-in-fact may be your spouse, an adult child, a close relative or a trusted
friend. Needless to say, you must exercise very good judgment in selecting the attorney-inJact. Most states do
not impose any restrictions on who can be your attorney-in-fact.

Agent: This term is synonymous with attorney-in-fact.

Gonservator, Guardian: Conservator or guardian is a person appointed by court to take care of the person and
property of the principal. Some states make a distinction between conservator of the property and guardian of
the person, while many others do not. Same person may act in the capacity of conservator or guardian of the
person and property, although sometimes two different persons may be appointed in the respective capacities.

lf a person has become disabled or incapacitated, in the absence of a Durable Power of Attorney, it will be
necessary to petition the court for the appointment of a conservator or guardian. Such court proceedings are referred
to as conservatorship or guardianship proceedings.

lncompetent: This is the general term used to describe the physical or mental incapacity of a person. An in-
competent person cannot enter into a contract. A Durable Power of Attorney can be executed only so long as
you're competent. lncompetency may have been brought on by serious accident or injury, or as a result of old
age and failing health.

Some states have made an attempt to define disability. Here's the way New Jersey defines it:
A principal shall be under a disability if he is unable to manage his property and atfairs etfectively

for reasons such as mental illness, mental deficiency, physical illness or disability, advanced age, chronic
use of drugs, chronic intoxication, confinement, detention by a foreign power, or disappearance.
Indiana defines an "incompetent", "protected person", or "disabled person" as someone who is:
(1) under the age of eighteen (18) years; or
(2) incapable by reason of insanity, mental illness, mental retardation, senility, habitual drunkenness, ex-

cessive use of drugs, old age, infirmity, disappearance, or other incapacity, of either managing his pro-
perty or caring for himself or both.

Life Prolonging Procedure: This is a subjective decisions which may vary from case to case. However, Virginia
has codified the definition and it may be as good as any one will find.

Life prolonging procedure means any ire'bical procedure, treatment or intervention which (i) utilizes
mechanical or other artificial means to sustain, restore or supplant a spontaneous vital function or is
otherwise of such a nature as to afford a patient no reasonable expectation of recovery from a terminal
condition and (ii) when applied to a patient in a terminal condition, would serve only to prolong the dy-
ing process. "Life-prolonging procedure" shall not include the administration of medication or the per-
formance of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide comfort care or to alleviate pain.

Chapter 5
"Springing" Durable Power
of Attorney

The most common obstacle faced by planners in persuading an individual to plan lor disability through the
use of a Dgrable Power of Attorney is the general apprehension on the part of that individual that the mere-crea-
tion of a power and appointment of an agent would result in his immediate loss of control over his assets. Since
the individual is presently healthy and fully capable of handling his affairs, why create a power of attorney that
may mean that someone else would make decisions atfecting his person and property? Such fears are understand-
able, but proper drafting of a Durable Power of Attorney can allay such fears and contribute toward efiective plan-
ning. One solution is the "springing" Durable Power of Attorney.



Statutory Language
The Uniform Probate Code authorizes the framing of a Durable Power of Attorney so that it will become effec-

tive only upon the principal's disability. ln other words, the power "springs" into etfectiveness when the principal
has become incapacitated. Until such occurrence of incapacity, the principal continues to retain full control over
his or her affairs. The power of attorney becomes a standby measure, ready to be put into effect if the disability
occurs.

ln order to make a Durable Power of Attorney "springing", the Uniform Probate Code suggests inclusion
of the following words or similar words showing the intent of the principal that the power is to become effective
only upon the disability or incapacity of the principal: "This power of attorney shall become effective upon the
disability or incapacity of the principal."

Advantages of a "Springing" Power
The main advantage of a "springing" Durable Power of Attorney is to a principal, who is in perfect health

at present and is capable of handling his affairs, but is reluctant to grant broad authority to someone over his
person and property. A "springing" Durable Power of Attorney allows him to prepare and execute the instrument
while he is competent, but defer its effectiveness until such time as it's needed. lf the disability never occurs,
the power is never transferred. ln any event, he has provided for a future event which may force his family to
undertake costly, cumbersome and embarrassing court proceedings.

Determination of Disability
The most obvious problem associated with such a power is the ditficulty of determining when the power has

"sprung" into etfectiveness. Therefore, in drafting a "springing" Durable Power of Attorney, care must be taken
to provide for a procedure for determination of the principal's incapacity - without having to go to court. The
procedure should be such that third parties dealing with the agent of the principal will be satisfied that the prin-
cipal has indeed become incapacitated. Anything less than the clear and convincing evidence may prompt third
parties to refuse to act without a judicial declaration of incapacity, in which case all the advantage of a Durable
Power of Attorney is lost.

The procedure recommended in this Manual provides for determination of the principal's incapacity when
so certified in writing by two licensed physicians not related by blood or marriage to either the principal or the
agent. Most third parties including banks, insurance companies, title companies will regard such a medical cer-
tification sufficiently acceptable. Of course, in some instances, they may demand evidence of continued incapaci-
ty. lt may be prudent to have a certificate that is no older than six months to a year.

The other problem for the drafter of a Durable Power of Attorney is how to define incapacity. The language
used in this Manual defines incapacity as when the principal has become incapable of caring for himself and when
he is not physically and mentally capable of managing his financial affairs.

Some estate planners have recommended a slightly modified approach to drafting a Durable Power of At-
torney. Under this approach, the power becomes effective upon either incapacity or some form of certification.
ln such an arrangement, the agency is established immediately but the agent is prohibited from acting until the
principal (1) is determined to be incompetent, or (2) has executed a selfcertification that the power has become
effective.

States Authorizing "Springing" Power
The "springing" Durable Power of Attorney is not authorized in all the states. Only the states listed below

have specific provisions for drafting a power of attorney that "springs" into effectiveness upon disability of the
principal. There are two sets of forms provided in this Manual, one that authorizes "springing" Durable Power
of Attorney and the other that does not. Depending upon your state of residence, whether it authorizes "spring-
ing" Durable Power of Attorney or not, appropriate form should be selected.

States Authorizing "Springing" Durable Power of Attorney

Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii, ldaho, lndiana, lowa, Kan-
sas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Jersey, New Mexico, North Garolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode lsland, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin, Wyoming.



lmmediate Power

ln states that do not permit a "springing" Durable Power of Attorney, it will be necessary to execute a power

that becomes effective immediately. For all practical purposes, execution of a power that becomes effective im-

mediately should not pose any problems for you in your continued exercise of power over your assets and your

ability lo-carry out your financiaitransactions - as long as you have prudently selected your attorney-in-fact and

safeguardedine instrument of power to prevent possible abuse. When the need arises, the attorney-in{act will

be able to step in and exercise the authority granted.
A power that becomes etfective immediately upon execution has one advantage over a "springing" Durable

power of Attorney. There's no necessity to determine if the principal has indeed become incapacitated - a deter-

mination that may require medical certification or some other procedure.

states Not Authorizing "springing" Durable Power of Attorney

Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, tllinois, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New York,

Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia.

District of columbia has no Durable Power of Attorney legislation.

Chapter 6
Who Should Be Your Agent

Selection of your attorney-in-fact may be the most critical decision you'll make in creating the Durable Power

of Attorney. After all, the attorney-in-fact will represent you and act in your behalf, and his actions will atfect you

in a very personal way, especially during times when you're incapacitated and are not in a position to make deci-

sions for yourself. Your financial well-being and critical decisions about your health care are put in the hands of

the attorney-in-fact. His or her judgment and wisdom will be of vital importance to you.

Your Attorney-in-Fact
For many people, the choice of an agent would be simple. For a married person, the most obvious choice

may be the spouse. Husband and wife are intimately familiar with their financial affairs and are accustomed to

making personal decisions together. However, this does not mean that the selection of the spouse to serve as

agent ahould be automatic. A spouse may not have the experience or inclination to handle the complex financial

oi business atfairs of the family. At the same time, the same spouse may be the perfect person to make health

care and medical treatment decisions for the other spouse. ln such a case, it might be appropriate to devise two

separate Durable Powers of Attorney, one dealing with the health care of the principal while another dealing with

the management and control of the property.
The selection of the principal's adult child as agent is another possibility that should be considered, depend-

ing upon the age, maturity, judgment of the child, and how close the principal is to the child. A friend, relative,

clergyman, even a lawyer are other possible candidates as agents. As a matter of last resort, a corporate fiduciary

such as a bank may be considered to serve as attorney-in-fact. Although a corporation may provide continuity,

such a choice is bound to prove expensive, impersonal and, often, impractical.

Duties of the Attorney-in-Fact
An attorney-in-fact acts in the capacity of a fiduciary for the principal. His duties may be summarized as follows:
(a) The agent must act only within the scope of the authority granted in the power.



(b) At all times, he should keep the best interests of the principal in mind. He is required to act in a prudent
and reasonable manner.

(c) There can be no conflict of interest between the agent and the principal.
(d) The agent is required to keep proper records, inventories and accounts of the principal's assets. He may

be required to make an accounting to the principal or to a court-appointed conservator.
(e) He is not to commingle the properties and funds of the principal with either his or those of someone else.(f) The agent must cease to act for the principal immediately upon revocation of his power or upon the death

of the principal.

Successor Attorneys-in-Fact
Taking into account the possibility that an appointed agent may die, resign, or become incapacitated, a provi-

sion should be made for the appointment of a successor attorney-in-fact. This can be achieved by naming the
successor agent in the Durable Power of Attorney, making the appointment contingent upon the death, resigna-
tion or disqualification of the primary agent.

Most states permit delegation of powers in the attorney-in-fact which would authorize him to select a suc-
cessor attorney-in-fact. Some planners suggest designating in the power a list or class of persons from which
the successor agent must be chosen.

Compensation of the Agent
Most state statutes on the Durable Power of Attorney are silent on the subject of remuneration for the

attorney-in-fact.
ln the absence of any specific provision for remuneration in the power, most states will apply the judicial stan-

dard of reasonableness. This may, however, produce undesirable results. At best, such a determination by a court
is bound to bring uncertainty and unevenness and may create subsequent problems. lt is recommended thai specific
provisions regarding compensation of the agent should be included in the Durable Power of Attorney itself, or
in a separate agreement.

Of course, if a close family member such as the spouse or an adult child is asked to serve as attorney-in-fact,
the question of compensation may not even arise. ln this event, the power should state the express waiver of
any fees by the agent.

Precautions
The Durable Power of Attorney grants your agent sweeping powers over your person and property. Even though

the agent you have selected is someone you love and trust, prudence dictates that you take certain precautions
to prevent any abuse. One way such an abuse may occur is when the agent takes actions under the Durable
Power of Attorney while you're still competent and able to attend to your affairs.

It's of vital importance that you retain full control over the original and all copies of the power at all times.
These should be entrusted in the hands of some other person, maybe your lawyer or other responsible party with
instructions that they be not turned over to the attorney-in-fact until the need has arisen.

There's yet another area where the possibility of abuse may lie. Often, a person may choose his or her spouse
to act as attorney-in-fact which is quite natural. However, occasionally the relationship sours and the marriage
is dissolved. Some estate planners suggest that if a spouse is asked to act as attorney-in-fact, a clause should
be included in the Durable Power of Attorney which would automatically revoke the power in the event marriage
is dissolved. Of course, if the principal is still competent, he would have the option to revoke the power.



Chapter 7
Use of Durable Power of Attorney
in Health Care Decisions

As we've noted before, a general power of attorney becomes invalid when the principal becomes incapacitated

or incompetent. To cure this problem, all fifty states have enacted Durable Power of Attorney statutes. As a result,

the use of a Durable Power of Attorney in asset management and financial transactions has become relatively
commonplace. The same cannot be said about its use in authorizing health care decisions for the principal.

Health Care Powers
At present, only California and Pennsylvania have statutes that expressly permit framing of a Durable Power

of Attorney for health care. The remaining states, however, do not place any restrictions on the subject matter
that may be covered under a Durable Power of Attorney. The statutes, in general, authorize the appointment of
an attorney-in-fact for the "cate, custody and control of the person and property of the principal." Presumably,

this would indicate that the agent is authorized to make decisions regarding the medical treatment of the principal.

Under a Durable Power of Attorney for health care, an attorney-in-fact would be entitled to obtain and ex-

amine all medical records and other information concerning the principal. Agent has the same right as the prin-

cipal to receive information regarding the proposed health care, to receive and review medical records, and to
consent to the disclosure of medical records. He would be empowered to authorize principal's admission to a
medical, nursing, convalescent or similar facility, and for this purpose, he may enter into contractual agreement
with the health care provider. He would also have the power to authorize medical and surgical procedures for
the principal, including the administration of drugs and intravenous feeding. Under the power, he would hire and

discharge doctors, nurses and other medical personnel for the benefit of the principal. Finally, in the case of a
terminally ill patient, an attorney-in-fact may be called upon to make decisions regarding withholding or withdraw-
ing of medical treatment which may include food and water.

Controversy in Health Care Decisions

This latter subject - withholding or withdrawing of life support systems including food and water lrom a ter-
minally ill, comatose patient - is relatively new for the legal and medical prolession as well as for the family members

of the patient, and is likely to pose significant challenges in the exercise of the authority.
However, in the last few years, significant breakthrough has been made in this area as a result of certain

landmark court decisions and some legislative action. lt must, however, be kept in mind that the entire area of
life-prolonging procedures through artificial, often heroic, measures is highly controversial and is lined with

emotionally-charged advocates on either side of the issue. We are bound to see more court decisions that will
shape future public policy, and also, in response, new laws that will define and clarify what can and cannot be
done in such a sensitive area.

Legal Background
The common law has long recognized that a competent adult generally has the right to refuse medical treat-

ment, even if life-sustaining, and his wishes expressed before becoming incompetent should be honored. This
right is based on the common law principle of personal inviolability and self-determination. See 144 U.S. 250 (S.

Ct., 1891); Cobbsv. Grant (1972),8 Cal.3d229; JFK Memorial Hospital v. Heston (1971),58 N.Y.576,2794.
2d 670; Erickson v. Dilgard (1962), 44 Misc. 2d 27,252 N.Y.S. 2d 705.

ln 1981, in another landmark case, the Supreme Court stated that "no right is held more sacred, or is more
carefully guarded, by the common law, than the right of every individual to the possession and control of his own
person, free from all restraint or interference of others." See Union Pacific RaiMay v. Botsford, 141 U.S. 250 (1981).

The principles of common law, however, are not the sole source from which the authority to control one's
own destiny is derived.

Many courts have found a citizen's right of privacy implicitly guaranteed in the Bill of Rights. Although the
United States Supreme Court has not ruled on the right of an individual to refuse medical treatment, it ruled, in
1973, that a woman has the constitutional right to end her pregnancy under certain circumstances. See Roe v.

Wade (1973), 410 U.S. 113. ln other words, the constitution guarantees every citizen broad personal right to privacy

consistent with other societal values and standards.



ln a more recent case, in re Matter of Eichner, an 83-yearold man was being kept alive by a respirator in
a permanently vegitative state. The court was asked for permission to have the respirator removed on the ground
that it was against the patient's wishes as expressed prior to his becoming incompetent. Even though such wishes
were expressed only in conversations and no written instructions signed by the patient existed, the New york
Court of Appeals held that a patient's right to decline treatment was guaranteed by the common law and that
this right was not lost when the patient subsequently became incompetent. To put it simply, the society is ex-
pected to honor a person's wishes with regard to his right to control his destiny when expressed in unequivocal terms.

The Court of Appeals in the above case determined that it was not necessary to reach the constitutional right-
of-privacy question because the relief granted to the patient was adequately supported by the common law prin-
ciple of the right to autonomy. See ln re Eichner, 73 App. Div. 2d 431 , modified 52 N.Y. 2d 369, 420 N.E. 2d 64 (1981).

ln another case, a 73-year-old full! competent man atflicted with a fatal disease requested to have a respirator
removed from his trachea. The Florida District Court of Appeal upheld not only the patient's right to refuse treat-
ment but also to atfirmatively disconnect the respirator. See Satz v. Perlmutter, 362 So. 2d 160 (Fla. 1978).

Right to Delegate

The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform Laws has proposed a Model Health Gare Consent
Act. lt provides that individuals may exercise their right to selfdetermination by appointing others to act in their
behalf. ln other words, incompetents do not lose the right to privacy and selfdetermination simply due to incompeten-
cy. An alternate mechanism should be devised so that they can exercise the same right in a meaningful manner.

Sometimes, this right is expressed through a court-appointed guardian. The guardian, however, can exercise
this right only after a carefuljudicial review. ln such cases, the court applies the "substituted judgment" test where
a proxy (i.e. a person acting for the incompetent person) attempts to arrive at a decision that the incompetent
person would have arrived had he or she been not incompetent. The guardian's decision has to be consistent
with the competing state interests and previouslyexpressed wishes of the incompetent person.

A good example of the "substituted judgment" test can be found in the celebrated Quinlan case. The father
of the 19-year-old comatose girl was appointed her guardian and allowed to make a "substituted judgment" for
the patient. Following the guardian's decision, the court permitted the respirator to be removed. See Matter of
Quinlan, 355 A.2d 647 (N.J., 1976).

What if the terminally ill patient happens to be a minor child or a severely retarded person incapable of ever
having made known his wishes? Can a guardian and a court apply the "substituted judgment" test in such a
situation?

Apparently, the Supreme Court of Massachusetts agreed that the guardian and the court have the duty to
exercise a "substituted judgment" in behalf of the incompetent person. See Superintendent of Belchertown/State
School v. Saikewicz, 373 Mass. 729,37O N.E. 2d 417 (1974.|n that case, the incompetent had incurable cancer
and the court found that, based on evidence, the incompetent person, if competent, would have decided not to
undergo chemotherapy. By and large, the courts have held that, when a patient has no reasonable possibility
of recovery and is condemned to live a vegetative existence, the patient's constitutional right to refuse medical
treatment as expressed by a legal guardian outweighs any competing state interests.

A caution must be inserted at this stage lest any sweeping conclusion be reached that can be relied upon
in alljurisdictions under all circumstances. Although a few states (such as California) have codified the doctrine
of "substituted judgment" giving it the weight and certainty of law, it largely remains an imprecise standard used
by the courts to resolve a case where the patient's wishes are unknown. The doctrine of "substituted judgment"
for incompetents was specifically rejected by a New York court in another case. The state had sought to administer
blood transfusions to a profoundly retarded S2-year-old man with terminal cancer. This move was opposed by
the patient's mother who also was his legal guardian. The court sided with the state by permitting the blood transfu-
sions to proceed.

As you can see, the law is in a great deal of flux, and many of today's decisions are bound to be modified,
or even overturned, as the moral, ethical and legal considerations continue to sharpen society's focus on such
an intensely personal subject.

Balancing with Society's lnterest
ln the final analysis, the right to privacy and self-determination in general, and the right to refuse medical

treatment or other life-prolonging measures in particular, is not absolute. A person's right to selfdetermination
has to be balanced with the state's basic interest in protecting and preserving human life. The state can never
sanction suicide. The state also has the duty to protect other members of the society who would be affected by
a person's exercise of his right to self-determination. Such a conflict may arise when a parent refuses medical
treatment leaving his or her children wards of the state. The medical profession is an integral factor in this equa-
tion. The society has an obligation to preserve this integrity of the profession. An individual's desire for self-
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determination has to be balanced with the medical profession's Hippocratic oath to uphold the sanctity of life'

Doctors, hospitals and other health care providers are at the leading edge of the controversy and are going to

be called upon to make decisions that may embroil them in legal and ethical dilemma.

Medical Profession on Trial

ln a recent California case, two doctors, who had ordered removalof intravenous tubes which provided hydration

and nourishment to a comatose patient, were charged with murder and conspiracy to commit murder' The pa-

tient, Clarence Herbert, had suffered a cardio-respiratory arrest during the post-operative recovery stage. He was

revived by a team of physicians and nurses and immediately placed on life-support equipment. However, it was

determined that the patient had suffered severe brain damage, leaving him in a vegetative state, from which he

was not likely to recover.
At this pbint, the doctors, Robert Nejdl and Neil Barber, consulted with Mr. Herbert's family and informed

them that the patient was not likely to recover from the comatose state. Thereupon, the family made a written

request to the hospital personnel tnat tney wanted "all machines taken off that are sustaining life." As a result,

Mr. Herbert was taken otf the respirator and other life-sustaining equipment. Mr. Herbert continued to breathe

without the equipment but showed no signs of improvement'
After two more days had elapsed, the doctors, after consultation with the family, ordered removal of the in-

travenous tubes that niO tept the patient alive. Subsequently, the District Attorney's otfice in Los Angeles county

filed murder charges against the doctors.
The California Court of Appeals issued a peremptory writ of prohibition which, in etfect, dismissed the murder

complaint. ln issuing the writ, the court recognized the right of a "surrogate" to act in accordance with a patient's

wishes, or if none were expressed, to substitute the surrogate's judgment for that of the patient without court in-

volvement. See Barber v. Superior Court of State of California, 147 Cal. App. 2d 1006, 195 Cal. Rep. 484 (1983).

The Barber case is a landmark authority and it will establish the viability of the Durable Power of Attorney

in authorizing health care decisions for the principal, including the vesting of authority in a legal guardian or "sur-

rogate" when tne principal is incompetent and cannot make decisions for himself or herself. The court estab-

lished several legal precedents:
(1) ln asserting the right of an individual to self-determination, the court stated:

ln this state a clearly recognized legal right to control one's own medical treatment predated the Natural

Death Act. A long line of cases, approved by the Supreme Court in Cobbs v. Grant (1972),8 Cal. 3d

22g have held that where a doctor performs treatment in the absence of an informed consent, there is

an actionable battery. The obvious corollary to this principle is that a competent adult patient has the

legal right to refuse medical treatment.

The court noted that the California legislature, by dnacting the Natural Death Act, has recognized an adult

person's "right to control one's medical treatment."
(2) At the same time, the court concluded that California's Natural Death Act "does not represent the ex-

clusive basis for terminating life support equipment." Obviously, such a right predates the statutory enactment.

ln any situation, the patient's interests and desires are of paramount importance.

Of course the patient's interests and desires are the key ingredients of the decision-making process...

whenever possible, the patient himself should be the ultimate decision-maker.

(g) Next, the court took a giant step forward by asserting the right of a "surrogate" to make health care

decisions, including withholding or withdrawing of medical treatment, in behalf of the incompetent principal. The

court set down specific criteria that a surrogate should follow in arriving at such decisions. First, the expressed

desires and feelings of the patient prior to his becoming incompetent should be honored to the extent possible.

The second criterion should be the patient's best interests which would take into account pain and suffering as

well as the qualiry and extent of life the patient would enjoy. Finally, the surrogate ought to temper his decision

by taking into account its impact on those people closest to the patient.

(a) ln further strengthening the right of self-determination, the court concluded that prior judicial approval

is not necessary before any decision to withdraw treatment can be made.
(5) And, as a final step, the court resolved the question of what constitutes medical treatment.

Further, we view the use of an intravenous administration of nourishment and fluid, under the cir-

cumstances, as being the same as the use of the respirator or other form of life support.

Although the court decision did not specifically mention the use of a Durable Power of Attorney to authorize

health care and medical treatment decisions, it recognized the right of an individual to express his wishes through

either written or oral communication. ln its decision, the court cited several times the Report of the President's

Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research, Deciding

to Forego Life-Sustaining Treatment, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C. (1983). The Report recom'
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mended the use of the Durable Power of Attorney as a effective mechanism for the purpose of allowing people
while competent to designate someone to act in their stead and to express their wishes about treatment.

Withholding of Food and Water
Although the Barber case discussed above made no distinction between the intravenous administration of

nourishment and fluid and the use of the respirator or other form of life support, putting them both in the category
of medical treatment, the propriety of withdrawing nourishment and hydration from a terminally ill, comatose pa-
tient continues to present the most problematical issue for the courts. Presently there is another case making
its way up in the Massachusetts judicial system which is expected to set new medical and legal boundaries in
the area of feeding of the comatose patients.

For almost three years, Paul Brophy,48, aformer firefighter and paramedic, has lain in a coma at a chronic
care hospital in Stoughton, Mass., kept alive against his previously-stated wishes, by feeding through a tube surgical-
ly placed in his stomach. He has no awareness of his surroundings and does not move, except reflexively to withdraw
from being touched. Brophy had been in excellent health until three years ago, when a blood vessel ruptured
in his brain. He never regained consciousness after delicate neurosurgery.

lronically, long before he became ill, Brophy had spoken to his wife about his desire not to be kept alive in
a coma, partly because he had seen so many seriously injured accident victims in the course of his job. Although
Brophy never specifically discussed with any member of his family the issue of whether food and water should
be withdrawn, he had repeatedly told his wife to "pull the plug" if he should ever end up in a coma.

A state probate judge has agreed with Brophy's wife and legal guardian, Patricia, that her husband, if he
were able to see his current condition, would forgo such feeding in order to terminate his life. Yet the judge ruled
in Oct. 1985 that the feedings were neither "burdensome" nor "painful" and must be continued. This decision
is being appealed.

Right-to-Die
At the time this material is being written (April, 1986), the outer perimeters of the right to self-determination,

particularly the right to refuse food and water, are still not defined. ln addition to the Brophy case, there are similar
cases pending in New Jersey, Florida and California. The outcome of these cases will have broad implications
on the nation's estimated 10,000 comatose individuals who are being kept alive in persistent vegetative states.

The legal battle over whether food and water can be withheld from a comatose patient has become the latest
confrontation between "right-to-life" and "right-todie" advocacy groups. ln the past, like the Karen Ann Quinlan
case in New Jersey a decade ago, the controverby raged around the issue of disconnecting life-support equip-
ment from comatose patients. But now the focus has shifted toward withdrawing nourishment and hydration from
patients who are in a totally vegetative state. Some physicians, members of the clergy and other "right-to-life"
advocates do not consider food and water as medical treatment at all but as nursing care akin to keeping a patient
warm or turning a patient in bed. However, most courts, including the California court in the Barber case men-
tioned above, have ruled that nourishment and hydration are no different than other traditional forms ol medical
treatment.

The central issue that the courts are grappling with is whether a patient, who is in a persistent coma with
no possible hope of recovery but with a life expectancy of several more years, has a right to starve himself to
death. lronically, the California courts have again taken a lead in further expanding the right of an individual to
control his or her destiny, including the right to die.

The California case involves a 28-year-old cerebral palsy victim, totally paralyzed and dependent on others
for continuous care. Originally the patient, Elizabeth Bouvia, had sought court's permission to starve herself to
death while being cared for in a county-run hospital. The woman's illness, while incurable, is not terminal. Wiih
proper care, she is expected to live 15 to 20 years. Although she suffers from a severely debilitating physical ail-
ment, she is by no means incompetent. ln fact, she has full control over her mental faculties, and is capable of
making decisions for herself.

The trial court rejected her request to starve herself, declaring that her right to privacy and self-determination
was outweighed by society's interest in preserving life and maintaining ethical integrity of the medical profession.
The judge noted, "She has a right to end her life, but not with the assistance of society." Bouvia v. County of
Riverside (1983), Riverside Superior Court No. 159780.

Currently, a second chapter is being written in this story. Bouvia, no longer wanting to starve herself to death,
petitioned the court to have doctors remove the forcejeeding tube that carries vital nutrients to her body. The
force-feeding was initiated because her weight had dropped dangerously. The request was denied by the trial
judge who ruled that, under the circumstances of her present hospitalization, Bouvia does not have an absolute
right to refuse medical treatment. Bouvia, represented by ACLU, appealed the decision.

The state appellate court recently ruled that Elizabeth Bouvia has an absolute right to refuse force-feeding
or any other unwanted medical treatment, even if it creates a life-threatening situation. ln a powerfully worded,
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unanimous decision, the 2nd District Court of Appeal ordered removal of a nasogastric tube through which the
28-yearold woman was receiving the vital nutrients.

"A patient has the right to refuse any medical treatment or medical service, even when such treatment is
labeled 'furnishing nourishment and hydration,"'the justices held. Such a right is "basic and fundamental" and
is "recognized as part of the right of privacy protected by both the state and federal constitutions."

"lt is not a medical decision for her physicians to make. Neither is it a legal question whose soundness is
to be resolved by lawyers or judges. lt is not a conditional right subject to approval by ethics committees or courts
of law. lt is a moral and philosophical decision that, being a competent adult, is hers alone."

The Appellate court found that it is "immaterial that the removal of the ... tube will hasten or cause Bouvia's
eventual death. Being competent, she has the right to live out the remainder of her natural life in dignity and peace."

This right, the court wrote, "should include the ability to enlist assistance from others, including the medical
profession, in making death as painless and quick as possible."

American Medical Association Guidelines
Finally, just as we go to press with this Manual, important guidelines are being written by the medical profes-

sion. During a two-day symposium in March, 1986 in New Orleans titled, "A New Ethic for the New Medicine,"
the American Medical Association announced a major change in the principles regarding the treatment of ter-
minally ill and permanently incapacitated patients, maintaining that a doctor remains obligated to sustain life, not
prolong it. Under these guidelines, it would be ethical for a doctor to withhold "all means of life prolonging medical
treatment," including food and water, from patients in irreversible comas even if death was not imminent. The
withholding of such therapy should occur only when a patient's coma "is beyond doubt irreversible and there
are adequate safeguards to confirm the accuracy of the diagnosis," the association's judicial council said.

The opinion could affect at least 10,000 Americans who are in irreversible comas.The opinion of the
271,000-member association does not constitute a hard and fast rule for doctors, but it opens the way for them
to withdraw life-prolonging treatment with less fear of being taken to court, and to cite the opinion as a defense
if they are challenged.

The association emphasized that the new ruling "does not say that a physician has to pull out lV's or a feeding
tube. The ruling states that doing so "is not unethical" and is a decision that each physician and each patient's
family and legal guardians would address on a case-by-case basis. Even with the new ruling, it is expected, many
doctors will choose to believe that withholding food and water would cause intentional death.

The new AMA opinion also said: "Life prolonging medical treatment includes medication and artificially or
technologically supplied respiration, nutrition or hydration. ln treating a terminally ill or irreversibly comatose pa-
tient, the physician should determine whether the benefits of treatment outweigh its burdens. At all times, the
dignity of the patient should be maintained."
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Chapter 8
Living Will

Since 1976 many states have enacted "living will" laws. These laws - sometimes called "right-tcdie" or "death-
with-dignity" statutes - generally establish a person's right to sign a legally effective declaration that says that,
should he become terminally ill, he wants no extraordinary measures used to prolong life. At this time, 35 states
and the District of Columbia have recognized a terminally ill patient's right to say 'no' to further treatment. Living
will laws free doctors and other health care providers from liability when they act in accordance with the patient's

instructions.

At present, the laws vary in detail from state to state. A number of states require a diagnosis of "terminal illness"
not only from the attending physician but also from a second doctor. Almost all insist on two witnesses to the
signing of the living will, but several states specity that the process take place before a notary public. Some allow
the person to designate a close relative or other proxy to make crucial medical care decisions should he be incompe-

tent to make them himself; others rule out decisions by anyone but the patient. Most laws on the book specify
that withdrawalof life-sustaining procedures pursuant to a living will does not sanction withdrawal of food and water.

It's recommended that you review your living will declaration periodically and re€xecute it to keep it current.
lf a terminal illness has been diagnosed recently, a new declaration should be executed. A commonly-used living
will form is included in this Manual; it should be signed in the presence of three witnesses. Such a will may be

legally binding and enforceable even in states that do not have living will laws on the book, but this is not as clear
and as certain as in those states that have specific laws on the subject.

When States Passed "Living Will" Laws

1976 California

1977 Arkansas, ldaho, Nevada, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oregon, Texas

1979 Kansas, Washington

1981 Alabama

1982 Delaware, District of Columbia, Vermont

1983 lllinois, Virginia

1984 Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, West
Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming

1985 Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, lndiana, lowa,
Maine, Maryland, Missouri, Montana, New
Hampshire, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Utah
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TLIbinsWill

To my family, my physician, my lawyer, and my clergyman:

To any medical facility in whose care I happen to be:

To any individual who may become responsible for my health, welfare, or affairs:

[, wish to make
this statement as an expression of my desires and directions while I am still of sound and competent
mind. If a time comes when I can no longer take part in decisions regarding my own well-being,
let this statement serve as a guide to all those who care for me.

Should a situation arise when there is no reasonable expectation of my recovering from extreme
physical or mental disability, I request that I be allowed to die and not be kept alive by artificial
means or "heroic measures" undertaken by medical personnel. I do, however, ask that medication
be mercifully administered to me to alleviate pain and suffering even though this may hasten the
moment of death.

If I have executed a valid form of bequeathal of any of my organs for transplant or research purposes,
I do ask and authorize that I be kept alive by artificial means for a time sufficient to enable the
medical personnel to accomplish the withdrawal of the organs.

I am making this request after careful consideration and is in accordance with my beliefs and convic-
tions. I hope that those who care for me will feel morally bound to carry out my wishes as expressed
here.

Date: Signature:

Witness

OCopyright 1986 CHSA





Chapter 9
Alternatives to the Durable Power
of Attorney

The Durable Power of Attorney is a relatively new concept. The legislation dealing with the Durable Power
of Attorney has been adopted in most states only in the last dozen years or so. Previous to such legislation, the
problem of handling an incapacitated person's financial and personal affairs was generally handled through legal
guardianship or conservatorship proceedings. Such proceedings have always been cumbersome, inflexible and
expensive. A Durable Power of Attorney can provide a solution to these problems. Besides the Durable Power
of Attorney, there is one other approach that deals with the problems of disability.

Revocable Living Trust
A revocable Living Trust is a device whereby you transfer your assets to a trust during your lifetime; you can

appoint yourself as settlor or trustee and designate in the trust instrument beneficiaries of the trust. The primary
purpose of a Living Trust is to avoid probate by facilitating an immediate transfer of the trust assets to the
beneficiaries upon death.

However, the same arrangement is frequently used to handle problems arising out of the settlor's subsequent
incompetency during his lifetime. The declaration of trust may contain a provision which empowers successor
trustee to take over the administration of the trust during the lifetime of the settlor, should he become physically
or mentally incapacitated. Such incapacily is established upon certification by at least two licensed physicians
not related by blood or marriage to either the settlor or any beneficiary. The successor trustee could be the spouse,
an adult chiH, a relative or a friend of the settlor, and in some instances, a bank or a financial institution. The
successor trustee is directed to spend as much of income and principal as may be necessary for the proper health,
support and maintenance of the settlor.

Although a Living Trust is an excellent device to avoid probate, its use in handling problems created by a
person's disability is not quite as desirable as using a Durable Power of Attorney. The lollowing is a brief discus-
sion of the relative merits of the two approaches:

1. First, setting up a Living Trust and implementing the trust by transferring various assets to the trust is
an expensive proposition, especially if the sole purpose of the Living Trust is to provide against incompetencyr
and that incompetency never occurs. A Living Trust requires that the assets named in the trust be transferred
to the trust by re-recording the deeds for real estate, or changing the bank accounts or insurance policies. This
is a time-consuming procedure. The cost and time spent are well-justified if the primary objective is to avoid pro-
bate and provision against incompetency is a secondary goal.

2. A Durable Power of Attorney can provide for personal health care of the principal, but a Living Trust can-
not. Therefore, even if a Living Trust is used for financial and asset management, a Durable Power of Attorney
may still be needed for personal health care decisions.

3. ln almost all the states, a Durable Power of Attorney can be executed without any court approval and
without the formality of public recording. lt is a much more informal arrangement and, otten, the entire matter
can be handled with the help of a few family members.

4. Most states do not limit the powers that may be granted the attorney-in-fact in a Durable Power of At-
torney. These can be as broad or restrictive as you wish. Also, in many states, you can frame the power so as
to be etfective only upon the disability of the principal, the so-called "springing" Durable Power of Attorney. Thus,
the Durable Power of Attorney can be held in abeyance until the need arises.

5. As opposed to a Living Trust, a Durable Power of Attorney does not require even a nominal transfer of
assets. lt's a boon to those who are fearful of losing even the slightest control over their affairs.

Convertible lnter Vivos Trust
Fortunately, it's not necessary to choose between the Durable Power of Attorney and the revocable Living

Trust. The Durable Power of Attorney and the revocable Living Trust can not only exist concurrently, they can,
in fact, complement one another. The use of a convertible inter vivos trust (i.e. a Living Trust set up in conjunction
with a Durable Power of Attorney) can offer the best of both worlds; it becomes the most comprehensive, cost-
efficient and flexible estate planning device.

The revocable Living Trust set up under such an arrangement would be unfunded, or preferably, funded with
a minimalamount of property. (Some states do not permit unfunded or "dry" or "passive" Living Trusts. To cir-
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cumvent such rules, it's recommended that the trust be set up with a small amount of property.) The declaration
of trust grants the trustee the right to receive additional property from any source, including "pour-overs" from
the grantor's estate.

ln conjunction with the Living Trust, a Durable Power of Attorney is also drafted which expressly directs the
attorney-in-fact, upon disability of the principal, to transfer and deliver to the trustee all of the principal's property.
It may be desirable to identify the specific assets or the classes of assets to be transferred to the trust, including
a catch-all provision that would cover all the property owned by the grantor. Both the instruments of power and
trust may define "disability" as certified by two unrelated licensed physicians or in some such non-judicial man-
ner. Upon disability of the grantor, the previously revocable trust "converts" to an irrevocable trust for the benefit
of the grantor and other designated beneficiaries. At the time of conversion, the grantor is automatically disqualified
as trustee and is then replaced by a successor trustee named in the instrument. Also, at this time, the grantor
relinquishes all right and power, previously reserved unto him, to revoke or amend the trust, Such a provision
should be included for two-fold reasons. First, an attempt by an incapacitated or incompetent person to amend
or revoke a trust is likely to be challenged successfully by atfected beneficiaries in a court of law. Second, by
making the trust irrevocable upon disability of the principal, if a conservator were to be appointed by court, he
would be prevented from revoking or otherwise negating the terms of the trust originally intended by the principal.

In many states, a principal has the right to nominate his choice of conservator in the Durable Power of At-
torney, and the court is required to appoint such a conservator unless there is good cause or the conservator
is disqualified. This would leave the judicial intervention to the minimum.

The principal benefit of a convertible Living Trust described above is that it puts otf into the future the expen-
sive and time+onsuming process of funding a Living Trust. The device of executing a Living Trust together with
a Durable Power of Attorney permits the "standby" Living Trust to be funded only if and when incompetency
actually occurs.

Such a device has the additional benefit of affording the principal psychological comfort in that the power
of attorney-in-fact is fairly limited - he is required only to transfer the assets owned by the principal to the existing
Living Trust upon determination of disability. The principal may feel more comfortable in granting such limited
authority and an attorney-in-fact may be more willing to accept such a responsibility.

An exhaustive discussion of revocable Living Trust is beyond the scope of this Manual. Those who are in-
terested in setting up a revocable Living Trust for the primary purpose of avoiding probate should write to the
publisher of this Manual inquiring about How to Avoid Probate Kit.

lf you wish to grant your attorney-in-fact authority to fund an existing inter-vivos trust, the following clause
may be added to the Durable Power of Attorney.

I have created an inter vivos Trust dated ln the event
of my "disability" as that term is defined in the said Declaration of Trust, I hereby direct my attorney-in-
fact to transfer and deliver any deed or other instrument of transfer or conveyance covering all of my
personal and real properg wherever situated to the Trustees of said Trust for administration and manage-
ment pursuant to the terms of said Declaration.
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Chapter 10
Tax Consequences

A Durable Power of Attorney, per se, does not pose any serious tax consequences for either the principal
or the agent. However, an agent can take certain actions that may benefit the principal. This may entail com-
pleting specified gifts, or buying bonds to pay estate taxes, or buying more insurance for the principal, or funding
a revocable Living Trust. A brief discussion of a few related issues ensues below.

Principal Taxed

A Durable Power of Attorney simply authorizes an attorney-in-fact to act in behalf of the principal without transfer-
ring any benefits of ownership of property or undertaking. An agent may have a legal title to a property but no
beneficial interest in it. Therefore, all of the income, gift and estate tax consequences arising out of any Durable
Power of Attorney transactions are borne by the principal. For example, if an agent sells the principal's property
and gain is realized, the gain is, of course, taxed to the principal.

lf any agent makes a gift of the principal's property to someone else, the action results in a taxable gift tran-
saction for the principal.

Flower Bonds
Section 6312 of the lnternal Revenue Code permits certain federal bonds, issued on or before March 3,1971,

to be used at their par value in payment of the federal estate tax. These are socalled "flower bonds." Such bonds
provide an instant source of cash for the estate.

The flower bonds must have been purchased by the decedent during his lifetime or by an authorized person,

such as a trustee or agent acting in behalf of the principal. The regulations of the Treasury Department require
the bonds to have been owned by the decedent at the time of his death and thus, are included in the taxable
estate of the decedent at par value.

lf you wish, you may specifically authorize your agent in the Durable Power of Attorney to purchase flower
bonds so that they can be redeemed upon death to pay federal estate tax.

It should be noted that the flower bonds are gradually being phased out. The Treasury Department has not
issued any since 1971. Flower bonds generally bear a lower rate of interest than other government securities.
They are not a good investment except when purchased shortly before the death of the owner.

Life lnsurance
Life insurance, especially the issue of "incidents of ownership," moy pose a ditficult problem for the estate

planner. Under Treasury regulations, life insurance is included in the decedent's estate if he owns any incidents
of ownership.

Take, for instance, an arrangement described below which may not be entirely uncommon. Husband assigns
insurance policy on his life to his wife, and then separately, she appoints him as her attorney-in-fact under a Durable
Power of Attorney. lf the husband predeceases his wife, is the policy included in his gross estate since he owned
"incidents of ownership?"

There is no definitive ruling on this question. The IRS has, however, conceded in at least one case that the
"powers possessed by the decedent in a fiduciary capacity do not constitute incidents of ownership for the pur-
poses of Section 2042(a) where they devolve on the decedent after the decedent has divested himself or herself
of all interest in the policies and where the decedent cannot exercise the powers for the decedent's own benefit."
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Durable Power of Attorney or Living WiIl?

Durable Powers of Attorney for health carre have important advantages over living wills.
Living wills are primarily used when a patient is terminally ill and death is imminent, whereas a
durable power of attorney for healttr care can generally be used to delegate authority for health
care decisions in all cas€s of patient incompetence. In other words, durable power of attorney has
much wider application than living will.

Durable power of attorney, unlike a living will, offers a crucial benefit to the attending
physician in ttrat he can talk to the agent who is authorized to make decisions in behalf of the
patient. Physicians will feel less vulnerable to legal challenges if ttrey rely upon the instructions of
the agent who was personally designated by the incompetent patient" than if they were to rely upon
the informal consent of a relative. The dtrable power of anorney for health care resolves uncer-
tainty about who is authorized to consent for the incapacitated patient, especially when relatives
are in disagreement among themselves or when the family disagrees with the physician. The
concept of durable power of attorney conforms more closely than a living will to ttre legal model
of informed consent.

The obvious disadvantage of durable power of attorney is possible abuse by the ageng if he
stands to gain by unscrupulous exercise of the power vested in him by the principal. Such a
possibility can, of course, be averted by judicious selection of the agent. Second concern in the
exercise of durable powerof anorney is that the agent may not exercise the very power when
needed ttrat he is authorized and trusted to exercise. A close family member who acts as the agent
may tre too overwhelmed by grief or too emotionally overwrought to make the critical decision.
So there exists the ever-present danger of an agent not faithfully carrying out the patient's wishes
or acting against the patient's best interests when those wishes are unclear.

There is one other significant difference benreen living wills and durable powers of anor-
ney for health care. Agents under a durable power of attorney for health care are not required to
act for the principal; they are given the power, but not the obligation. On the other hand, living
will directives are obligatory on the physician. Powers granted an agent to act on behatf of the
principal are permissive.



Chapter 11

Form Selection and lnstructions

lnstructions - Read CarefullY

Form Selectlon
1. Find the state of your residence in Column 1.

2. Column 2 shows ditferent forms you can use. You may create two separate power - one for asset manage'

ment, the other lor health care, or you may create one combined power for asset management and health care.

You may create an immediate power or, if your state permits it, a "springing" power.

Although most states make no express provision for health care in their Durable Power of Attorney statutes'

estate planners generally agree that a power that provides for health care decisions may nonetheless be valid.

Residents oi Califomia] Connecticut, New York and North Carolina can also choose to use statutory short

form power of attorney. These forms were written by the legislature and allow you to adopt comprehensive powers

by reierence. They are simple to use and are bound to find wide acceptance among third parties with whom your

ab"nt *itt be deaiing. you should use these forms, if at all possible. lf you decide not to use a statutory form,

wnicn you're not required to do, you may select one of the other standard forms.

California is the only state that has adopted a statutory form for health care. California residents cannot com'

bine health care powerswith asset management powers. Residents of other states can use Form DPA'3 or DPA-4

to create a separate Durable Power of Attorney for health care.

Executing the Standard Form

Once you have selected a form or forms, follow the instructions below for completing the forms:

1. Type your name and address as principal in the space provided'

2. Type the name and address of your agent in the space provided.
g. Type the name and address of a successor/substitute agent where shown. lf you decide not to appoint

a successor/substitute agent, type "NONE."
4. Since most powers may involve dealing with realproperty and may need to be recorded, you should ex-

ecute the power in the presencl of a Notary Public. Type the city/town and state, and the date of preparing the

power. Type your name and sign above it'
5. Notarial acknowledgment must be completed by the Notary Public.

6. Although most statis do not require witnesses, it's recommended that you sign the document in the

presence of two witnesses. The witnesses must sign in the spaces provided'

Caution: South Carolina requires that the power must be executed with the same formality as involved in

the execution of a will and recorded in the same manner as a deed.

7. At the end of the instrument, the agent may sign acknowledging his/her appointment by the principal.

This, of course, is not a requirement.

Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney

The statutory forms include specific warnings and instructions for execution of the power. You should read

these carefully and follow them.

Health Care Power

Caution: The Durable Power of Attorney for health care has two provisions that you should pay special at'
tention to. First, in the event of a terminal illness, it expressly asks the health care provider to withhold or withdraw

any life-prolonging procedures. Second, in the event of an irreversible coma, it asks for suspensions of nourish'

ment and water.
lf you do not agree with either one or both of these provisions, you must cross out the applicable paragraphs

and initial them. lf you're using witnesses, you must have them initial the alterations too.
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lf you're a resident of Select Comment

Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas,
Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii, ldaho,
lndiana, lowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Jersey, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Pennsylvania, Rhode lsland, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont,
Washington, Wisconsin

DPA for Asset
Management; lmmediate
Power.

Form
DPA.1

Form
DPA-2

DPA for Asset
Management;
"Springing" Power.

Form
DPA-3

DPA for Health Care;
lmmediate Power.

Form
DPA4

DPA for Health Care;
"Springing" Power.

Form
DPA-s

DPA for Asset
Management and Health
Care Combined;
lmmediate Power.

Form
DPA-6

DPA for Asset
Management and Health
Care Combined;
"Springing" Power.

Florida, Georgia, lllinois, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire,
Ohio, Oregon, South Carolina, Texas,
Virginia, West Virginia

Form
DPA.1

DPA for Asset
Management; lmmediate
Power.

Form
DPA.3

DPA for Health Care;
lmmediate Power.

Form
DPA-s

DPA for Asset
Management and Health
Care Combined;
lmmediate Power

California Form
DPA-7

California Statutory Short
Form Power of Attorney;
Recommended.

Form
DPA-8

California Statutory Form
Durable Power of
Attorney for Health Care;
Recommended.
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Form
DPA-g

DPA for Asset
Management; lmmediate
Power; Contains the
Required California
Warning.

Form
DPA-10

DPA for Asset
Management;
"Springing" Power;
Contains the Required
California Warning.

Form
DPA.11

DPA for Health Care;
lmmediate Power;
Contains the Required
California Warning.

Form
DPA-12

DPA for Health Care;
"Springing" Power;
Contains the Required
California Warning.

Connecticut Form
DPA-13

Connecticut Statutory
Short Form Power of
Attorney; Recommended.

Form
DPA-1

DPA for Asset
Management; lmmediate
Power.

Form
DPA-3

DPA for Health Care;
lmmediate Power.

Form
DPA-5

DPA for Asset
Management and Health
Care Combined;
lmmediate Power.

New York Form
DPA-14

New York Statutory Short
Form of General Power
of Attorney;
Recommended.

Form
DPA-1

DPA for Asset
Management; lmmediate
Power.

Form
DPA-3

DPA for Health Care;
lmmediate Power.
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Form
DPA.s

DPA for Asset
Management and Health
Care Combined;
lmmediate Power.

North Carolina Form
DPA.15

North Carolina Statutory
Short Form of General
Power of Attorney;
lmmediate Power;
Recommended.

Form
DPA-16

North Carolina Statutory
Short Form of General
Power of Attorney;
"Springing" Power;
Recommended.

Form
DPA-1

DPA for Asset
Management; lmmediate
Power.

Form
DPA-2

DPA for Asset
Management;
"Springing" Power.

Form
DPA-3

DPA for Health Care;
lmmediate Power.

Form
DPA-4

DPA for Health Care;
"Springing" Power.

Form
DPA.5

DPA for Asset
Management and Health
Care Combined;
lmmediate Power.

Form
DPA-6

DPA for Asset
Management and Health
Care Combined;
"Springing" Power.

Oklahoma, Wyoming Requires
Court
Approval

You may use the
language of the Forms
DPA-1, DPA.2, DPA-3,
DPA-4, DPA-S, or DPA-6.
But the power requires
court approval and there
are restrictions. Please
read the State
Supplements.
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DPA.l

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY
(lmmediate Power)

as Principal.
Created by

1. I,
Name of PrinciPal

Address

as principal (the "Principal") intend

W State

to create by this instrument a Durable Power of Attorney and do hereby appoint

ol
Name of Agent

Address City

("Agent") to act lor me and in my name and exercise the powers set forth below.

2. My Agent is authorized in my Agent's sole and absolute discretion from time to time and at any time, with respect to

any an'd aii of my property and interdsts in property, real, personal, intangible and mixed, as follows:

(a) Real property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and.contract lor the

tease, purcnase, erchange, and acquisition of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any interest in real property what'

soeuer, on such terms aid conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and to m.aintain, repair,

improvb, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgage, subject to deeds of trust, and in any way or

manner deal with all or any pari of any interest in real property whatsoever, that I own at the time of execution or may thereafter

acquire, lor under such teims and coirditions, and under suc-h covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and, to supplement

this instrument by adding or modifying the descriptions of any property, real or personal, which I may now or hereafter own,

in whole or in part.

(b) personal property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract

toitne lease, purchade, excnange, and acquisition of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any personal property what-

soever, tangibte or intangible, or'inierest thereto, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall

deem prop6r, and to maintain, repair, improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgages, subject

to dee'ds ot trust, and hypothecaie, and in any way oimanner deal with all or any part of any real or personal property what-

soever, tangible or intangiote, or any interesi tneiein, that I own at the time or execution or may thereafter acquire, under

such terms-and conditions, and under such covenants, aS my Agent shall deem proper.

(c) Bond, Share and Commodity Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold

and po".ess any bond, share, instrument or similar character, commodity interest or any instrument with respect thereto together

with the interesi, dividends, proceeds, or other distributions connected therewith, as now are, or shall hereafter become, own'

JO uV, bi Ore, o*ing pivioie, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may thereafter acquire interest; to

have, use, and ta1Jail liwful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures,.and writs in my name for the collection

ino iecou'"ry thereof, and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree lor the same, and to make, execute, and deliver for me,

all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other sufficient discharges for the same.

(d) Banking Transactions: To make, receive, sign, endorse, execute, acknowledge, deliver, and possess checks, dratts'

bills of exchange, letters of credit, notes, stock certificates, withdrawal receipts and deposit instruments relating to accounts

or deposits in,-oi certifLates of deposit of, banks, savings and loan or other institutions or associations for me'

(e) Safe Deposits: To have free access at any time to any safe. deposit box or vault to. which I might have access: and

to lontracf with any institution for the maintenance of a safe <ieposit box in my name; and to add to and remove from the

contents of any such safe deposit box.

(0 Business Operating Transactions: To conduct, engage in, and transact any and all lawful business of whatever nature

ori<inO for me; to c6ntinueihe operation of any business I own or have an interest in; to sell, liquidate or close out such business

at such time and upon such teims as my Ag-ent shall deem appropriate;to represent mq.a.nd to exercise any right or power

I may have in any partnership whether as a g6neral, special or limited partner; to exercise all rights with respect to any securities

I may now own or acquire hereafter in any pubtic corporation, including the right to sell, hypothecate, buy the same or different

securities and to vote at all meetings of the stockholders.

(g) lnsurance Transactions: To exercise or perform any act, power, duty, right or,obligation whatsoever in regard to

any-lontract of life, accident, health, disability or liability insurance of any combination of such insurance procured.by. or on

behalf of me prior io execution; and to procdre new, diflerent or additional contracts of insurance for me and to designate

the beneficiary of any such contract of insurance, provided, however, that the Agent himself cannot be such beneficiary unless

the Agent is my spouse, child, grandchild, parent, brother or sister.

(h) Estate Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold and possess all legacies'

bequests, devises, as are, owned by,'or due, owing, payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may

theieafter acquire interesi; to have,'use, and take itt 
'tawtut 

means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writs

in my name f6r the colleciion and recovery thereof; and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to make,

erecute, and deliver for me, all endorsem;nts, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other sufficient discharges for the same.

wl2xlt xllxlr4llFhss4'^E.dF F'--
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(D Personal Relationships and Affairs: To do all acts necessary for maintaining the customary standard of living for
me, my spouse and children, and other dependents; to provide medical, dental and surgicalcare, hospitalization and custodial
care for me, my spouse, and children and other dependents; to continue whalever provision has been made by me, for me,
my spouse, and children, and other dependents, with respect to automobiles, or other means of transportation; to continue
whatever charge accounts have been operated by me, to open such new accounts as my Agent shall think to be desirable
for the accomplishment of any of the purposes enumerated in this section, and to pay the items charged on such accounls
by any person authorized or permitted by me or my Agent to make such charges; to continue the discharge of any services
or duties assumed by me, to any parent, relative or friend of mine; to continue payments incidental to my membership or
alliliation in any church, club, society, order or other organization, or to continue contributions thereto.

fi) Tax, Social Security and Unemployment: To prepare, execute and file all tax, social security, unemployment in-
surance and information returns for tax years between 1970 and 2020 required by the laws of the United States, or of any
state or subdivision thereof, or of any foreign government; to prepare, execute and file all other papers and instruments which
the Agent shall think to be desirable or necessary to safeguard me against excess or illegal taxation or against penalties im-
posed for claimed violation of any law or other governmental regulation; and to pay, compromise, contest or apply for refunds
in connection with any taxes or assessments lor which I am or may be liable.

(k) Benefits from Military Service: To execute vouchers in my name for any and all allowances and reimbursements
payable by the United States, or subdivision thereof, to me, arising from or based upon military service and to receive, endorse
and collect the proceeds ol any check payable to me drawn on the treasurer or other fiscal officer or depository of the United
States or subdivision thereof; to take possession and to order the removal and shipment, of any property belonging to me
from any post, warehouse, depot, dock or other place of storage or safekeeping, either governmental or private; to execute
and to deliver any release, voucher, receipt, bilt of lading, shipping ticket, certificate or other instrument which the Agent shall
think to be desirable or necessary for such purpose; to prepare, to file and to prosecute my claim to any benefit or assistance,
financial or otherwise, to which I am or claim to be, entitled, under the provisions of any statute or regulation existing at the
creation of the agency or thereafter enacted by the United States or by any state or by any subdivision thereof, or by any
foreign government, which benefit or assistance arises from or is based upon military service performed prior to or after execution.

(l) Revocable Trust: To execute a revocable trust agreement with such trustee as my Agent shall select which trust shall
pay to me or disburse on my behalf such amounts of income or principal as necessary lor my proper health, support and
maintenance, and that on my death any remaining income and principal shall be paid to my personal representative, and
that said trust may be revoked or amended by me or my Agent at any time and from time to time, provided that any such
amendment by my Agent shall not include any provision which could not be included in the original trust agreement; to deliver
and convey any or all of my assets to the trustee thereof; to add any or all ol my assets to such a trust already in existence
at the time this instrument is executed or at any time thereafter,

3. This power of attorney shall not be affected by subsequent disability or incapacity of the principal.

4. No person who acts in reliance upon any representations made by my Agent as to (a) the continued validity of the Durable
Power ol Attorney, (b) the scope of powers granted under this instrument, (c) my competency at the time this instrument was
executed, or (d) the fact that this instrument has not been revoked, shall incur any liability to me, my estate, my heirs or assigns
as a result of any dealings with my Agent, nor shall any person who deals with my Agent shall inquire into the proper applica-
tion of funds or property.

5. I reserve unto myself the right to amend or revoke this instrument, and to remoVe my Agent and any alternate agent
by executing a written instrument of revocation, amendment, or removal and delivering it to my Agent and to all alternate
agents. ll the instrument has been recorded in the public records, then the instrument ol revocation, amendment or removal
shall be filed or recorded in the same public records.

6. lf my spouse has been appointed as my Agent herein, and subsequent to the execution of this instrument, legal pro-
ceedings are instituted for separation and dissolution ol our marriage, institution of such proceedings shall automatically remove
my spouse as my Agent.

7. My Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable costs actually incurred and paid by my Agent on my behall
under the authority granted in this instrument.

8. To the extent permitted by law, I herewith nominate, constitute and appoint my Agent to serve as my guardian, conser-
vator and/or in any similar representative capacity; and, if I am not permitted by law to so nominate, constitute and appoint,
then I request any court of competent jurisdiction which may be petitioned by any person to appoint a guardian, conservatot
or similar representative for me to give due consideration to my request.

9. ln the event my Agent is unable or unwilling to serve or to continue to serve, then I appoint

Name of Successor Agent

o{
Address

to serve as substitute or successor agent who shall have all the title, powers and discretion herein given my Agent.

10. My Agent is authorized to make photocopies of this instrument as frequently as necessary. All photocopies shall have
the same force and effect as the original.

11. lf any provision ol this instrument or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications of this instrument which can be given effect without the invalid provision or applica-
tion, and to this end the provisions of this instrument are severable.

City
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lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal at

this day of , 19_.

Signature of PrinciPal

Name of PrinciPal

LVltnesses

of
Signature of Witness City Stafe

ol
Signature of Witness City State

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the year before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State personally appeared

personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instru-

ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name

is subscribed to this-instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.

Witness my hand and official seal.

Notary Public

(Notary Seal)

The

day of

undersigned acknowledges and accepts appointment as Agent under this instrument on this

, in the year 

-.
Signature ol Agent

Name of Agent
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DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY
("Springing" Power)

DPA.2

as Principal.Created by

1. I,
Name ol Principal

of Address city

as principal (the "Principal") intend to create by this instrument a Durable Power of Attorney and do hereby appoint
Sfate

of
Name of Agent

Address CW

("Agent") to act for me and in my name and exercise the powers set forth below.

2. My Agent is authorized in my Agent's sole and absolute discretion from time to time and at any time, with respect to
any and all of my property and interests in property, real, personal, intangible and mixed, as follows:

(a) Real Property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract for the
lease, purchase, exchange, and acquisition of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any interest in real property what-
soever, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and to maintain, repair,
improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgage, subject to deeds of trust, and in any way or
manner deal with all or any part of any interest in real property whatsoever, that I own at the time of execution or may thereafter
acquire, for under such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and, to supplement
this instrument by adding or modifying the descriptions of any property, real or personal, which I may now or hereafter own,
in whole or in part.

(b) Pensonal Property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract
for the lease, purchase, exchange, and acquisition of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any personal property what-
soever, tangible or intangible, or interest thereto, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall
deem proper, and to maintain, repair, improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgages, subject
to deeds of trust, and hypothecate, and in any way or manner deal with all or any part ol any real or personal property what-
soever, tangible or intangible, or any interest therein, that I own at the time or execution or may thereafter acquire, under
such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper.

(c) Bond, Share and Commodity Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold
and possess any bond, share, instrument or similar charact€r, commodity interest or any instrument with respect thereto together
with the interest, dividends, proceeds, or other distributions connected therewith, as now are, or shall hereafter become, own-
ed by, or due, owing payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may thereafter acquire interest; to
have, use, and take all lawful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writs in my name for the collection
and recovery thereof, and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to make, execute, and deliver for me,
all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other sutficient discharges for the same.

(d) Banking Transactions: To make, receive, sign, endorse, execute, acknowledge, deliver, and possess checks, drafts,
bills of exchange, letters of credit, notes, stock certificates, withdrawal receipts and deposit instruments relating to accounts
or deposits in, or certificates ol deposit of, banks, savings and loan or other institutions or associations for me.

(e) Safe Deposits: To have free access at any time to any safe deposit box or vault to which I might have access; and
to contract with any institution for the maintenance of a safe deposit box in my name; and to add to and remove from the
contents of any such safe deposit box.

(0 Business Operating Transactions: To conduct, engage in, and transact any and all lawlul business of whatever nature
or kind for me; to continue the operation of any business I own or have an interest in; to sell, liquidate or close out such business
at such time and upon such terms as my Agent shall deem appropriate; to represent me and to exercise any right or power
I may have in any partnership whether as a general, special or limited partner; to exercise all rights with respect to any securities
I may now own or acquire hereafter in any public corporalion, including the right to sell, hypothecate, buy the same or ditferent
securities and to vote at all meetings of the stockholders.

(g) lnsurance Transactions: To exercise or perform any act, power, duty, right or obligation whatsoever in regard to
any contract of life, accident, health, disability or liability insurance of any combination of such insurance procured by or on
behalf of me prior to execution; and to procure new, different or additional contracts of insurance for me and to designate
the beneficiary of any such contract of insurance, provided, however, that the Agent himself cannot be such beneficiary unless
the Agent is my spouse, child, grandchild, parent, brother or sister.

(h) Estate Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold and possess all legacies,
bequests, devises, as are, owned by, or due, owing, payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may
thereafter acquire interest; to have, use, and take all lawful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writs
in my name for the collection and recovery thereof; and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to make,
execute, and deliver for me, all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other sutficient discharges for the same.

Sfate
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(D Personal Relationships and Affairs: To do all acts necessary lor maintaining the customary standard of living for
me' my spouse and children,.and. other dependents; to provide medical, dental and surglal care, hospiialization ind custodial
care for me, my spouse, and children and other dependents; to continue whatever pr5vision has been made by re, ior m",
my spouse' and children, and other dependents, with respect to automobiles, or other means of transportatiori; to continue
whatever charge accounts have been operated by me, to open such new accounts as my Agent shall think to 

'be 
desirable

for the accomplishment of any of the purposes enumerated in this section, and to pay ttr6 itims charged on iuin iccounts
by ?ny person authorized or permitted by me or my Agent to make such charges; do 6ontinue the disciarge ot any-sLrvices
or-duties assumed by me, to any parent, relative 6r fiiend of mine; to continie payments incidental to riy mem6ersnip ot
affiliation in any church, club, society, order or other organization, or to continub iontributions thereto.

(i) Tax, Social Security and Unemployment: To prepare, execute and file all tax, social security, unemployment in-
surance and information returns for tax years between 1970 and 2020 required by the laws of the Uniied Stat6s,br of any
state or subdivision thereof,.or of any foreign government; to prepare, execute and flle all other papers and instruments which
the Agent shall think to be desirable or necessary to safeguard me against excess or illegal taxaiion or against penalties im-
posed for claimed violation of any law or other governmenial regulation; and to pay, comp-romise, contest or appty for refunds
in connection with any taxes or assessments for which I am or may be liable. 

-'

(k) Benefits from Military Service: To execute vouchers in my name for any and all allowances and reimbursements
payable by the United States, or subdivision thereof, to me, arising from or based upbn mll1ary service and to receive, endorse
and collect the proceeds of any check payable to me drawn on the treasurer or other fiscal oificer or depository of the United
States or subdivision thereof; to take possession and to order the removal and shipment, of any prop'erty belonging to me
from any post, warehouse, depot, dock or other place of storage or safekeeping, eiiner governmental'or irivate; io Sxecute
and.to deliver any release, voucher, receipt, bill of lading, shipping ticket, ceriificlie or othlr instrument wnicn tfre'Agent shall
think to be desirable or necessary for such purpose; to prepare, to file and to prosecute my claim to any benefit or as-sistance,
financialor othenrise, to which I am or claim to be, entitled, under the proviiions of anyitatute or relulation existing at the
creation of the agency or thereafter enacted by the United States or by any state or by any subdiviiion thereof, or'by any
foreign government, which benefit or assistance arises from or is based up6n mititary servic6 periormed prior to or after execution.

(l) Revocable Trust: To execute a revocable trust agreement with such trustee as my Agent shall select which trusl shall
pay to me or disburse on my behalf such amounts of income or principal as necessary foi my proper health, support and
maintenance, and that on my death any remaining income and principal shall be paid to my idrsdnat representiiive, and
that said trust may be revoked or.amended by me, or my Agent it any time and frbm fime t6 iime, provicied that any such
amendment by my Agent shall not include any provision ihich could noi be included in the original truit agreement; to ieliver
and convey any or all of my assets to the trustee thereof; to add any or all of my assets to sich a trust ilready in'existence
at the time this instrument is executed or at any time thereafier.

3' This power of attorney shall become effective upon the disability or incapacity of the principal. Notwithstanding any provi-
sion herein to the contrary, my Agent shall take no action under this instrumeni unlesd I am deemed to be disiblei br in-
oapacitated as defined herein. My incapacity shall be deemed to exist when so certified in writing by two licensed physicians
not relate! by blood or marriage_ to either me or to my Agent. The said certificate shall state tFat I am incapabli oi caring
for myself and that I am physically. and. mentally incapable of managing my financial affairs. The certifiiate of tne physician6
described above shall be'attached to the original of this instrumentanO iitnls instrument is filed or recorded am6n! public
records, then such certificate shall also be similarly filed or recorded if permitted by applicable law.

4. No person who acts in reliance upon any representations made by my Agent as to (a) the continued validity of the Durable
Power of Attgrney, (b) the scope of powers granted under this instrumeni, 1c; my comfeiency at the time this jnstrument was
executed, or(d) the fact that this instrument has not been revoked, shall incdr'any tianility to m'e, my estate, my heirs or assigns
as a result of any dealings with my Agent, nor shall any person who deals with my Agent shall inquire into the proper apptica-
tion of funds or property.

. 5' I reserve unto myself the right to amend or revoke this instrument, and to remove my Agent and any alternate agent
by execuling a written instrument of revocation, amendment, or removal and delivering it io my Agent and to all alternate
agents. lf the instrument has been recorded in the public records, then the instrument oi revocation, amendment or removal
shall be filed or recorded in the same public records.

6. lf my spouse has been appointed as my Agent herein, and subsequent to the execution of this instrument, legal pro-
ceedings are instituted for separation and dissolution of our marriage, institution ol such proceedings shall automatically remove
my spouse as my Agent.

7. My Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable costs actually incurred and paid by my Agent on my behalf
under the authority granted in this instrument.

8. To the extent permitted by law, I herewith nominate, constitute and appoint my Agent to serve as my guardian, conser-
vator.and/or in any similar representative capacity; and, if I am not permitted by law to so nominate, constitute and appoint,
then I request any court ol competent jurisdiction which may be petitioned by any person to appoint a guardian, conservator
or similar representative for me to give due consideration to my request.

9. ln the event my Agent is unable or unwilling to serve or to continue to serve, then I appoint

Name of Successor Agenf

Address cW srate
to serve as substitute or successor agent who shall have all the title, powers and discretion herein given my Agent.
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10. My Agent is authorized to make photocopies of this instrument as frequently as necessary. All photocopies shall have

the same force and effect as the original.

11. lf any provision of this instrument or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall

not aflect other provisioni or 
"pilrcitions 

of thii instrument which can be given effect without the invalid provision or applica-

tion, and to this end the provisions of this instrument are severable.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal at

this day of 19

Signature of PrinciPal

Name of Principal

Wrtnesses

of
SfateSignature of Witness cw

of
SfafeSignature of Witness cw

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the year before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and lor said State personally appeared

personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person.whose name is subscribed to this instru-

ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name

is subscribed to this-instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.

Witness my hand and official seal.

Notary Public

(Notary Seal)

The

day of

undersigned acknowledges and accepts appointment as Agent under this instrument on this

in the year

Signature of Agent

Name of Agent

rtx$rx3v\lLaprsErsprs'..!INEEEEE
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1. I,

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE
(lmmediate Power)

DPA.3

as Principal.Created by

Name of Principal

Address City State

as principal (the "Principal") intend to create by this instrument a Durable Power of Attorney for health care and do hereby appoint

Name of Agent
ol

Address Sfate
my Agent ("Agent") to act for me and in my name and exercise the powers set forth below in matlers involving my health
and medical care. Accordingly, my Agent is authorized as follows:

2. Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my Agent full power and authority to make health care deci-
sions for me to the same extent that I could make such decisions lor myself if I had the capacity to do so. ln exercising this
authority, my Agent shall make health care decisions that are consistent with my desires as stated in this document or other-
wise made known to my Agent, including, but not limited to, my desires concerning obtaining or refusing or withdrawing life-
prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures.

3. I hereby authorize all physicians and psychiatrists who have treated me, and all other providers of health care, including
hospitals, to release to my Agent all information contained in my medical records which my Agent may request. I hereby waive
all privileges attached to physician-patient relationship and to any communication, verbal or written, arising out of such a rela-
tionship. My Agent is authorized to request, receive and review any information, verbal or written, pertaining to my physical
or mental health, including medical and hospital records, and to execute any releases, waivers or other documents that may
be required in order to obtain such information, and to disclose such information to such persons, organizations and health
care providers as my Agent shall deem appropriate.

4. My Agent is authorized to employ and discharge health care providers including physicians, psychiatrists, dentists, nurses,
and therapists as my Agent shall deem appropriate for my physical, mental and emotional well-being. My Agent is also authorized
to pay reasonable fees and expenses for such services contracted.

5. My Agent is authorized to apply for my admission to a medical, nursing, residential or other similar facility, execute any
consent or admission forms required by such facility and enter into agreements for my care at such facility or elsewhere during
my lifetime or for such lesser periods ol time as my Agent may designate.

6. My Agent is authorized to arrange for and consent to medical, therapeutical and surgical procedures for me including
the administration of drugs. The power to make health care decisions for me shall include the power to give consent, refuse
consent, or withdraw consent to any care, treatment, service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat a physical or mental
condition.

7. I reserve unto myself the right to revoke the authority granted to my Agent hereunder to make health care decisions for
me by notifying the treating physician, hospital, or other health care provider orally or in writing.

8. Notwithstanding any provision herein to the contrary, I retain the right to make medical and other health care decisions
for myself so long as I am able to give informed consent with respect to a particular decision. ln addition, no treatment may
be given to me over my objection, and health care necessary to keep me alive may not be stopped if I object.

9. lf at any time I should have a terminal condition and my attending physician and another physician, independently ol
each other, have determined that there can be no recovery from such condition and my death is imminent, where the applica-
tion of life-prolonging procedures would serve only to artificially prolong the dying process, I direct thal such procedures be
withheld or withdrawn, and that I be permitted to die naturally with only the administration of medication or the performance
of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide me with comfort care or to alleviate pain,

For purposes of this declaration, life-prolonging procedure shall mean any medical procedure, treatment or intervention
which (i) utilizes mechanical or other artificial means to sustain, restore or supplant a spontaneous vital function or is other-
wise of such a nature as to atford a patient no reasonable expectation of recovery from a terminal condition and (ii) when
applied to a patient in a terminal condition, would serve only to prolong the dying process. "Life-prolonging procedure" shall
not include the administration of medication or the performance of any medical procedure deemed necelsary to provide com-
fort care or to alleviate pain.

10. lf I have been in an irreversible coma with no reasonable possibility of my ever regaining consciousness, I direct that
all procedures used to provide me with nourishment and water (including, for instance, through intravenous feeding and through
endotracheal or nasogastric tube means) not be instituted or, if already instituted, withdiawn.

11. This power of attorney shall not be atfected by subsequent disability or incapacity of the principal.

City
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12. My Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable costs actually incurred and paid by my Agent on my
behalf under the authority granted in this instrument.

13. To the extent permitted by law, I herewith nominate, constitute and appoint my Agent to serve as my guardian, conser-
vator and/or in any similar representative capacity; and, if I am not permitted by law to so nominate, constitute and appoint,
then I request any court of competent jurisdiction which may be petitioned by any person to appoint a guardian, conservator
or similar representative for me to give due consideration to my request.

14. ln the event my Agent is unable or unwilling to serve or to continue to serve, then I appoint

Name of Successor Agent

of
Address City State

to serve as substitute or successor agent who shall have all the title, powers and discretion herein given my Agent.

15. My Agent is authorized to make photocopies of this instrument as lrequently as necessary. All photocopies shall have
the same force and effect as the original.

16. lf any provision of this instrument or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications ol this instrument which can be given effect without the invalid provision or applica-
tion, and to this end the provisions of this instrument are severable.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal at

this day of 19

Signature of Principal

Name of Principal

l,Tltnesses

of
Signature of Witness City Stafe

ol
Signature of Witness City Sfate

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the year before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and lor said State personally appeared

, personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instru-
ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty ol perjury that the person whose name
is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.

Witness my hand and official seal.

(Notary Seal)

Notary Public
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The undersigned acknowledges and accepts appointment as Agent under this instrument on this

day ol , in the year 

-.
Signature of Agent

Name of Agent
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DPA.4
DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE

("Springing" Power)

Created by as Principal.

1. I,
Name ol Principal

ol Address CW Stafe

as principal (the "Principal") intend to create by this instrument a Durable Power of Attorney for health care and do hereby appoint

ol
Name of Agent

Address cw Sfate
my Agent ("Agent") to act for me and in my name and exercise the powers set forth below in matters involving my health
and medical care. Accordingly, my Agent is authorized as follows:

2. Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my Agent full power and authority to make health care deci-
sions for me to the same extent that I could make such decisions for myself if I had the capacity to do so. ln exercising this
authority, my Agent shall make health care decisions that are consistent with my desires as stated in this document or other-
wise made known to my Agent, including, but not limited to, my desires concerning obtaining or refusing or withdrawing life-
prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures.

3. I hereby authorize all physicians and psychiatrists who have treated me, and all other providers of health care, including
hospitals, to'release to my Agent all information contained in my medical records which my Agent may rgquest. I hereby waiv6
all privileges attached to physician-patient relationship and to any communication, verbal or written, arising out of such a rela-
tionship, My Agent is authorized to request, receive and review any information, verbal or written, pertaining to my physical
or mental health, including medical and hospital records, and to execute any releases, waivers or other documents that may
be required in order to obtain such information, and to disclose such inlormation to such persons, organizations and health
care providers as my Agent shall deem appropriate.

4. My Agent is authorized to employ and discharge health care providers including physicians, psychiatrists, dentists, nurses,
and therapists as my Agent shall deem appropriate for my physical, mental and emotional well-being. My Agent is also authorized
to pay reasonable fees and expenses for such services contracted.

5. My Agent is authorized to apply for my admission to a medical, nursing, residential or other similar facility, execute any
consent or admission forms required by such lacility and enter into agreements foi my care at such facility or elsewhere during
my lifetime or for such lesser periods of time as my Agent may designate.

, 6. My Agent is authorized to arrange for and consent to medical, therapeutical and surgical procedures for me including
the administration of drugs. The power to make health care decisions for me shall include lhe power to give consent, refus6
consent, or withdraw consent to any care, treatment, service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat-a physical or mental
condition.

7. I reserve unto myself the right to revoke the authority granted to my Agent hereunder to make health care decisions for
me by notifying the treating physician, hospital, or other health care provider orally or in writing.

L Notwithstanding any provision herein to the contrary, I retain the right to make medical and other health care decisions
for myself so long as I am able to give informed consent with respect to a particular decision. ln addition, no treatment may
be given to me over my objection, and health care necessary to keep me alive may not be stopped if I object.

9. lf at any time I should have a terminal condition and my attending physician and another physician, independently of
each other, have determined that there can be no recovery from such condition and my death is imminent, where the applica-
tion of life-prolonging procedures would serve only to artificially prolong the dying procsss, I direct that such procedur6s be
withheld or withdrawn, and that I be permitted to die naturally with only the administration ol medication or thir performance
of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide me with comfort care or to alleviate pain.

For purposes of this declaration, life-prolonging procedure shall mean any medical procedure, treatment or intervention
which (i) utilizes mechanical or other artificial means to sustain, restore or supplant a spontaneous vital function or is other-
wise of such a nature as to atford a patient no reasonable expectation of recovery from a terminal condition and (ii) when
applied to a patient in a terminal condition, would serve only to prolong the dying process. "Life-prolonging proceduie" shall
not include the administration of medication or the performance of any medical procedure deemed necelsary to provide com-
fort care or to alleviate pain.

10. lf I have been in an irreversible coma with no reasonable possibility of my ever regaining consciousness, I direct that
all procedures used to provide me with nourishment and water (including, for instance, through intravenous leeding and through
endotracheal or nasogastric tube means) not be instituted or, if already instituted, withdiawn.

11. This power of attorney shall become etfective upon the disability or incapacity of the principal. Notwithstanding any
provision herein to the contrary, my Agent shall take no action under this instrumenf unless l'am deemed to be disabled o-r
incapacitated as defined herein. My incapacity shall be deemed to exist when so certified in writing by two licensed physicians
not related by blood or marriage to either me or to my Agent. The said certificate shall state thh I am incapabl| oi caring
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for myself and that I am physically and mentally incapable of managing my financial affairs- The certilicate of the physicians

described above shall b6 attacheO to the original of this instrument and if this instrument is filed or recorded among public

records, then such certificate shall also be similarly filed or recorded if permitted by applicable law.

'12. My Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable costs actually incurred and paid by my Agent on my

behalf under the authority granted in this instrument.

13. To the extent permitted by law, I herewith nominate, constitute and appoint my Agent to serve as my guardian, conser-

vator and/or in any iimilar repr6sentative capacity; and, if I am not permitted by law to so nominate, constitute and appoint,
then I request any court of competent jurisdiction which may be petitioned by'any person to appoint a guardian, conservator
or similar representative for me to give due consideration to my request.

14. ln the event my Agent is unable or unwilling to serve or to continue to serve, then I appoint

Name of Successor Agent

of Address CitY State

to serve as substitute or successor agent who shall have all the title, powers and discretion herein given my Agent.

15. My Agent is authorized to make photocopies ol this instrument as frequently as necessary. All photocopies shall have

the same force and effect as the original.

16. lf any provision of this instrument or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall

not affect dtner provisions or applications of this instrument which can be given etfect without the invalid provision or applica'
tion, and to this end the provisions of this instrument are severable'

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal at

this day ol 19_,

Signature of PrinciPal

Name of Principal

Wifnesses

ol
Signature of Mfness cw State

ol
Signature of Witness City Sfate

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the yeal before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State personally appeared

personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person.whose name is subscribed to this instru-

ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed tneiame. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name

is subscribed to this instrument appears to be ol sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence'

Witness my hand and official seal.

(Notary Seal)

Notary Public
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The undersigned acknowledges and accepts appointment as Agent under this instrument on this

day of in the vear

Signature of Agent

Name of Agent

E'd4455EEElSrr!xS!t*!!ltXStA:llaStD J
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Name of Principal

ot

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR ASSET MANAGEMENT AND HEALTH CARE
(lmmediate Power)

DPA.s

as Principal.Created by

1. I,

Address

as principal (the "Principal") intend

City

to create by this instrument

Sfafe

a Durable Power of Attorney and do hereby appoint

of
Name of Agent

Address City

("Agent") to act tor me and in my name and exercise the powers set forlh below.
2. My Agent is authorized in my Agent's sole and absolute discretion from time to time and at any time, with respect to

any and all of my property and inlerests in property, real, personal, intangible and mixed, as follows:
(a) Real Property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract for the

lease, purchase, exchange, and acquisition ol, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any interest in real property what-
soever, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and to maintain, repair,
improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgage, subject to deeds of trust, and in any way or
manner deal with all or any part of any interest in real property whatsoever, that I own at the time of execution or may thereafter
acquire, for under such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and, to supplement
this instrument by adding or modifying the descriptions of any property, real or personal, which I may now or hereafter own,
in whole or in part.

(b) Personal Property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract
for the lease, purchase, exchange, and acquisition of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any personal property what-
soever, tangible or intangible, or interest thereto, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall
deem proper, and to maintain, repair, improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgages, subject
to deeds of trust, and hypothecate, and in any way or manner deal with all or any part of any real or personal property what-
soever, tangible or intangible, or any interest therein, that I own at the time or execution or may thereafter acquire, under
such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper.

(c) Bond, Share and Commodity Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold
and possess any bond, share, instrument or similar character, commodity interest or any instrument with respect thereto together
with the interest, dividends, proceeds, or other distributions connected therewith, as now are, or shall hereafter become, own-
ed by, or due, owing payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may thereafter acquire interest; to
have, use, and take all lawful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writs in my name for the collection
and recovery thereof, and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to make, execute, and deliver for me,
all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other suflicient discharges for the same.

(d) Banking Transactions: To make, receive, sign, endorse, execute, acknowledge, deliver, and possess checks, drafts,
bills of exchange, letters of credit, notes, stock certificates, withdrawal receipts and deposit instruments relating to accounts
or deposits in, or certificates of deposit of, banks, savings and loan or other institutions or associations for me.

(e) Sale Deposits: To have free access at any time to any sale deposit box or vault to which I might have access; and
to contract with any institution for the maintenance of a safe deposit box in my name; and to add to and remove from the
contents of any such safe deposit box.

(D Business Operating Transactions: To conduct, engage in, and transact any and all lawful business of whatever nature
or kind for me; to continue the operation of any business lown or have an interest in; to sell, liquidate or close out such business
at such time and upon such terms as my Agent shall deem appropriate; to represent me and to exercise any right or power
I may have in any partnership whether as a general, special or limited partner; to exercise all rights with respect to any securities
I may now own or acquire hereafter in any public corporation, including the right to sell, hypothecate, buy the same or different
securities and to vote at all meetings of the stockholders.

(g) lnsurance Transactions: To exercise or perform any act, power, duty, right or obligation whatsoever in regard to
any contract of life, accident, health, disability or liability insurance of any combination of such insurance procured by or on
behalf of me prior to execution; and to procure new, different or additional contracts of insurance for me and to designate
the beneficiary of any such contract of insurance, provided, however, that the Agent himself cannot be such beneficiary unless
the Agent is my spouse, child, grandchild, parent, brother or sister.

(h) Estate Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold and possess all legacies,
bequests, devises, as are, owned by, or due, owing, payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may
thereafter acquire interest; to have, use, and take all lawful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writs
in my name lor the collection and recovery thereof; and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree lor the same, and to make,
execute, and deliver for me, all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other suflicient discharges for the same.

Stafe
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(i) Personal Relationships and Affairs: To do all acts necessary for maintaining the customary standard of living for
me, my spouse and children, and other dependents; to provide medical, dental and surgical care, hospitalization and custodial
care for me, my spouse, and children and other dependents; to continue whatever provision has been made by me, for me,
my spouse, and children, and other dependents, with respect to automobiles, or other means of transportation; to conlinue
whatever charge accounts have been operated by me, to open such new accounts as my Agent shall think to be desirable
for the accomplishment of any of the purposes enumerated in this section, and to pay the items charged on such accounts
by any person authorized or permitted by me or my Agent to make such charges; to continue the discharge of any services
or duties assumed by me, to any parent, relative or friend of mine; to continue payments incidental to my membership or
affiliation in any church, club, society, order or other organization, or to continue contributions thereto.

(fl Tax, Social Security and Unemployment: To prepare, execute and file all tax, social security, unemployment in-
surance and information returns for tax years between 1970 and 2020 required by the laws of the United States, or ol any
state or subdivision thereof, or of any foreign government; to prepare, execute and file all other papers and instruments which
the Agent shall think to be desirable or necessary to safeguard me against excess or illegal taxation or against penalties im-
posed lor claimed violation of any law or other governmental regulation; and to pay, compromise, contest or apply for refunds
in connection with any taxes or assessments for which I am or may be liable.

(k) Benefits from Military Service: To execute vouchers in my name for any and all allowances and reimbursements
payable by the United States, or subdivision thereof, to me, arising from or based upon military service and to receive, endorse
and collect the proceeds of any check payable to me drawn on the treasurer or other fiscal officer or depository of ihe United
States or subdivision thereof; to take possession and to order the removal and shipment, of any property belonging to me
from any post, warehouse, depot, dock or other place of storage or safekeeping, either governmental or private; to execute
and to deliver any release, voucher, receipt, bill of lading, shipping ticket, certificate or other instrument which the Agent shall
think to be desirable or necessary for such purpose; to prepare, to file and to prosecute my claim to any benefit or assistance,
financial or otherwise, to which I am or claim to be, entitled, under the provisions of any statute or regulation existing at the
creation of the agency or thereafter enacted by the United States or by any state or by any subdivision thereof, or by any
loreign government, which benefit or assistance arises from or is based upon military service performed prior to or after execution.

(l) Revocable Trust: To execute a revocable trust agreement with such trustee as my Agent shall select which trust shall
pay to me or disburse on my behalf such amounts of income or principal as necessary for my proper health, support and
maintenance, and that on my death any remaining income and principal shall be paid to my personal representative, and
that said trust may be revoked or amended by me or my Agent at any time and from time to time, provided that any such
amendment by my Agent shall not include any provision which could not be included in the original trust agreement; to deliver
and convey any or all of my assets to the trustee thereof ; to add any or all of my assets to such a trust already in existence
at the time this instrument is executed or at any time thereafter.

2.1 With respect to matters involving my health and medical care, my Agent is authorized as follows:
(a)Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my Agent full power and authority to make health care deci-

sions for me to the same extenl that I could make such decisions for myself if I had the capacity to do so. ln exercising this
authority, my Agent shall make health care decisions that are consistent with my desires as stated in this document or other-
wise made known to my Agent, including, but nol limited to, my desires concerning obtaining or refusing or withdrawing life-
prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures.

(b)l hereby authorize all physicians and psychiatrists who have treated me, and all other providers of health care, including
hospitals, to release to my Agent all information conlained in my medical records which my Agent may request. I hereby waive
all privileges attached to physician-patient relationship and to any communication, verbal or written, arising out of such a rela-
tionship. My Agent is authorized to request, receive and review any inlormation, verbal or written, pertaining to my physical
or mental health, including medical and hospital records, and to execute any releases, waivers or other documents that may
be required in order to obtain such information, and to disclose such information to such persons, organizations and health
care providers as my Agent shall deem appropriate.

(c) fUy Agent is authorized to employ and discharge health care providers including physicians, psychiatrists, dentists, nurses,
and therapists as my Agent shall deem appropriate for my physical, mental and emotional well-being. My Agent is also authorized
to pay reasonable fees and expenses lor such services contracted.

(d) tUV Agent is authorized to apply for my admission to a medical, nursing, residential or other similar facility, execute any
consent or admission forms required by such facility and enter into agreements for my care at such facility or elsewhere during
my lifetime or for such lesser periods of time as my Agent may designate.

(e) My Agent is authorized to arrange for and consent to medical, therapeutical and surgical procedures for me including
the administration of drugs. The power to make health care decisions for me shall include the power to give consent, refuse
consent, or withdraw consent to any care, treatment, service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat a physical or mental
condition.

(f) I reserve unto myself the right to revoke the authority granted to my Agent hereunder to make health care decisions for
me by notifying the treating physician, hospital, or other health care provider orally or in writing.

(g) Notwitnstanding any provision herein to the contrary, I retain the right to make medical and other health care decisions
for myself so long as I am able to give informed consent with respect to a particular decision. ln addition, no treatment may
be given to me over my objection, and health care necessary to keep me alive may not be stopped il I object.

(h) lf at any time I should have a terminal condition and my attending physician and another physician, independently of
each other, have determined that there can be no recovery from such condition and my death is imminent, where the applica'
tion of life-prolonging procedures would serve only to artificially prolong the dying process, I direct that such procedures be
withheld oi withdiawn, and that I be permitted to die naturally with only the administration of medication or the performance
of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide me with comlort care or to alleviate pain.
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For purposes of this declaration, life-prolonging procedure shall mean any medical procedure, treatment or intervention
which (i) utilizes mechanical or other artificial means to sustain, restore or supplant a spontaneous vital function or is other-
wise of such a nature as to afford a patient no reasonable expectation of recovery from a terminal condition and (ii) when
applied to a patient in a terminal condition, would serve only to prolong the dying process. "Life-prolonging procedure" shall
not include the administration of medication or the performance of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide com-
fort care or to alleviate pain.

(i) tt t have been in an irreversible coma with no reasonable possibility of my ever regaining consciousness, I direct that
all procedures used to provide me with nourishment and water (including, for instance, through intravenous feeding and through
endotracheal or nasogastric tube means) not be instituted or, if already instituted, withdrawn.

3. This power of attorney shall not be affected by subsequent disability or incapacity of the principal.
4. No person who acts in reliance upon any representations made by my Agent as to (a) the continued validity of the Durable

Power of Attorney, (b) the scope of powers granted under this instrument, (c) my competency at the time this instrument was
executed, or (d) the fact that this instrument has not been revoked, shall incur any liability to me, my estate, my heirs or assigns
as a result ol any dealings with my Agent, nor shall any person who deals with my Agent shall inquire into the proper applica-
tion of funds or property.

. 5. I reserve unto myself the right to amend or revoke this instrument, and to remoVe my Agent and any alternate agent
by executing a written instrument of revocation, amendmenl, or removal and delivering it to my Agent and to all alternate
agents. lf the instrument has been recorded in the public records, then the instrument of revocation, amendment or removal
shall be filed or recorded in the same public records.

6. lf my spouse has been appointed as my Agent herein, and subsequent to the execution of this instrument, legal pro-
ceedings are instituted for separation and dissolution of our marriage, institution of such proceedings shall automatically remove
my spouse as my Agent.

7- My Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable costs actually incurred and paid by my Agent on my behalf
under the authority granted in this instrument.

8. To the extent permitted by law, I herewith nominate, constitute and appoint my Agent to serve as my guardian, conser-
vator.and/or in any similar representative capacity; and, if I am not permitted by law to so nominate, constitute and appoint,
then I request any court oJ competent jurisdiction which may be petitioned by any person to appoint a guardian, conservator
or similar representative lor me to give due consideration to my request.

9. ln the event my Agent is unable or unwilling to serve or to continue to serve, then I appoint

Name of Successor Agenl
of

Address City State
to serve as substitute or successor agent who shall have all the title, powers and discretion herein given my Agent.

10. My Agent is authorized to make photocopies of this instrument as frequently as necessary. All photocopies shall have
the same force and effect as the original.

11. lf any provision of this instrument or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall
not afleci other provisions or applications of this instrument which can be given eflect without the invalid provision or afiplica-
tion, and to this end the provisions ol lhis instrument are severable.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand ano seal at

this day of 19

Signature of Principal

Name of Principal

of
Signature of Witness City Sfate

ol
Sfate

Wifnesses

Signature of Witness CiU
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STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the year before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State personally appeared

personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instru-
ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name
is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.

Witness my hand and official seal.

Notary Public

(Notary Seal)

The

day of

undersigned acknowledges and accepts appointment as Agent under this instrument on this

, in the year 

-.
Signature of Agent

Name of Agent
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DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR ASSET MANAGEMENT AND HEALTH CARE
("Springing" Power)

as Principal.

1. I,
Name of Principal

Address CitY State

as principal (the "Principal") intend to create by this instrument a Durable Power of Attorney and do hereby appoint

Name of Agenl

Address City Stafe
("Agent") to act for me and in my name and exercise the powers set forth below.

2. My Agent is authorized in my Agent's sole and absolute discretion from time to time and at any time, with respect to
any and all of my property and interests in property, real, personal, intangible and mixed, as follows:

(a) Real Property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract for the
lease, purchase, exchange, and acquisition of , and to accept, take, receive, and possess any interest in real property what-
soever, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and to maintain, repair,
improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgage, subject to deeds of trust, and in any way or
manner deal with all or any part of any interest in real property whatsoever, that I own at the time of execution or may thereafter
acquire, for under such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and, to supplement
this instrument by adding or modifying the descriptions of any property, real or personal, which I may now or hereafter own,
in whole or in part.

(b) Personal Property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract
for the lease, purchase, exchange, and acquisition of , and to accept, take, receive, and possess any personal property what-
soever, tangible or intangible, or interest thereto, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall
deem proper, and to maintain, repair, improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgages, subject
to deeds of trust, and hypothecate, and in any way or manner deal with all or any part of any real or personal property what-
soever, tangible or intangible, or any interest therein, that I own at the time or execution or may thereafter acquire, under
such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper.

(c) Bond, Share and Commodity Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold
and possess any bond, share, instrument or similar character, commodity interest or any instrument with respect thereto together
with the interest, dividends, proceeds, or other distributions connected therewith, as now are, or shall hereafter become, own-
ed by, or due, owing payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may thereafter acquire interest; to
have, use, and take all lawful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writs in my name for the collection
and recovery thereof, and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to make, execute, and deliver lor me,
all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other sufficient discharges for the same.

(d) Banking Transactions: To make, receive, sign, endorse, execute, acknowledge, deliver, and possess checks, drafts,
bills of exchange, letters of credit, notes, stock certificates, withdrawal receipts and deposit instruments relating to accounts
or deposits in, or certificates of deposit of, banks, savings and loan or other institutions or associations for me.

(e) Sale Deposits: To have free access at any time to any safe deposit box or vault to which I might have access; and
to contract with any institution for the maintenance of a safe deposit box in my name; and to add to and remove from the
contents of any such safe deposit box.

(f) Business Operating Transactions: To conduct, engage in, and transact any and all lawlul business of whatever nature
or kind for me; to continue the operation of any business I own or have an interest in; to sell, liquidate or close out such business
at such time and upon such terms as my Agent shall deem appropriate; to represent me and to exercise any right or power
I may have in any partnership whether as a general, specialor limited partner; to exercise all rights with respect to any securities
I may now own or acquire hereafter in any public corporation, including the right to sell, hypothecate, buy the same or different
securities and to vote at all meetings of the stockholders.

(g) lnsurance Transactions: To exercise or perform any act, power, duty, right or obligation whatsoever in regard to
any contract of life, accident, health, disability or liability insurance of any combination of such insurance procured by or on
behalf of me prior to execution; and to procure new, different or additional contracts of insurance for me and to deiignate
the beneficiary of any such contract of insurance, provided, however, that the Agent himself cannot be such beneficiary unless
the Agent is my spouse, child, grandchild, parent, brother or sister.

(h) Estate Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold and possess all legacies,
bequests, devises, as are, owned by, or due, owing, payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may
thereafter acquire interest; to have, use, and take all lawful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writi
in my name for the collection and recovery thereof; and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to make,
execute, and deliver for me, all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other sufficient discharges for the same.

of
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(i) Personat Relationships and Affairs: To do all acts necessary for maintaining the customary standard of living for
me,'my spouse and children, and other dependents; to provide medical, dental and surgical care, hospitalization and custodial

care for me, my spouse, and children and other dependents; to continue whatever provision has been made by me, for me,

my spouse, and children, and other dependents, with respect to automobiles, or other means of transportation; to continue

whatever charge accounts have been operated by me, to open such new accounls as my Agent shall think to be desirable

for the accomflishment of any of the purposes enumerated in this section, and to pay the items charged on such accounts

by any person authorized or permitted by me or my Agent to make such charges; to continue the discharge of any services

oi Ouiies assumed by me, to any parent, relative or friend of mine; to continue payments incidental to my membership or

affiliation in any church, club, society, order or other organization, or to continue contributions thereto.

0) Tax, Social Security and Unemployment: To prepare, execute and file all tax, social security, unemployment in-

suiince and information relurns for tax years between 1970 and 2020 required by the laws of the United States, or of any

state or subdivision thereof , or of any foreign government; to prepare, execute and file all other papers and inslruments which

the Agent shall think to be desirable or necessary to safeguard me against excess or illegal taxation or against penalties im-

posed for claimed violation of any law or other governmental regulation; and to pay, compromise, contest or apply for refunds
in connection with any taxes or assessments for which I am or may be liable.

(k) Benefits from Military Service: To execute vouchers in my name for any and all allowances and reimbursements
payable by the United States, or subdivision thereof , to me, arising from or based upon military service and to receive, endorse
anb colleit the proceeds of any check payable to me drawn on the treasurer or other fiscal officer or depository of the United

States or subdivision thereof ; to take possession and to order the removal and shipment, of any property belonging to me

lrom any post, warehouse, depot, dock or other place of storage or safekeeping, either governmental or private; to execule

and to deliver any release, voucher, receipt, bill of lading, shipping ticket, certificate or other instrument which the Agent shall

think to be desirable or necessary for such purpose; to prepare, to file and to prosecute my claim to any benefit or assistance,
financial or otherwise, to which I am or clarm to be, entitled, under the provisions of any stalute or regulation existing at the

creation of the agency or thereafter enacted by the United States or by any state or by any subdivision thereof, or by any

foreign government, which benefit or assistance arises from or is based upon military service performed prior to or after execution.

(l) Revocable Trust: To execute a revocable lrust agreement with such trustee as my Agent shall select which trust shall

pay'to me or disburse on my behalf such amounts of income or principal as necessary for my proper health, support and

maintenance, and that on my death any remaining income and principal shall be paid to my personal representative, and

that said trust may be revoked or amended by me or my Agent at any time and from time to time, provided that any such

amendment by my Agent shall not include any provision which could not be included in the original trust agreement; to deliver

and convey any or all of my assets to the trustee thereof ; to add any or all of my assets to such a trust already in existence

at the time this instrument is executed or at any time thereafter.

2.1 With respect to matters involving my health and medical care, my Agent is authorized as follows:

(a) SuOlect to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my Agent full power and authority to make health care deci-

sions for'me to the same extent that I could make such decisions for myself if I had the capacity to do so. ln exercising this

authority, my Agent shall make health care decisions that are consistent with my desires as stated in this document or other-

wise made known to my Agent, including, but not limited to, my desires concerning obtaining or refusing or withdrawing life-

prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures.

(b) I hereby authorize all physicians and psychiatrists who have treated me, and all other providers of health care, including

nosiitats, to release to my Agent all information contained in my medical records which my Agent may request. I hereby waive

all privileges attached to physician-patient relationship and to any communication, verbal or written, arising out of such a rela-

tionship. My Agent is authorized to request, receive and revtew any information, verbal or written, pertaining to my physical

or mental n'ealth, including medical and hospital records, and to execute any releases, waivers or other documents that may

be required in order to obtain such information, and to disclose such information to such persons, organizations and health

care providers as my Agent shall deem appropriate.

(C) My Agent is authorized to employ and discharge health care providers including physicians, psychiatrists, dentists, nurses,

anO tn"rafists as my Agent shall deem appropriate for my physical, mental and emotional well-being. My Agent is also authorized

to pay reasonable fees and expenses for such services contracted.

(d) MV Agent is authorized to apply for my admission to a medical, nursing, residential or other similar facility, execute any

"onsent 
or-admission forms required Oy srin facility and enter into agreements for my care at such facility or elsewhere during

my lifetime or for such lesser periods of time as my Agent may designate.

(e)My Agent is authorized to arrange for and consent to medical, therapeutical and surgical procedures for me including

the administration of drugs. The power to make health care decisions for me shall include the power to give consenl, refuse

consent, or withdraw conient to any care, trealment, service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or lreat a physical or menlal

condition.
(f) I reserve unto myself the right to revoke the authority granted to my Agent hereunder to make health care decisions for

me'by notifying the tieating physician, hospital, or other health care provider orally or in writing.

(g) Notwithstanding any provision herein to the contrary, I retain the right to make medical and other health care decisions

foimyself so long al tar able to give informed consent with respect to a particular decision. ln addition, no treatment may

be given to me dver my objectionl and health care necessary to keep me alive may not be stopped if I object.

(h)lf at any time I should have a terminal condition and my attending physician. and another physician, independently of

each other, have determined that there can be no recovery from such condition and my death is imminent. where the applica-

tion of life-prolonging procedures would serve only to artiiicially prolong the dying process, I direct that such procedures be

withheld or withdrawn, and that I be permitted to die naturally with onlythe administration of medication or the performance

of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide me with comfort care or to alleviate pain.

IE-l5ldlzsl5F'^l^'-EEEl '-
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For purposes of this declaration, life-prolonging procedure shall mean any medical procedure, lreatment or intervention
which (i) utilizes mechanical or other artificial means to sustain, restore or supplant a spontaneous vital function or is other-
wise of such a nature as to afford a patient no reasonable expectation of recovery from a terminal condition and (ii) when
applied to a patient in a terminal condition, would serve only to prolong the dying process. "Life-prolonging procedure" shall
not include the administration of medication or the performance of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide com-
fort care or to alleviate pain.

(i) tt t nave been in an irreversible coma with no reasonable possibility of my ever regaining consciousness, I direct that
all procedures used to provide me with nourishment and water (including, for instance, through intravenous feeding and through
endotracheal or nasogastric tube means) not be instituted or, if already instituted, withdrawn.

3. This power of attorney shall become effective upon the disability or incapacity of the principal. Notwithstanding any provi-
sion herein to the contrary, my Agent shall take no action under this instrument unless I am deemed to be disabled or in-
oapacitated as defined herein. My incapacity shall be deemed to exist when so certified in writing by two licensed physicians
not related by blood or marriage to either me or to my Agent. The said certificate shall state that I am incapable of caring
for myself and that I am physically and mentally incapable of managing my financial affairs. The certificate of the physicians
described above shall be attached to the original of this instrument and if this instrument is filed or recorded among public
records, then such certificate shall also be similarly liled or recorded if permitted by applicable law.

4. No person who acts in reliance upon any representations made by my Agent as to (a) the continued validity of the Durable
Power of Attorney, (b) the scope of powers granted under this instrument, (c) my competency at the time this rnstrumenl was
executed, or (d) the fact that this instrument has not been revoked, shall incur any liability to me, my estate, my heirs or assigns
as a result of any dealings with my Agent, nor shall any person who deals with my Agent shall inquire into the proper applica-
tion of funds or property.

5. I reserve unto myself the right to amend or revoke this instrument, and to remove my Agent and any alternate agent
by executing a written instrument of revocalron, amendment, or removal and delivering it to my Agent and to all alternate
agents. lf the instrument has been recorded in the public records, then the instrument of revocation, amendmenl or removal
shall be filed or recorded in the same public records.

6. lf my spouse has been appointed as my Agent herein, and subsequent to the execution of this instrument, legal pro-
ceedings are instituted for separation and drssolution of our marriage, institution of such proceedings shall automatically remove
my spouse as my Agent.

7. My Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable costs actually incurred and paid by my Agent on my behalf
under the authority granted rn this instrument.

8. To the extent permitted by law, I herewith nominate, constitute and appoint my Agent to serve as my guardian, conser-
vator and/or in any similar representative capacity; and, if I am not permitted by law to so nomrnate, conslitute and appoint,
then I request any court of competent jurisdiction which may be petitioned by any person to appoint a guardian, conservator
or similar representative for me to give due consideration to my request.

9. ln the event my Agent is unable or unwilling to serve or to continue to serve, then I appoint

Name of Successor Agenl
o{

Address City State

to serve as substitute or successor agent who shall have all the title, powers and discretion herein given my Agenl.

10. My Agent is authorized to make photocopies of this instrument as frequently as necessary. All photocopies shall have
the same force and elfect as the original.

'l 1. lf any provision of this instrument or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications of this instrument which can be given effect without the invalid provision or applica-
tion, and to this end the provisions of this instrument are severable.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal at

this day of 19

Signature of Principal

Name of Principal

of
Signature of Witness City State

of
City State

fftnesses

Signature of Witness
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STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day ol

in the year before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State personally appeared

personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instru-
ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name
is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.

Witness my hand and official seal.

Notary Public

(Notary Seal)

The

day of

undersigned acknowledges and accepts appointment as Agent under this instrument on this

. in the year _

Signature of Agent

Name of Agent
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STATUTORY SHORT FORM POWER OF ATTORNEY
(California Civil Code Section 2450)

WARNING. UNLESS YOU LIMIT THE POWER IN THIS DOCUMENT, THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT
THE POWER TO ACT FOR YOU IN ANY WAY YOU COULD ACT FOR YOURSELF. FOR EXAMPLE, YOUR
AGENT CAN:

-BUY, SELL, AND MANAGE REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY FOR YOU. THIS MEANS THAT YOUR AGENT
CAN SELL YOUR HOME, YOUR SECURITIES, AND YOUR OTHER PROPERTY.

-DEPOSIT AND WITHDRAW MONEY FROM YOUR CHECKING AND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

-BORROW MONEY USING YOUR PROPERTY AS SECURITY FOR THE LOAN.

-PUT THINGS IN AND TAKE THINGS OUT OF YOUR SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX.

-OPERATE YOUR BUSINESS FOR YOU.

-PREPARE AND FILE TAX RETURNS FOR YOU AND ACT FOR YOU IN TAX MATTERS.

-ESTABLISH TRUSTS FOR YOU AND TAKE OTHER ACTIONS FOR YOU IN CONNECTION WITH PROBATE
AND ESTATE PLANNING MATTERS.
_PROVIDE FOR THE SUPPORT AND WELFARE OF YOUR SPOUSE, CHILDREN, AND DEPENDENTS.
_CONTINUE PAYMENTS TO THE CHURCH AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS OF WHICH YOU ARE A MEMBER
AND MAKE GIFTS TO YOUR SPOUSE, DESCENDANTS, AND CHARITIES.

THIS DOCUMENT DOES NOT AUTHORIZE YOUR AGENT TO MAKE MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH CARE
DECISIONS FOR YOU. YOU CAN DESIGNATE AN AGENT TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU
ONLY BY A SEPARATE DOCUMENT.

IT MAY BE IN YOUR BEST INTEREST TO CONSULT WITH A CALIFORNIA LAWYER BECAUSE THE
POWERS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT ARE BROAD AND SWEEPING. THEY ARE DEFINED IN SECTIONS
2460 TO 2473, INCLUSIVE, OF THE CALIFORNIA CIVIL CODE.

THE POWERS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT WILL EXIST FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME UNLESS
YOU LIMIT THEIR DURATION IN THIS DOCUMENT. THESE POWERS WILL CONTINUE TO EXIST NOT.
WITHSTANDING YOUR SUBSEQUENT DISABILITY OR INCAPACITY UNLESS YOU INDICATE OTHERWISE
IN THIS DOCUMENT.

YOU CAN ELIMINATE POWERS OF YOUR AGENT BY CROSSING OUT ANY ONE OR MORE OF THE POWERS

LISTED IN PARAGRAPH 3 OF THIS FORM. YOU CAN WRITE OTHER LIMITATIONS AND SPECIAL PROVI.
SIONS IN PARAGRAPH 4 OF THIS FORM. HOWEVER, IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO GRANT YOUR AGENT
THE POWER TO ACT FOR YOU IN ANY WAY YOU COULD ACT FOR YOURSELF, IT MAY BE IN YOUR BEST
INTEREST TO CONSULT WITH A LAWYER INSTEAD OF USING THIS FORM.

THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY TWO WITNESSES AND BE NOTARIZED TO BE VALID.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVOKE OR TERMINATE THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY.

YOU ARE NOT REOUIRED TO USE THIS FORM; YOU MAY USE A DIFFERENT POWER OF ATTORNEY
IF THAT IS DESIRED BY THE PARTIES CONCERNED.

IF THERE IS ANYTHING ABOUT THIS FORM THAT YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A
LAWYER TO EXPLAIN IT YOU.

1. DESIGNATION OF AGENT.

I,
(lnsert your name and address)

do hereby appoint

(lnseft name and address of your agent, or each agent if you want to designate more than one)

as my attorney(s) in fact (agent) to act for me and in my name as authorized in this document.

2. CREATION OF DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY. By this document I intend to create a general power of attorney
under Sections 2450 lo 2473, inclusive, of the California Civil Code. Subject to any limitations in this document, this power
of attorney is a durable power of attorney and shall not be atfected by my subsequent incapacity.

(lf you want this power of attorney to terminate automatically when you lack capacity, you must so state in paragraph 4
("Special Provisions and Limitations") below.)

3. STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY GRANTED. Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant lo my agent(s)
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full power and authority to act for me and in my name, in any way which I myself could act, if I were personally present and
a!!5t to act, with respect.to the following matters as each of them is defined in Chapter 3 (commencing with Sdction 2450)
of Title 9 of Part 4 of Division 3 of the California Civil Code to the extent that I am permitted by law to act through an agent:

(1) Real estate transactions.
(2) Tangible personal property transactions.
(3) Bond, share, and commodity transactions.
(4) Financial institution transactions.
(5) Business operating transactions.
(6) lnsurance transactions.
(7) Retirement plan transactions.
(8) Estate transactions.
(9) Claims and litigation.
(10) Tax matters.

(11) Personal relationships and affairs.
(12) Benefits from military service.
(13) Records, reports, and statements.
(14) Full and unqualified authority to my agent(s) to delegate any or all of the foregoing powers to any person or persons

whom my agent(s) shall select.
(15) All other matters.
(Strike out any one or more of the items above to which you do NOT desire to give your agent authority. Such elimination

olimy one or more of items (1) to (14), inclusive, automatically constitutes an elimination of item (15). TO STRIKE OUT AN
ITEM, YOU MUST DRAW A L|NE THROUGH THE TEXT OF THAT |TEM.)

4. SPECIAL PROVISIONS AND LIMITATIONS. ln exercising the authority under this power of attorney, my agent(s) is
subject to the following special provisions and limitations:

(Special provisions and limitations may be included in the statutory short form power of attorney only if they conform to
the requirements of Section 2455 ol the California Civil Code.)

5. EXERCISE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY WHERE MORE THAN ONE AGENT DESIGNATED. lf I have designated more
than one agent, the agents are to act

(lf you designate more than one agent and wish each agent alone to be able to exercise this power, insert iri this blank
the word "severally." Failure to make an insertion or the insertion of the word "jointly" will require that the agents act jointly.)

6. DURATION.
(The powers granted by this document will exist for an indefinite period of time unless you limit their duration below.)
This power of attorney expires on

(Fill in this space ONLY if you want the authority of your agent to terminate before your death.)
7. NOMINATION OF CONSERVATOR OF ESTATE.
(A conservator of the estate may be appointed for you if a court decides that one should be appointed. The conservator

is responsible for the management of your financial alfairs and your property. You are not required to nominate a conservator
but you may do so. The court will appoint the person you nominate unless that would be contrary to your best interests. You
may, but are not required to, nominate as your conservator the same person you named in paragraph 1 as your agent. You
may nominate a person as your conservator by completing the space below.)

lf a conservator of the estate is to be appointed for me, I nominate the following person to serve as conservator of the estate

(lnsert name and address of person nominated as conservator of the estate.)
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DATE AND SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPAL

(YOU MUST DATE AND S|GN THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY)

I sign my name to this Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney on

--at State

(You sign here)

cr-Hrs PowER oF ATTORNEY W|LL NOT BE VAL|D UNLESS rT rS BOTH (1) STGNED BY TWO ADULT WTTNESSES WHO
ARE PRESENTWHEN YOU SIGN OR ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR SIGNATURE AND (2) ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE A NOTARY
PUBLTC rN CALTFORNTA.)

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES

(READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING. You can sign as a witness only if you personally know the principal or the identity
of the principal is proved to you by convincing evidence.)

(Io have convincing evidence of the identity of the principal, you must be presented with and reasonably rely on any one
or more of the following:

(1) An identification card or driver's license issued by the California Department of Motor Vehicles that is current or has
been issued within five years.

(2) A passport issued by the Department of State of the United States that is current or has been issued within five years.

(3) Any of the following documents if the document is current or has been issued within five years and contains a photograph
and description of the person named on it, is signed by the person, and bears a serial or other identifying number:

(a) A passport issued by a foreign government that has been stamped by the United States lmmigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service.

(b) A driver's license issued by a state other than California or by a Canadian or Mexican public agency authorized to
issue drivers' licenses.

(c) An identification card issued by a state other than California.
(d) An identification card issued by any branch of the armed forces of the United States.)

(Other kinds of proof of identity are not allowed.)

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that the person who signed or acknowledged this document
is personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of convincing evidence) to be the principal, that the principal signed
or acknowledged this power of attorney in my presence, and that the principal appears to be of sound mind and under no
duress, fraud, or undue influence.

City

Signature:

Print Name:

Residence Address:

Residence Address:

CERTIFICATE OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF NOTARY PUBLIC

)ss
day of in the year , before me,

Date:

Date:

Signature:

Print Name:

State ol Calilornia

County of

On this
(lnsert name of notary public)

personally appeared
(lnsert name of principal)

personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person whose name is subscribed
to this instrument, and acknowledged that he or she executed it.

NOTARY SEAL

(Signature of Notary Public)
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STATUTORY FORM DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE
(California Civil Code Section 2500)

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUMENT WHICH IS AUTHORIZED BY THE KEENE HEALTH CARE
AGENT ACT. BEFORE EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE IMPORTANT FACTS:

TH|S DOCUMENT GTVES THE PERSON YOU DESTGNATE AS YOUR AGENT (THE ATTORNEY lN FACT)
THE POWER TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU. YOUR AGENT MUST ACT CONSISTENTLY
WITH YOUR DESIRES AS STATED IN THIS DOCUMENT OR OTHERWISE MADE KNOWN.

EXCEPT AS YOU OTHERWISE SPECIFY IN THIS DOCUMENT, THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT
THE POWER TO CONSENT TO YOUR DOCTOR NOT GIVING TREATMENT OR STOPPING TREATMENT
NECESSARY TO KEEP YOU ALIVE.

NOTWITHSTANDING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH
CARE DECISIONS FOR YOURSELF SO LONG AS YOU CAN GIVE INFORMED CONSENT WITH RESPECT
TO THE PARTICULAR DECISION. IN ADDITION, NO TREATMENT MAY BE GIVEN TO YOU OVER YOUR OB.
JECTION AT THE TIME, AND HEALTH CARE NECESSARY TO KEEP YOU ALIVE MAY NOT BE STOPPED
OR WITHHELD IF YOU OBJECT AT THE TIME.

THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT AUTHORITY TO CONSENT, TO REFUSE TO CONSENT, OR TO
WITHDRAW CONSENT TO ANY CARE, TREATMENT, SERVICE, OR PROCEDURE TO MAINTAIN, DIAGNOSE,
OR TREAT A PHYSICAL OR MENTAL CONDITION. THIS POWER IS SUBJECT TO ANY STATEMENT OF YOUR
DESIRES AND ANY LIMITATIONS THAT YOU INCLUDE IN THIS DOCUMENT. YOU MAY STATE IN THIS
DOCUMENT ANY TYPES OF TREATMENT THAT YOU DO NOT DESIRE. IN ADDITION, A COURT CAN TAKE
AWAY THE POWER OF YOUR AGENT TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU IF YOUR AGENT
(1) AUTHORTZES ANYTH|NG THAT tS |LLEGAL, (2) ACTS CONTRARY TO YOUR KNOWN DESIRES, OR (3)
WHERE YOUR DESIRES ARE NOT KNOWN, DOES ANYTHING THAT IS CLEARLY CONTRARY TO YOUR
BEST INTERESTS.

UNLESS YOU SPECIFY A SHORTER PERIOD IN THIS DOCUMENT, THIS POWER WILL EXIST FOR SEVEN
YEARS FROM THE DATE YOU EXECUTE THIS DOCUMENT AND, IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO MAKE HEALTH
CARE DECISIONS FOR YOURSELF AT THE TIME WHEN THIS SEVEN-YEAR PERIOD ENDS, THIS POWER
WILL CONTINUE TO EXIST UNTIL THE TIME WHEN YOU BECOME ABLE TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECI.
SIONS FOR YOURSELF.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVOKE THE AUTHORITY OF YOUR AGENT BY NOTIFYING YOUR AGENT
OR YOUR TREATING DOCTOR, HOSPITAL, OR OTHER HEALTH CARE PROVIDER ORALLY OR IN WRITING
OF THE REVOCATION.

YOUR AGENT HAS THE RIGHT TO EXAMINE YOUR MEDICAL RECORDS AND TO CONSENT TO THEIR
DISCLOSURE UNLESS YOU LIMIT THIS RIGHT IN THIS DOCUMENT.

UNLESS YOU OTHERWISE SPECIFY IN THIS DOCUMENT, THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT THE
powER AFTER yOU DtE TO (1) AUTHORTZE AN AUTOPSY, (2) DONATE YOUR BODY OR PARTS THEREOF
FOR TRANSPLANT OR THERAPEUTTC OR EDUCATTONAL OR SC|ENTIFIC PURPOSES, AND (3) DIRECT
THE DISPOSITION OF YOUR REMAINS.

THIS DOCUMENT REVOKES ANY PRIOR DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE.

YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY READ AND FOLLOW THE WITNESSING PROCEDURE, DESCRIBED AT THE
END OF THIS FORM. THIS DOCUMENT WILL NOT BE VALID UNLESS YOU COMPLY WITH THE WITNESS.
ING PROCEDURE.

IF THERE IS ANYTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT THAT YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A
LAWYER TO EXPLAIN IT TO YOU.

YOUR AGENT MAY NEED THIS DOCUMENT IMMEDIATELY IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY THAT REQUIRES
A DECISION CONCERNING YOUR HEALTH CARE. EITHER KEEP THIS DOCUMENT WHERE IT IS IMMEDIATE.
LY AVAILABLE TO YOUR AGENT AND ALTERNATE AGENTS OR GIVE EACH OF THEM AN EXECUTED COPY
OF THIS DOCUMENT. YOU MAY ALSO WANT TO GIVE YOUR DOCTOR AN EXECUTED COPY OF THIS
DOCUMENT.

DO NOT USE THIS FORM IF YOU ARE A CONSERVATEE UNDER THE LANTERMAN.PETRIS.SHORT ACT
AND YOU WANT TO APPOINT YOUR CONSERVATOR AS YOUR AGENT. YOU CAN DO THAT ONLY IF THE
APPOINTMENT DOCUMENT INCLUDES A CERTIFICATE OF YOUR ATTORNEY.
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1. DESIGNATION OF HEALTH CARE AGENTS. I,

(lnsert your name and address)

do hereby designate and appoint

(lnsert name, address, and telephone number of one individual only as your agent to make health care decisions for you.
None of the following may be designated as your agent: (1) your treating health care provider, (2) a nonrelative employee
of your treating health care provider, (3) an operator of a community care facility, or (4) a nonrelative employee of an operator
of a community care facility.)

as my attorney in fact (agent) to make health care decisions for me as authorized in this document. For the purposes ol this
document, "health care decision" means consent, refusal of consent, or withdrawal of consent to any care, treatment, ser-
vice, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat an individual's physical or mental condition.

2. CREATION OF DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE. By this document I intend to create a durable
power of attorney for health care under Sections 2430 lo 2443, inclusive, of the California Civil Code. This power of attorney
is authorized by the Keene Health Care Agent Act and shall be construed in accordance with the provisions of Sections 2500
to 2506, inclusive, of the California Civil Code. This power of attorney shall not be affected by my subsequent incapacity.

3. GENERAL STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY GRANTED. Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to
my agent full power and authority to make health care decisions for me to the same extent that I could make such decisions
for myself if I had the capacity to do so. ln exercising this authority, my agent shall make health care decisions that are consis-
tent with my desires as stated in this document or otherwise made known to my agent, including, but not limited to, my desires
concerning obtaining or refusing or withdrawing life-prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures.

(lf you want to limit the authority of your agent to make health care decisions lor you, you can state the limitations in paragraph
4 ("Statement of Desires, Special Provisions, and Limitations") below. You can indicate your desires by including a statement
of your desires in the same paragraph.)

4. STATEMENT OF DESIRES, SPECIAL PROVISIONS, AND LIMITATIONS.
(Your agent must make health care decisions that are consistent with your known desires. You can, but are not required to,
state your desires in the space provided below. You should consider whether you want to include a statement of your desires
concerning life-prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures. You can also include a stalement of your desires con-
cerning other matters relating to your health care. You can also make your desires known to your agent by discussing your
desires with your agent or by some other means. lf there are any types of treatment that you do not want to be used, you
should state them in the space below. lf you want to limit in any other way the authority given your agent by this document,
you should state the limits in the space below. lf you do not state any limits, your agent will have broad powers to make health
care decisions for you, except to the extent that there are limits provided by law.)

ln exercising the authority under this durable power of attorney for health care, my agent shall act consistently with my
desires as stated below and is subject to the special provisions and limitations stated below:

(a) Statement of desires concerning life-prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures:

(b) Additional statement of desires, special provisions, and limitations:
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(You may attach additional pages if you need more space to complete your statement. l! you. attach additional pages, you

must date and sign EACH of the additional pages at the same time you date and sign this document.)

5. INSPECTION AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION RELATING TO MY PHYSICAL OR MENTAL HEALTH. SUbJECI

to any limitations in this document, my agent has the power and authority to do all of the following:

(a) Request, review, and receive any information, verbal or written, regarding my physical or mental health, including, but

not limited to, medical and hospital records.

(b) Execute on my behalf any releases or other documents that may be required in order to obtain this information.

(c) Consent to the disclosure of this information.

(lf you want to limit the authority of your agent to receive and disclose information relating to your health, you must state the
iimltations in paragraph 4 ("statement of Desires, Special Provisions, and Limitations") above.)

6. slGNlNG DOCUMENTS, WAIVERS, AND RELEASES. Where necessary to implement the health care decisions that
my agent is authorized by this document to make, my agent has the power and authority to execute on my behalf all of the
following:

(a) Documents titled or purporting to be a "Refusal to Permit Treatment" and "Leaving Hospital Against Medical Advice."

(b) Any necessary waiver or release from liability required by a hospital or physician.

7. AUTOPSY; ANATOMICAL GIFTS; DISPOSITION OF REMAINS. Subject to any limitations in this document, my agent
has the power and authority to do all of the following:

(a) Authorize an autopsy under Section7113 of the Health and Safety Code.

(b) Make a disposition of a part or parts of my body under the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act (Chapter 3.5 (commencing with
Section 7150) of Part 1 of Division 7 of the Health and Safety Code).

(c) Direct the disposition of my remains under Section 7100 of the Health and Safety Code.
(lf y6u want to limiithe authority of your agent to consent to an autopsy, make an anatomical gift, or direct the.disposition
dt your remains, you must state the iimitations in paragraph 4 ("statement of Desires, Special Provisions, and Limitations")
above.)

8. DURATION.
(Unless you specify a shorter period in the space below, this power of attorney will exist for seven years from the date you

executeihis document and, if you are unable to make health care decisions for yourself at the time when this seven-year
period ends, the power will continue to exist until the time when you become able to make health care decisions for yourself.)

Thisdurablepowerofattorneyforhealthcareexpireson

(Fill in this space ONLY if you want the authority of your agent to end EARLIER than the seven-year period described above.)

9. DESIGNATION OF ALTERNATE AGENTS.
(You are not required to designate any alternate agents but you may do so. Any alternate agent you designate will be able
to make the same health care decisions as the agent you designated in paragraph 1, above, in the event that agent is unable
or ineligible to act as your agent. lf the agent you designated is your spouse, he or she becomes ineligible to act as your
agent if your marriage is dissolved.)

lf the person designated as my agent in paragraph 1 is not available or becomes ineligible to act as my agent to make
a health care decision for me or loses the mental capacity to make health care decisions for me, or if I revoke that person's
appointment or authority to act as my agent to make health care decisions for me, then I designate and appoint the following
persons to serve as my agent to make health care decisions for me as authorized in this document, such persons to serve
in the order listed below:

A. First Alternate Agent

(lnsert name, address, and telephone number of first alternate agent)

B. Second Alternate Agent

(lnsert name, address, and telephone number of second alternate agent)

10. NOMINATION OF CONSERVATOR OF PERSON.

(A conservator of the person may be appointed for you if a court decides that one should be appointed. The conservator is
responsible for your physical care, which under some circumstances includes making health care decisions for you. You are
not required to nominate a conservator but you may do so. The court will appoint the person you nominate unless that would
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be contrary to your best interests. You may, but are not required to, nominate as your conservator the same person you named
in paragraph 1 as your health care agent. You can nominate an individual as your conservator by completing the space below.)

lf a conservator of the peron is to be appointed for me, I nominate the following individual to serve as conservator of the person

(lnsert name and address of person nominated as conservator of the person)

11. PRIOR DESIGNATIONS REVOKED. I revoke any prior durable power of attorney for health care.

DATE AND SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPAL
(YOU MUST DATE AND S|GN THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY)

I sign my name to this Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care on

Date (cw) (State)

(You sign here)

(TH|S POWER OF ATTORNEY W|LL NOT BE VAL|D UNLESS rT rS STGNED BY TWO QUALIFIED WITNESSES WHO ARE
PRESENT WHEN YOU SIGN OR ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR SIGNATURE. IF YOU HAVE ATTACHED ANY ADDITIONAL PAGES
TO'THIS FORM, YOU MUST DATE AND SIGN EACH OF THE ADDITIONAL PAGES AT THE SAME TIME YOU DATE AND
srGN THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY.)

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES

(This document must be witnessed by two qualified adult witnesses. None of the following may be used as a witness: (1) a
person you designate as your agent or alternate agent, (2) a health care provider, (3) an employee of a health care provider,
(+; tne operator of a community care facility, (5) an employee of an operator of a community care facility. At least one of the
witnesses must make the additional declaration set out following the place where the witnesses sign.)

(READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING. You can sign as a witness only if you personally know the principal or the identity
of the principal is proved to you by convincing evidence.)

(Io have convincing evidence ol the identity of the principal, you must be presented with and reasonably rely on any one
or more of the following:

(1) An identification card or driver's license issued by the California Department of Motor Vehicles that is current or has
been issued within five years.

(2) A passport issued by the Department of State of the United States that is current or has been issued within five years.

(3) Any of the following documents if the document is current or has been issued within five years and contains a photograph
and desbription of the person named on it, is signed by the person, and bears a serial or other identifying number.

(a) A passport issued by a foreign government that has been stamped by the United States lmmigration and Naturalization
Service.

(b) A driver's license issued by a state other than California or by a Canadian or Mexican public agency authorized to issue
driver's licenses.

(c) An identification card issued by a state other than California.
(d) An identification card issued by any branch of the armed forces of the United States.)

(Other kinds of proof of identity are not allowed.)

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws ol California that the person who signed or acknowledged this document
is personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of convincing evidence) to be the principal, that the principalsigned

or'acknowledged this durabte'power of attorney in my presence, that the principal appears.to be of sound mind and under

no duress, fra-ud, or undue inflirence, that I am hot the person appointed as attorney in fact by this document, and that I am
not a health care provider, an employee of a health care provider, the operator of a community care facility, nor an employee
of an operator of a community care facility.

Signature:

Print Name:

Residence Address:

Date:

Signature:

Print Name:

Residence Address:
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(AT LEAST ONE OF THE ABOVE WTTNESSES MUST ALSO S|GN THE FOLLOWING DECLARATION.)

I further declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that I am not related to the principal by blood, mar'
riage, or adoption, and, to the b6st oi my knowledge, I am not entitled to any part of the estate of the principal upon the death
of the principal under a will now existing or by operation of law.

Signature:

Signature

STATEMENT OF PATIENT ADVOCATE OR OMBUDSMAN

(lf you are a patient in a skilled nursing facility, one of the witnesses must be a patient advocate or ombudsman. The follow-
ing siatement is required only if you are a patient in a skilled nursing facility - a health care facility that provides. the following
balsic services: skilied nursirig Care and supportive care to patients whose primary need is for availability oJ skilled nursing
care on an extended basis. The patient advocate or ombusdman must sign both parts of the "Statement ol Witnesses" above
AND must also sign the following statement.)

I further declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that I am a patient advocate or ombudsman as designated
by the State Department of Aging and that I am serving as a witness as required by subdivision (f) of Section 2432ollhe Civil Code.

Signature:

(Added by stats. 1984, c. 312, S 8. Amended by stats. 1985, c. 403, p. --, s 10.)
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CALIFORNIA DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY
(lmmediate Power)

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUMENT. IT CREATES A DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY. BEFORE

EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE IMPORTANT FACTS:

THIS DOCUMENT MAY PROVIDE THE PERSON YOU DESIGNATE AS YOUR ATTORNEY IN FACT WITH

BROAD POWERS TO MANAGE, DISPOSE, SELL, AND CONVEY YOUR REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY

AND TO BORROW MONEY USING YOUR PROPERTY AS SECURITY FOR THE LOAN.

THESE POWERS WILL EXIST FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME UNLESS YOU LIMIT THEIR DURA'
TION IN THIS DOCUMENT. THESE POWERS WILL CONTINUE TO EXIST NOTWITHSTANDING YOUR SUBSE'

QUENT DISABILITY OR INCAPACITY.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVOKE OR TERMINATE THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY.

IF THERE IS ANYTHING ABOUT THIS FORM THAT YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A
LAWYER TO EXPLAIN IT TO YOU.

Created by as Principal.

1. l, _
Name of Principal

of
Address

as principal (the

City State

"Principal") intend to create by this instrument a Durable Power of Attorney and do hereby appoint

of
Name of Agent

Address City State

("Agent") to act for me and in my name and exercise the powers set forth below.

2. My Agent is authorized in my Agent's sole and absolute discretion from time to time and at any time, with respect to
any and all of my property and interests in property, real, personal, intangible and mixed, as follows:

(a) Real Property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract for the
lease, purchase, exchange, and acquisition of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any interest in real property what-
soever, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and to maintain, repair,
improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgage, subject to deeds of trust, and in any way or
manner deal with all or any part of any interest in real property whatsoever, that I own at the time of execution or may thereafter
acquire, for under such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and, to supplement
this instrument by adding or modifying the descriptions of any property, real or personal, which I may now or hereafter own,
in whole or in part.

(b) Personal Property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract
for the lease, purchase, exchange, and acquisltion of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any personal property what-
soever, tangible or intangible, or interest thereto, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall
deem proper, and to maintain, repair, improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgages, subject
to deeds of trust, and hypothecate, and in any way or manner deal with all or any part of any real or personal property what-
soever, tangible or intangible, or any interest therein, that I own at the time or execution or may thereafter acquire, under
such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper.

(c) Bond, Share and Commodity Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold
and possess any bond, share, instrument or similar character, commodity interest or any instrument with respect thereto together
with the interest, dividends, proceeds, or other distributions connected therewith, as now are, or shall hereafter become, own-
ed by, or due, owing payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may thereafter acquire interest; to
have, use, and take all lawful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writs in my name for the collection
and recovery thereof, and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to make, execute, and deliver for me,
all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other sufficient discharges for the same.

(d) Banking Transactions: To make, receive, sign, endorse, execute, acknowledge, deliver, and possess checks, drafts,
bills of exchange, letters of credit, notes, stock certificates, withdrawal receipts and deposit instruments relating to accounts
or deposits in, or certificates of deposit of, banks, savings and loan or other institutions or associations for me.

(e) Safe Deposits: To have free access at any time to any safe deposit box or vault to which I might have access; and
to contract with any institution for the maintenance of a safe deposit box in my name; and to add to and remove from the
contents of any such safe deposit box.

Gt^l4ll2sE'2s'.s|^'+'^rrF r
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(l) Business Operating Transactions: To conduct, engage in, and transact any and all lawful business of whatever nature
or kind for me; to continue the operation of any business I own or have an interest in; to sell, liquidate or close out such business
at such time and upon such terms as my Agent shall deem appropriate; to represent me and to exercise any right or power
I may have in any partnership whether as a general, special or limited partner; to exercise all rights with respect io a-ny securities
I may now own or acquire hereafter in any public corporation, including the right to sell, hypothecate, buy ihe same br different
securities and to vote at all meetings of the stockholders.

(g) lnsurance Transactions: To exercise or perform any acl, power, duty, right or obligation whatsoever in regard to
any contract of life, accident, health, disability or liability insurance of any combination of such insurance procured by or on
behalf of me prior to execution; and to procure new, different or additional contracts of insurance for me and to de5ignate
the beneficiary of any such contract of insurance, provided, however, that the Agent himself cannot be such beneficiary u-nless
the Agent is my spouse, child, grandchild, parent, brother or sister.

(h) Estate Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold and possess all legacies,
bequests, devises, as are, owned by, or due, owing, payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may
thereafter acquire interest; to have, use, and take all lawful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writi
in my name for the collection and recovery thereof; and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to make,
execute, and deliver for me, all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other sufficient discharges for the same.

(i) Personal Relationships and Atfairs: To do all acts necessary for maintaining the customary standard of living for
me' my spouse and children, and other dependents, to provide medical, dental and surgical care, hospiialization and custodial
care for me, my spouse, and children and other dependents; to continue whatever provision has been made by me, for me,
my spouse, and children, and other dependents, with respect to automobiles, or other means of transportation; to continue
whatever charge accounts have been operated by me, to open such new accounts as my Agent shall think to be desirable
for the accomplishment of any of the purposes enumerated in this section, and to pay th6 items charged on such accounts
by any person authorized or permitted by me or my Agent to make such charges; to continue the discharge of any services
or duties assumed by me, to any parent, relative or friend of mine; to continue payments incidental to my membership or
affiliation in any church, club, society, order or other organization, or to continue contributions thereto.

(i) Tax, Social Security and Unemployment: To prepare, execute and file all tax, social security, unemployment in-
surance and information returns for tax years between 1970 and 202Q required by the laws of the United States, or of any
state or subdivision thereof , or of any foreign government; to prepare, execute and file all other papers and instruments which
the Agent shall think to be desirable or necessary to safeguard me against excess or illegal taxation or against penalties im-
posed for claimed violation of any law or other governmental regulation; and to pay, compromise, contest or apply for refunds
in connection with any taxes or assessments for which I am or may be liable.

(k) Benelits lrom Military Service: To execute vouchers in my name for any and all allowances and reimbursements
payable by the United States, or subdivision thereof , to me, arising from or based upon military service and to receive, endorse
and collect the proceeds of any check payable to me drawn on the treasurer or other fiscal officer or depository of the United
States or subdivision thereof; to take possession and to order the removal and shipment, of any property belonging to me
from any post, warehouse, depot, dock or other place of storage or safekeeping, either governmental or private; to execute
and to deliver any release, voucher, receipt, bill of lading, shipping ticket, certificate or other instrument which the Agent shall
think to be desirable or necessary for such purpose; to prepare, to file and to prosecute my claim to any benefit or aslistance,
financial or otherwise, to which I am or claim to be, entitled, under the provislons of any statute or regulation existing at the
creation of the agency or thereafter enacted by the United States or by any state or by any subdivision thereof, or by any
foreign government, which benefit or assistance arises from or is based upon military service performed prior to or after execution.

(l) Revocable Trust: To execute a revocable trust agreement with such trustee as my Agent shall select which trust shall
pay to me or disburse on my behalf such amounls of rncome or principal as necessary for my proper health, support and
maintenance, and that on my death any remaining income and principal shall be paid to my personal representative, and
that said trust may be revoked or amended by me or my Agent at any time and from time to time, provided that any such
amendment by my Agent shall not include any provision which could not be included in the original trust agreement; to deliver
and convey any or all of my assets to the trustee thereof; to add any or all of my assets to such a trust already in existence
at lhe time this instrument is executed or at any time thereafter.

3. This power of attorney shall not be affected by subsequent disability or incapacity of the principal.
4. No person who acts in reliance upon any representations made by my Agent as to (a) the continued validity of the Durable

Power of Attorney, (b) the scope of powers granted under this instrument, (c) my competency at the time this instrumenl was
executed, or (d) the fact that this instrument has not been revoked, shall incur any liability to me, my estate, my heirs or assigns
as a result of any dealings with my Agent, nor shall any person who deals with my Agent shall inquire into the proper applica-
tion of funds or property.

5. I reserve unto myself the right to amend or revoke this instrument, and to remove my Agent and any alternate agent
by executing a written instrument of revocation, amendment, or removal and delivering it to my Agent and to all alternate
agents. lf the instrument has been recorded in the public records, then the instrument of revocation, amendment or removal
shall be filed or recorded in the same public records.

6. lf my spouse has been appointed as my Agent herein, and subsequent to the execution of this instrument, legal pro-
ceedings are instituted for separation and dissolution of our marriage, institution of such proceedings shall automatically remove
my spouse as my Agent.

7. My Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable costs actually incurred and paid by my Agent on my behalf
under the authority granted in this instrument.
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g. To the extent permitted by law, I herewith nominate, constitute and appoint my Agent to serve as my guardian, conser-

vator and/or in any similar repiesentative capacity; and, if I am not permitted by law to so nominate, constitute and appoint,

then I request anycourt of competent jurisdiction which may be petitioned by any person to appoint a guardian, conservator

or similar representative for me to give due consideration to my request.

9. ln the event my Agent is unable or unwilling to serve or to continue to serve, then I appoint

Name of Successor Agenf

of
StateAddress City

lo serve as substitute or successor agent who shall have all the title, powers and discretion herein given my Agent.

10. My Agent is authorized to make photocopies of this instrument as frequently as necessary. All photocopies shall have

the same lorce and effect as the original.
.l 1. lf any provision of this instrument or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall

not affect other provisions or applications of this instrument which can be given effect without the invalid provision or applica-

tion, and to this end the provisions of this instrument are severable.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal at

this day of 19

Signature of Principal

Name of Principal

Wltnesses

of
Signature of Witness City State

of
Signature of Witness City Stafe

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the year before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State personally appeared

, personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instru-
ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name
is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.

Witness my hand and official seal.

(i'otary Seal)

Notary Public
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The

day of

undersigned acknowledges and accepts appointment as Agent under this instrument on this

, in the year 

-.
Signature of Agent

Name of Agent

G5'4-SEE'-rm
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DPA.IO

CALIFORNIA DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY
("Springing" Power)

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUMENT. IT CREATES A DURABLE POWER OFATTORNEY. BEFORE
EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE IMPORTANT FACTS:

THIS DOCUMENT MAY PROVIDE THE PERSON YOU DESIGNATE AS YOUR ATTORNEY IN FACT WITH
BROAD POWERS TO MANAGE, DISPOSE, SELL, AND CONVEY YOUR REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
AND TO BORROW MONEY USING YOUR PROPERTY AS SECURITY FOR THE LOAN.

THESE POWERS WILL EXIST FOR AN INDEFINITE PERIOD OF T]ME UNLESS YOU LIMIT THEIR DURA.
TION IN THIS DOCUMENT. THESE POWERS WILL CONTINUE TO EXIST NOTWITHSTANDING YOUR SUBSE.
QUENT DISABILITY OR INCAPACITY.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVOKE OR TERMINATE THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY.
IF THERE IS ANYTHING ABOUT THIS FORM THAT YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A

LAWYER TO EXPLAIN IT TO YOU.

Created by as Principal.

1. I,

of
Name of Principal

Address City Sfafe

as principal (the "Principal") intend to create by this instrument a Durable Power of Attorney and do hereby appoint

Name of Agent
of

Address City Slate
("Agent") to act for me and in my name and exercise the powers set forth below.

2. My Agent is authorized in my Agent's sole and absolute discretion from time to time and at any time, with respect to
any and all of my property and interests in property, real, personal, intangible and mixed, as followi:

. (a) Real Property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract for the
lease, purchase, exchange, and acquisition of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess iny inter6st in real property what-
soever, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and to maintain,-repair,
improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgage, subject to deedi of trust, and in any way or
manner deal with all or any part of any interest in real property whatsoever, that I own at the time of execution or may thereafter
acquire, for under such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper; and, to supplement
this instrument by adding or modifying the descriptions of any property, real oi personal, which I hay now or hereafier own,
in whole or in part.

- (b) Personal Property Transactions: To lease, purchase, exchange, and acquire, and to agree, bargain, and contract
for the lease, purchase, exchange, and acquisition of, and to accept, take, receive, and possess any persoial property what-
soever, tangible or intangible, or interest thereto, on such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Ageirt snatt
deem proper, and to maintain, repair, improve, manage, insure, rent, lease, sell, convey, subject to liens, mortgdgeS, subject
to deeds of trust, and hypothecate, and in any way or manner deal with all or any part bf any real or personal -prdperty 

wfrat-
soever, tangible or intangible, or any interest therein, that I own at the time or execution or may tlereafter icquire, under
such terms and conditions, and under such covenants, as my Agent shall deem proper.

(c) Bond, Share and Commodity Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold
and possess any bond, share, instrument or similar character, commodity interest or any instrument with respect thereto together
with the interest, dividends, proceeds, or other distributions connected therewith, as now are, or shall hereafter become, own-
ed by, or due, owing payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may thereafter acquire interest; to
have, use, and take all lawful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writs in my name for the collection
and recovery thereof, and to adjust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to make, execute, and deliver for me,
all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other sufficient discharges for the same.

(d) Banking Transactions: To make, receive, sign, endorse, execute, acknowledge, deliver, and possess checks, drafts,
bills of exchange, letters ol credit, notes, stock certificates, withdrawal receipts and deposit instruments relating to accounts
or deposits in, or certificates of deposit of, banks, savings and loan or other institutions or associations lor me.

(e) Safe Deposits: To have free access at any time to any sale deposit box or vault to which I might have access; and
to contract.with any institution for the maintenance of a safe deposit box in my name; and to add to lnd remove from the
contents of any such safe deposit box.
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(0 Business Operating Transactions: To conduct, engage in, and transact any and all lawful business of whatever nature
or kind for me; to continue the operation of any business I own or have an interest in; to sell, liquidate or close oul such business
at such time and upon such terms as my Agent shall deem appropriate; to represent me and to exercise any right or power

I may have in any partnership whether as a general, special or limited partner; to exercise all rights with respect to any securities
I may now own or acquire hereafter in any public corporation, including the right to sell, hypothecate, buy the same or different
securities and to vote at all meetings of the stockholders.

(g) lnsurance Transactions: To exercise or perform any act, power, duty, right or obligation whatsoever in regard to

any contract of life, accident, health, disability or liability insurance of any combination of such insurance procured by or on

be'half of me prior to execution; and to procure new, different or additional contracts of insurance for me and to designate
the beneficiary of any such contract of insurance, provided, however, that the Agent himself cannot be such beneficiary unless

the Agent is my spouse, child, grandchild, parent, brother or sister.

(h) Estate Transactions: To request, ask, demand, sue for, recover, collect, receive, and hold and possess all legacies,
bequests, devises, as are, owned by, or due, owing, payable, or belonging to, me at the time of execution or in which I may

thereafter acquire interest; to have, use, and take all lawful means and equitable and legal remedies, procedures, and writs
in my name for the collection and recovery thereof; and to adlust, sell, compromise, and agree for the same, and to make,

execute, and deliver for me, all endorsements, acquittances, releases, receipts, or other sufficient discharges for the same.

(i) Personal Relationships and Affairs: To do all acts necessary for maintaining the customary standard of living for
me, my spouse and children, and other dependents; to provide medical, dental and surgical care, hospitalization and custodial
care for me, my spouse, and children and other dependents; to continue whatever provision has been made by me, lor me,

my spouse, and children, and other dependents, with respect lo automobiles, or other means of transportation; to continue
whatever charge accounts have been operated by me, to open such new accounts as my Agent shall think to be desirable
for the accomplishment of any of the purposes enumerated in this section, and to pay the items charged on such accounts
by any person authorized or permitted by me or my Agent to make such charges; to continue the discharge of any services
oi duiies assumed by me, to any parent, relative or friend of mine; to continue payments incidental to my membership or
affiliation in any church, club, society, order or other organization, or to continue contributions thereto.

fi) Tax, Social Security and Unemployment: To prepare, execute and file all tax, social security, unemployment in-

suiince and information returns for tax years between 1970 and2020 required by the laws of the United States, or of any
state or subdivision thereof, or of any loreign government; to prepare, execute and file all other papers and instruments which
the Agent shall think to be desirable or necessary to safeguard me against excess or illegal taxation or against penalties im-
posed for claimed violation of any law or other governmental regulation; and to pay, compromise, contest or apply for refunds
in connection with any taxes or assessments for which I am or may be liable.

(k) Benefits lrom Military Service: To execute vouchers in my name for any and all allowances and reimbursements
payable by the United States, or subdivision thereof , to me, arising from or based upon military service and to receive, endorse
and collect the proceeds ol any check payable to me drawn on the treasurer or other fiscal officer or depository of the United

States or subdivision thereof; to take possession and to order the removal and shipment, of any property belonging to me

from any post, warehouse, depot, dock or other place of storage or safekeeping, either governmental or private; to execute
and to deliver any release, voucher, receipt, bill of lading, shipping ticket, certificate or other instrument which the Agent shall

think to be desirable or necessary for such purpose; to prepare, to file and to prosecute my claim to any benefit or assistance,
financial or otherwise, to which I am or claim to be, entitled, under the provisions of any statute or regulation existing at the

creation of the agency or thereafter enacted by the United States or by any state or by any subdivision thereof, or by any

foreign government, which benefit or assistance arises from or is based upon military service performed prior to or after execution.

(l) Revocable Trust: To execute a revocable trust agreement with such trustee as myAgent shall select which trust shall

pay'to me or disburse on my behalf such amounts ol income or principal as necessary for my proper health, support and

maintenance, and that on my death any remaining income and principal shall be paid to my personal representative, and

that said trust may be revok6d or amended by me or my Agent at any time and from time to time, provided that any such

amendment by my Agent shall not include any provision which could not be included in the original trust agreement; to deliver

and convey any or all of my assets to the trustee thereof; to add any or all of my assets to such a trust already in existence

at the time this instrument is executed or at any time thereafter.

3. This power of attorney shall become effective upon the disability.or incapacity of the principal. Notwithstanding.any provi-

sion herein to the conira-ry, my Agent shall take no action under this instrument unless I am deemed to be disabled or in-

oapacitated as defined heiein.'My"incapacity shall be deemed to exist when so certified in writing by two licensed. physicians

nol retateo by blood or marriage to eit'her me or to my Agent. The said certificate shall state that I am incapable of caring

ioi,v""rt anb tnat r am pnviic"aily and mentalty incapiole-of managing my financial affairs. The certificate of the physicians

described above shall Od aitacne'O to the origiriat of inis instrument an-d if-tnis instrument is liled or recorded among public

records, then such certificate shall also be Similarty liled or recorded if permitted by applicable law.

4. No person who acts in reliance upon any representations made by my Agent as to (a) the continued validity of the Durable
power oi Attorney, (b) the scope of powers granted under this instrument, (c) my competency at the time this instrument was

executed, or (d) the fact that this insirument 6as not been revoked, shall incur'any tiaoitity to me, my estate, my heirs or assigns

"" " 
1.""uit of'any dealings with my Agent, nor shall any person who deals with my Agent shall inquire into the proper applica-

tion of funds or property.

5. I reserve unto myself the right to amend or revoke this instrument, and to remove my Agent and any alternate agent

by executing a written instrument of revocation, amendment, or removal and delivering it to my Agent and to all alternate

agents. lf th-e instrument has been recorded in the public records, then the instrument of revocation, amendment or removal

shall be filed or recorded in the same public records'
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6. lf my spouse has been appointed as my Agent herein, and subsequent to the execution of this instrument, legal pro-
ceedings are instituted for separation and dissolution of our marriage, institution of such proceedings shall automatically remove
my spouse as my Agent.

7. My Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable costs actually incurred and paid by my Agent on my behalf
under the authority granted in this instrument.

8. To the extent permitted by law, I herewith nominate, constitute and appoint my Agent to serve as my guardian, conser-
vator and/or in any similar representative capacity; and, if I am not permitted by law to so nominate, constitute and appoint,
then I request any court of competent jurisdiction which may be petitioned by any person to appoint a guardian, conservator
or similar representative for me to give due consideration to my request.

9. ln the evenl my Agent is unable or unwilling to serve or to continue to serve, then I appoint

Name of Successor Agenl

of
Address City State

to serve as substitute or successor agent who shall have all the title, powers and discretion herein given my Agent.

10. My Agent is authorized to make photocopies of this instrument as frequently as necessary. All photocopies shall have
the same force and eftect as the original.

'l 1. lf any provision of this instrument or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications of this instrument which can be given effect without the invalid provision or applica-
tion, and to this end the provisions of this instrument are severable.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal at

this day ol 19_.

Signature of Principal

Name of Principal

}vltnesses

ol
Signature of Witness City Stafe

of
Signature of Witness City Sfate

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the year before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State personally appeared

personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instru-
ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name
is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.

Witness my hand and official seal.

Notary Public

(Notary Seal)

__5'-'5ldEEEl5lNFNrrSf,llxtt tslrxlr!'rtl
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The

day of

undersigned acknowledges and accepts appointment as Agent under this instrument on this

in the year

Signature of Agent

Name of Agent
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CALIFORNIA DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE DPA.I1
(lmmediate Power)

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUMENT. BEFORE EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU SHOULD
KNOW THESE IMPORTANT FACTS:

TH|S DOCUMENT G|VES THE PERSON YOU DESTGNATE AS YOUR AGENT (THE ATTORNEY rN FACT)
THE POWER TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU. YOUR AGENT MUST ACT CONSISTENTLY
WITH YOUR DESIRES AS STATED IN THIS DOCUMENT OR OTHERWISE MADE KNOWN.

EXCEPT AS YOU OTHERWISE SPECIFY IN THIS DOCUMENT, THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT
THE POWER TO CONSENT TO YOUR DOCTOR NOT GIVING TREATMENT OR STOPPING TREATMENT
NECESSARY TO KEEP YOU ALIVE.

NOT WITHSTANDING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH
CARE DECISIONS FOR YOURSELF SO LONG AS YOU CAN GIVE INFORMED CONSENT WITH RESPECT
TO THE PARTICULAR DECISION. IN ADDITION, NO TREATMENT MAY BE GIVEN TO YOU OVER YOUR OB.
JECTION, AND HEALTH CARE NECESSARY TO KEEP YOU ALIVE MAY NOT BE STOPPED OR WITHHELD
IF YOU OBJECT AT THE TIME.

THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT AUTHORITY TO CONSENT, TO REFUSE TO CONSENT, OR TO
WITHDRAW CONSENT TO ANY CARE, TREATMENT, SERVICE, OR PROCEDURE TO MAINTAIN, DIAGNOSE,
OR TREAT A PHYSICAL OR MENTAL CONDITION. THIS POWER IS SUBJECT TO ANY STATEMENT OF YOUR
DESIRES AND ANY LIMITATIONS THAT YOU INCLUDE IN THIS DOCUMENT. YOU MAY STATE IN THIS
DOCUMENT ANY TYPES OF TREATMENT THAT YOU DO NOT DESIRE. IN ADDITION, A COURT CAN TAKE
AWAY THE POWER OF YOUR AGENT TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU IF YOUR AGENT
(1) AUTHORTZES ANYTHTNG THAT tS ILLEGAL, (2) ACTS CONTRARY TO YOUR KNOWN OESIRES, OR (3)
WHERE YOUR DESIRES ARE NOT KNOWN, DOES ANYTHING THAT IS CLEARLY CONTRARY TO YOUR
BEST INTERESTS.

UNLESS YOU SPECIFY A SHORTER PERIOD IN THIS DOCUMENT, THIS POWER WILL EXIST FOR SEVEN
YEARS FROM THE DATE YOU EXECUTE THIS DOCUMENT AND, IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO MAKE HEALTH
CARE DECISIONS FOR YOURSELF AT THE TIME WHEN THIS SEVEN.YEAR PERIOD ENDS, THIS POWER
WILL CONTINUE TO EXIST UNTIL THE TIME WHEN YOU BECOME ABLE TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECI.
SIONS FOR YOURSELF.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVOKE THE AUTHORITY OF YOUR AGENT BY NOTIFYING YOUR AGENT
OR YOUR TREATING DOCTOR, HOSPITAL, OR OTHER HEALTH CARE PROVIDER ORALLY OR IN WRITING
OF THE REVOCATION.

YOUR AGENT HAS THE RIGHT TO EXAMINE YOUR MEDICAL RECORDS AND TO CONSENT TO THEIR
DISCLOSURE UNLESS YOU LIMIT THIS RIGHT IN THIS DOCUMENT.

UNLESS YOU OTHERWISE SPECIFY IN THIS DOCUMENT, THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT THE
POWER AFTER YOU DrE TO (1) AUTHORTZE AN AUTOPSY, (2) DONATE YOUR BODY OR PARTS THEREOF
FOR TRANSPLANT OR THERAPEUTTC OR EDUCATTONAL OR SCTENTTFTC PURPOSES, AND (3) DTRECT
THE DISPOSITION OF YOUR REMAINS.

IF THERE IS ANYTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT THAT YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A
LAWYER TO EXPLAIN IT TO YOU.

..THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL NOT BE VALID FOR MAKING HEALTH CARE DECISIONS UNLESS
lT rs EITHER (1) SIGNED BY TWO QUALIFTED ADULT WTTNESSES WHO ARE PERSONALLY KNOWN TO
YOU AND WHO ARE PRESENT WHEN YOU S|GN OR ACKNOWLEDGE YOUB S|GNATURE OR (2)
ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE A NOTARY PUBLIC IN CALIFORNIA.''

Created by as Principal.

1. l,
Name of Principal

Address City Sfate
as principal (the "Principal") intend to create by this instrument a Durable Power of Attorney for health care and do hereby appoinl

Name of Agent

SfateAddress City
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my Agent ("Agent") to act for me and in my name and exercise the powers set forth below in matters involving my health
and medical care. Accordingly, my Agent is authorized as follows:

2. Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my Agent full power and authority to make health care deci-
sions for me to the same extent that I could make such decisions for myself if I had the capacity to do so. ln exercising this
authority, my Agent shall make health care decisions that are consistent with my desires as stated in this document or other-
wise made known to my Agent, including, but not limited to, my desires concerning obtaining or refusing or withdrawing life-
prolonging care, treatmenl, services, and procedures.

3. I hereby authorize all physicians and psychiatrists who have treated me, and all other providers of health care, including
hospitals, to release to my Agent all information contained in my medical records which my Agent may request. I hereby waive
all privileges attached to physician-patient relationship and to any communication, verbal or written, arising out of such a rela-
tionship. My Agent is authorized to request, receive and review any information, verbal or written, pertaining to my physical
or mental health, including medical and hospital records, and to execute any releases, waivers or other documents that may
be required in order to obtain such information, and to disclose such information to such persons, organizations and health
care providers as my Agent shall deem appropriate.

4. My Agent is authorized to employ and discharge health care providers including physicians, psychiatrists, dentists, nurses,
and therapists as my Agent shall deem appropriate for my physical, mental and emotional well-being. My Agent is also authorized
to pay reasonable fees and expenses for such services contracted.

5. My Agent is authorized to apply for my admission to a medical, nursing, residential or other similar facility, execute any
consent or admission forms required by such facility and enter into agreements for my care at such facility or elsewhere during
my liletime or for such lesser periods of time as my Agent may designate.

6. My Agent is authorized to arrange for and consent to medical, therapeutical and surgical procedures for me including
the administration of drugs. The power to make health care decisions for me shall include the power to give consent, refuse
consent, or withdraw consent to any care, treatment, service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat a physical or mental
condition.

7. I reserve unto myself lhe right to revoke the authority granted to my Agent hereunder to make health care decisions for
me by notifying the treating physician, hospital, or other health care provider orally or in writing.

8. Notwithstanding any provision herein to the contrary, I retain the right to make medical and other health care decisions
for myself so long as I am able to give informed consent with respect to a particular decision. ln addition, no treatment may
be given to me over my objection, and health care necessary to keep me alive may not be stopped if I object.

9. lf at any time I should have a terminal condition and my attending physician and another physician, independently of
each other, have determined that there can be no recovery from such condition and my death is imminent, where the applica-
tion of life-prolonging procedures would serve only to artificially prolong the dying process, I direct that such procedures be
withheld or withdrawn, and that I be permitted to die naturally with only the administration of medication or the performance
of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide me with comfort care or to alleviate pain.

For purposes of this declaration, life-prolonging procedure shall mean any medical procedure, treatment or intervention
which (i) utilizes mechanical or other artificial means to sustain, restore or supplant a spontaneous vital function or is other-
wise of such a nature as to afford a patient no reasonable expectation of recovery from a terminal condition and (ii) when
applied to a patient in a terminal condition, would serve only to prolong the dying process. "Life-prolonging procedure" shall
not include the administration of medication or the performance of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide com-
fort care or to alleviate pain.

10. lf I have been in an irreversible coma with no reasonable possibility of my ever regaining consciousness, I direct that
all procedures used to provide me with nourishment and water (including, for instance, through intravenous feeding and through
endotracheal or nasogastric tube means) not be instituted or, if already instituted, withdrawn.

11. This power of attorney shall not be affected by subsequent disability or incapacity of the principal.

12. My Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable costs actually incurred and paid by my Agent on my
behalf under the authority granted in this instrument.

13. To the extent permitted by law, I herewith nominate, constitute and appoint my Agent to serve as my guardian, conser-
vator and/or in any similar representative capacity; and, if I am not permitted by law to so nominate, constitute and appoint,
then I request any court of competent jurisdiction which may be petitioned by any person to appoint a guardian, conservator
or similar representative for me to give due consideration to my request.

14. ln the event my Agent is unable or unwilling to serve or to continue to serve, then lappoint

Name of Successor Agenf

Address City Stafe
to serve as substitute or successor agent who shall have all the title, powers and discretion herein given my Agent.

15. My Agent is authorized to make photocopies of this instrument as frequently as necessary. All photocopies shall have
the same force and effect as the original.

16. lf any provision of this instrument or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications of this instrument which can be given effect without the invalid provision or applica-
tion, and to this end the provisions of this instrument are severable.

of
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lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal at

this day ot 19

Signature ol Principal

Name of Principal

Mfnesses

of
Signature of Witness City Sfate

of
Signature of Witness City State

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the year , before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State personally appeared

personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instru-
ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name
is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.

Witness my hand and official seal.

Notary Public

(Notary Seal)

The

day ol

undersigned acknowledges and accepts appointment as Agent under this instrument on this

in the year

Signature of Agent

Name of Agent

-:'5'5'^ffi':E/t.lt 
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CALIFORNIA DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE DPA.I2

("Springing" Power)

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUMENT. BEFORE EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU SHOULD
KNOW THESE IMPORTANT FACTS:

TH|S DOCUMENT G|VES THE PERSON YOU DESTGNATE AS YOUR AGENT (THE ATTORNEY rN FACT)
THE POWER TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU. YOUR AGENT MUST ACT CONSISTENTLY
WITH YOUR DESIRES AS STATED IN THIS DOCUMENT OR OTHERWISE MADE KNOWN.

EXCEPT AS YOU OTHERWISE SPECIFY IN THIS DOCUMENT, THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT
THE POWER TO CONSENT TO YOUR DOCTOR NOT GIVING TREATMENT OR STOPPING TREATMENT
NECESSARY TO KEEP YOU ALIVE.

NOT WITHSTANDING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH
CARE DECISIONS FOR YOURSELF SO LONG AS YOU CAN GIVE INFORMED CONSENT WITH RESPECT
TO THE PARTICULAR DECISION. IN ADDITION, NO TREATMENT MAY BE GIVEN TO YOU OVER YOUR OB.
JECTION, AND HEALTH CARE NECESSARY TO KEEP YOU ALIVE MAY NOT BE STOPPED OR WITHHELD
IF YOU OBJECT AT THE TIME.

THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT AUTHORITY TO CONSENT, TO REFUSE TO CONSENT, OR TO
WITHDRAW CONSENT TO ANY CARE, TREATMENT, SERVICE, OR PROCEDURE TO MAINTAIN, DIAGNOSE,
OR TREAT A PHYSICAL OR MENTAL CONDITION. THIS POWER IS SUBJECT TO ANY STATEMENT OF YOUR
DESIRES AND ANY LIMITATIONS THAT YOU INCLUDE IN THIS DOCUMENT. YOU MAY STATE IN THIS
DOCUMENT ANY TYPES OF TREATMENT THAT YOU DO NOT DESIRE. IN ADDITION, A COURT CAN TAKE
AWAY THE POWER OF YOUR AGENT TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU IF YOUR AGENT
(1) AUTHORTZES ANYTHTNG THAT tS |LLEGAL, (2) ACTS CONTRARY TO YOUR KNOWN DES|RES, OR (3)
WHERE YOUR DESIRES ARE NOT KNOWN, DOES ANYTHING THAT IS CLEARLY CONTRARY TO YOUR
BEST INTERESTS.

UNLESS YOU SPECIFY A SHORTER PERIOD IN THIS DOCUMENT, THIS POWER WILL EXIST FOR SEVEN
YEARS FROM THE DATE YOU EXECUTE THIS DOCUMENT AND, IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO MAKE HEALTH
CARE DECISIONS FOR YOURSELF AT THE TIME WHEN THIS SEVEN.YEAR PERIOD ENDS, THIS POWER
WILL CONTINUE TO EXIST UNTIL THE TIME WHEN YOU BECOME ABLE TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECI.
SIONS FOR YOURSELF.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO REVOKE THE AUTHORITY OF YOUR AGENT BY NOTIFYING YOUR AGENT
OR YOUR TREATING DOCTOR, HOSPITAL, OR OTHER HEALTH CARE PROVIDER ORALLY OR IN WRITING
OF THE REVOCATION.

YOUR AGENT HAS THE RIGHT TO EXAMINE YOUR MEDICAL RECORDS AND TO CONSENT TO THEIR
DISCLOSURE UNLESS YOU LIMIT THIS RIGHT IN THIS DOCUMENT.

UNLESS YOU OTHERWISE SPECIFY IN THIS DOCUMENT, THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT THE
POWER AFTER YOU DIE TO (1) AUTHORIZE AN AUTOPSY, (2) DONATE YOUR BODY OR PARTS THEREOF
FOR TRANSPLANT OR THERAPEUTTC OR EDUCATTONAL OR SCTENT|FTC PURPOSES, AND (3) DTRECT
THE DISPOSITION OF YOUR REMAINS.

IF THERE IS ANYTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT THAT YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A
LAWYER TO EXPLAIN IT TO YOU.

..THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL NOT BE VALID FOR MAKING HEALTH CARE DECISIONS UNLESS
lT ls EITHER (1) SIGNED BY TWO QUALIFIED ADULT WTTNESSES WHO ARE PERSONALLY KNOWN TO
YOU AND WHO ARE PRESENT WHEN YOU SIGN OR ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR STGNATURE OR (2)
ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE A NOTARY PUBLIC IN CALIFORNIA.''

Created by as Principal.

1. l,
Name of Principal

Address City State
as principal (the "Principal") intend to create by this instrument a Durable Power of Attorney for health care and do hereby appoint

Name of Agent

State
Address City
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my Agent ("Agent") to act for me and in my name and exercise the powers set forth below in matters involving my health
and medical care. Accordingly, my Agent is authorized as follows:

2. Subject to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my Agent full power and authority to make health care deci-
sions for me to the same extent that I could make such decisions for myself if I had the capacity to do so. ln exercising this
authority, my Agent shall make health care decisions that are consistent with my desires as stated in this document or other-
wise made known to my Agent, including, but not limited to, my desires concerning obtaining or refusing or withdrawing life-
prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures.

3. I hereby authorize all physicians and psychiatrists who have treated me, and all other providers of health care, including
hospitals, to release to my Agent all information contained in my medical records which my Agent may request. I hereby waive
all privileges attached to physician-patient relationship and to any communication, verbal or written, arising out of such a rela-
tionship. My Agent is authorized to request, receive and review any information, verbal or written, pertaining to my physical

or mental health, including medical and hospital records, and to execute any releases, waivers or other documents that may
be required in order to obtain such information, and to disclose such information to such persons, organizations and health
care providers as my Agent shall deem appropriate.

4. My Agent is authorized to employ and discharge health care providers including physicians, psychiatrists, dentists, nurses,
and therapists as my Agent shall deem appropriate for my physical, mental and emotional well-being. My Agent is also authorized
to pay reasonable fees and expenses for such services contracted.

5. My Agent is authorized to apply for my admission to a medical, nursing, residential or other similar facility, execute any
consent or admission forms required by such facility and enter into agreements for my care at such facility or elsewhere during
my lifetime or for such lesser periods of time as my Agent may designate.

6. My Agent is authorized to arrange for and consent to medical, therapeutical and surgical procedures for me including
the administration of drugs. The power to make health care decisions for me shall include the power to give consent, refuse
consent, or withdraw consent to any care, treatment, service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat a physical or mental
condition.

7. I reserve unto myself the right to revoke the authority granted to my Agent hereunder to make health care decisions for
me by notifying the treating physician, hospital, or other health care provider orally or in writing.

8. Notwithstanding any provision herein to the contrary, I retain the right to make medical and other health care decisions
for myself so long as I am able to give informed consent with respect to a particular decision. ln addition, no treatment may
be given to me over my objection, and health care necessary to keep me alive may not be stopped il I object.

9. lf at any time I should have a terminal condition and my attending physician and another physician, independently of
each other, have determined that there can be no recovery from such condition and my death;is imminent, where the applica-
tion of life-prolonging procedures would serve only to artificially prolong the dying process, I direct that such procedures be
withheld or withdrawn, and that I be permitted to die naturally with only the administration of medication or the performance
of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide me with comfort care or to alleviate pain.

For purposes of this declaration, life-prolonging procedure shall mean any medical procedure, treatment or intervention
which (i) utilizes mechanical or other artificial means to sustain, restore or supplant a spontaneous vital function or is other-
wise of such a nature as to afford a patient no reasonable expectation of recovery from a terminal condition and (ii) when
applied to a patient in a terminal condition, would serve only to prolong the dying process. "Life-prolonging procedure" shall
not include the administration of medication or the performance of any medical procedure deemed necessary to provide com-
fort care or to alleviate pain.

10. lf I have been in an irreversible coma with no reasonable possibility of my ever regaining consciousness, ldirect that
all procedures used to provide me with nourishment and water (including, for instance, through intravenous feeding and through
endotracheal or nasogastric tube means) not be instituted or, if already instituted, withdrawn.

1 1. This power of attorney shall become effective upon the disability or incapacity of the principal. Notwithstanding any
provision herein to the contrary, my Agent shall take no action under this instrument unless I am deemed to be disabled or

incapacitated as defined herein. My incapacity shall be deemed to exist when so certified in writing by two licensed physicians

not ielated by blood or marriage to either me or to my Agent. The said certificate shall state that I am incapable of caring

12. My Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement for all reasonable costs actually incurred and paid by my Agent on my

behalf under the authority granted in this instrument.

13. To the extent permitted by law, I herewith nominate, constitute and appoint my Agent to serve as my guardian, conser-

vator and/or in any similar representative capacity; and, if I am not permitted by law to so nominate, constitute and appoint'
then I request anycourt of competent jurisdiction which may be petitioned by any person to appoint a guardian, conservator
or similar representative for me to give due consideration to my request.

14. ln the event my Agent is unable or unwilling to serve or to continue to serve, then lappoint

Name of Successor Agenl

ol
Address CitY Stafe

to serve as substitute or successor agent who shall have all the title, powers and discretion herein given my Agent.

15. My Agent is authorized to make photocopies of this instrument as trequently as necessary. All photocopies shall have

the same force and effect as the original.
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16. lf any provision of this instrument or its application to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications of this instrument which can be given effect without the invalid provision or applica-
tion, and to this end the provisions of this instrument are severable.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal at

this day of 19

Signature of Principal

Name of Principal

Witnesses

of
Signature of Witness City State

of
Signature of Witness City Sfate

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the year , before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State personally appeared

, personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instru-
ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name
is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.

Witness my hand and official seal.

Notary Public

(Notary Seal)

The

day of

undersigned acknowledges and accepts appointment as Agent under this instrument on this

in the vear

Signature of Agent

Name of Agent

F-l-r5r^'-'-E'5!2SI
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@onntttrrut Stututory 9rlssrt formlpober @t Attsrnry DPA.l3

"NOTICE: THE POWERS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT ARE BROAD AND SWEEPING. THEY ARE DE-
FINED lN CONNECTICUT STATUTORY SHORT FORM POWER OF ATTORNEY ACT, SECTIONS 1.42 TO 1-56,
AND SECTIONS 45.690, INCLUSIVE, OF THE GENERAL STATUTES, WHICH EXPRESSLY PERMITS THE
USE OF ANY OTHER OR DIFFERENT FORM OF POWER OF ATTORNEY DESIRED BY THE PARTIES
CONCERNED.

Know All Men by These Presents, which are intended to constitute a GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY pursuant to Con-
necticut Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney Act:

That I

(inseft name and address of the principal)

hereby appoint
(insert name and address of the agent, or

each agent, if more than one is designated)

my attorney(s)-in-fact TO ACT

lf more than one agent is designated and the principal wishes each agent alone to be able to exercise the power conferred,
insert in this blank the word 'severally.' Failure to make any insertion or the insertion of the word 'jointly' shall require the
agents to act jointly.

First: ln my name, place and stead in any way which I myself could do, il I were personally present, with respect to the
following matters as each of them is defined in the Connecticut Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney Act to the extent that
I am permitted by law to act through an agent:

(Strike out and initial in the opposite box any one or more of the subdivisions as to which the principal does NOT desire
to give the agent authority. Such elimination of any one or more of subdivisions (A) to (K), inclusive, shall automatically con-
stitute an elimination also of subdivision (L).)

To strike out any subdivision the principal must draw a line through the text of the subdivision AND write his initials in the
box opposite.

(A) real estate transactions;
(B) chattel and goods transactions;
(C) bond, share and commodity transactions;
(D) banking transactions;
(E) business operating transactions;
(F) insurance transactions;
(G) estate transactions;
(H) claims and litigation;
(l) personal relationships and affairs;
(J) benefits from military service;
(K) records, reports and statements;
(L) all other matters;

(Special provisions and limitations may be included in the statutory short form power of attorney only if they conform to
the requirements of the Connecticut Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney Act.)

Second: With full and unqualified authority to delegate any or all of the foregoing powers to any person or persons whom
my attorney(s)-in-fact shall select;

Third: Hereby ratifying and confirming all that said attorney(s) or substitute(s) do or cause to be done.
This power of attorney shall not be affected by subsequent disability or incapacity of the principal.
ln Witness Whereof I have hereunto signed my name and affixed my seal this _ day of _ 19
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(Seal)
(Signature of Principal)

STATE OF CONNECTICUT

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State personally appeared

personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instru-
ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name
is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.

Witness my hand and otficial seal.

Notary Public

(Notary Seal)
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DPA.I4
NEW YORK STATUTORY SHORT FORM POWER OF ATTORNEY

"NOTIGE: THE POWERS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT ARE BROAD AND SWEEPING. THEY ARE DE-
FINED IN NEW YORK GENERAL OBLIGATIONS LAW, ARTICLE 5, TITLE 15, SECTIONS 5.1502A THROUGH

5.1503, WHICH EXPRESSLY PERMITS THE USE OF ANY OTHER OR DIFFERENT FORM OF POWER OF AT.
TORNEY DESIRED BY THE PARTIES CONCERNED.''

Know All Men by These Presents, which are intended to constitute a GENERAL POWER OF ATTORNEY pursuant to Article
5, Title 15 of the New York General Obligations Law:

That I

appoint

do hereby
(insert name and address of the principal)

(insert name and address of the agent, or each agent, if more than one is designated)

my attorney(s)-in-fact TO

(a) lf more than one agent is designated and the principal wishes each agent alone to be able to exercise the power confer-
red,'insert in this blank the word "severally." Failure to make any insertion or the insertion of the word "jointly" will require
the agents to act jointly.

ln my name, place and stead in any way which I myself could do, if I were personally present, with respect to the following
matter6 as each of them is defined in Title 15 of Article 5 of the New York General Obligations Law to the extent that I am
permitted by law to act through an agent:

(Strike out and initial in the opposite box any one or more of the subdivisions as to which the principal does NOT desire to

dive the agent authority. Such elimination of any one or more of subdivisions (A) to (L), inclusive, shall automatically constitute
an elimination also of subdivision (M).)

To strike out any subdivision the principal must draw a line through the text of that subdivision AND write his in-
itials in the box opposite.
(A) real estate transactions;
(B) chattel and goods transactions;
(C) bond, share and commodity transactions;
(D) banking transactions;
(E) business operating transactions;
(F) insurance transactions;
(G) estate transactions;
(H) claims and litigation;
(l) personal relationships and affairs;
(J) benefits from military service;
(K) records, reports and statements;
(Li full and unqualified authority to my attorney(s)-in-fact to delegate any or all of the foregoing

powers to any person or persons whom my attorney(s)-in-fact should select;
(M) all other matters;

(Special provisions and limitations may be included in the statutory short form power of attorney only if they conform to
the requirements of section 5-1503 of the New York General Obligations Law.)

This power of attorney shall not be atfected by the subsequent disability or incompetence ol the principal.

ln Witness Whereof I have hereunto signed my name and affixed my seal this day of

(Seal)

19_.

(Signature ol Principal)
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STATE OF NEW YORK

COUNTY OF

On this

in the year

day of

before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and

for said State personally appeared personally

known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is subscribed to this instru-
ment and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under penalty of perjury that the person whose name
is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, oi undue influence.

Witness my hand and official seal.

Notary Public

(Notary Seal)

4'^4E415E5E-
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Ghapter 12
How to Revoke a Durable Power
of Attorney

ln framing a Durable Power of Attorney, you, as a principal, reserve to yourself the authority to revoke or
amend the power at any time. You also retain express authority to remove the attorney-in-fact.

By law, you can exercise this authority only so long as you're competent. ln the unlikely event that an agent
contests his or her removal by a principal whose competency is in doubt, court proceedings would be necessary
to establish the capacity of the principal. The standard used to determine the competency is that the principal
is of "sound mind" and is acting under no duress or threat.

Prevent Abuse of Power

Of course, when you revoke or amend your Durable Power of Attorney, you should collect all copies of the
previous power and destroy them. lf you're removing your attorney-in-fact and appointing a different one, you
should contact allthird parties - such as banks, insurance companies, brokers, physicians, etc. - and let them
know that the previous attorney-in-fact no longer represents you. This is of vital importance because the third
parties may continue to rely in good faith upon the apparent authority of the attorney-in-fact, even though you've
revoked the power. They will be justified in their reliance as long as they have not had actual notice of your revocation.

Automatic Removal of Spouse Upon Separation

Since the Durable Power of Attorney grants the Agent sweeping powers over the person and property of the
principal, it's necessary to build safeguards in the power to prevent any possible abuse by a separated or divorc-
ed spouse. Thus, if the principal's spouse has been appointed as an agent, and the parties become legally separated
or divorced, the power stipulates that the spouse is automatically removed as agent.

Formalities of Revocation
There are a few important formalities that must be observed in connection with the revocation of your Durable

Power of Attorney.
o Revocation of power has to be in writing, just as the original instrument that granted the authority.
o The notice of revocation must be delivered to the attorney-in-fact. Prudence dictates that all third

persons who may have had dealings with the attorney-in-fact in the past should also be notified.
o The instrument of revocation must be executed in the same manner as the Durable Power of At-

torney. For example, your signature must be acknowledged by a Notary Public. Some states require
that the instrument be signed in the presence of witnesses.

o lf the Durable Power of Attorney was recorded in the city or county records, the notice of revocation
must also be recorded in likewise manner. ln order for it to be recorded, the instrument has to have
been notarized. This would be the case in all real property transactions.

How long is your Durable Power of Attorney valid?
Although most states do not impose any specific time limits upon a Durable Power of Attorney, as a matter

of practice, many banks, title insurance companies and other third parties may be reluctant to dealwith an agent
whose power appears to be "stale." This would especially be true if the power authorizes the agent to make health
care decisions for the principal.

A few states, by law, restrict the effectiveness of the power to a prescribed number of years. lf the principal
has become incompetent during this period, the power will continue to be effective until he regains capacity to
manage his own affairs. For example, California Durable Power of Attorney for health care exists for seven years
from the date of execution. lf you have executed a Living Will, many states require that you re-execute it every
five years. Some states require that a Living Will, in order to be valid, must have been executed only after a medical
diagnosis of terminal illness has been rendered.

Conclusion
Do not let your Durable Power of Attorney get "stale" or old. You should periodically review your Durable

Power of Attorney and reevaluate your relationship with the attorney-in-fact. Circumstances and relationships change
over time, and it's prudent to make necessary changes.

A form for Notice of Revocation of Durable Power of Attorney is included here for your use.
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Notice of Revocation
of

Durable Power of Attorney

DPA.R

WHEREAS, I

Name

of
Address

City State

created a Durable Power of Attorney by a written instrument dated

WHEREAS, l, as principal, appointed

Name of Agent

Address CitY State

to serve as my Agent and to exercise the powers set forth in the said instrument;

WHEREAS, pursuant to the terms of the said instrument, I reserved unto myself the exclusive right
to amend or revoke at any time the powers created thereunder, including the power to remove my Agent,

without the consent of my Agent;

NOW THEREFORE, pursuant to the aforesaid right of revocation, I do hereby revoke in its entirety
the said Durable Power of Attorney created by me.

lN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this

day of 19_.

Signature of Principal

Name of Principal

STATE OF

COUNTY OF

On this day of

in the year before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State

personally appeared personally
known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose name is
subscribed to this instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she executed the same. I declare under
penalty of perjury that the person whose name is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of sound
mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence.
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Witness my hand and official seal.

(Notary Seal)

Notary Public
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APPENDIX

Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care

State Supplements

Alaska Statutee $ f3.26.332
General Provisions:

A general F)wer of attorney in the state of Alaska must be substan-
tial.ly in the form provided. This form may be used for health care
sewices, see section (L), but the attorney-in-fact is not authorized to
direct the withholding or withdrawal of life support systems.

f,.ORM

GENERAL FORM POWER OF ATTORNEY

THE POWERS GRAI{TED FROM THE PRINCIPAL TO THE
AGENT OR AGENTS IN THE FOLLOWING DOCT'MENT ARE VERY
BROAD. THEY MAY INCLUDE THE POWER TO DISPOSE, SELL'
COTVVEY, AND ENCI'MBER YOUR REAL AND PERSONAL PROP.
ERTY EUO MTT POWER TO MAKE YOUR HEALTII CARE DECI.
SroNs. AccoRDINGLY, THE FoLLowrNG DocUMENT sHouLD
oNIY BE USED AFTER CAREFUL CONSIDERATION. IF YOU
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT TIIIS DOCUMEI{I, YOU SHOULD
SEEK COMPETENT ADVICE.

YOU MAY REVOKE THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY AT A}IY
TIME.

Pursuant to AS 13.26.33L13.26.353,I, (|[nme of
principal), of (Address of principal), do hereby

(Name and address ofappoint
alirnt or agents), my attorney(slin-fact to act.q5 ] have.ghecked,below
iti -v naone, place,'and stead in any way-wl{qtt I Fyself could do, if-I
were personatly_ present, with Iggpgct to the-following mattels, as,eachwere personaliy present, with respect to the following matters, as-each
of th6m is ddfined in AS 13.26.344, to the full extent that I am
permitted by law to act through an agent:

THE AGENT OR AGENTS YOU HAVE APPOINTED WILL HAVE
ALL THE POWERS LISTED BELOW UNLESS YOU DRAW A LINE
THROUGH A CATEGORY; AND INITIAL THE BOX OPPOSITE
THAT CATEGORY
(A) real estate transactions
(B) transactions involving tangible

chattels, and goods

bonds, shares, and commodities transactions
bankir^g transactions
business operating transactions
insurance transactions
estate transactions

()
personal property,

)

)

)
)
)
)

(c)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
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(H) gift transactions
(I) claims and litigation
(D personal relationships and afairs
(K) benefits from government prograns and military ser-

vlce
(L) health care services
(M) records, reports, and statements
(N) delegation
(O) all other matters, including those specified as follows:

IF YOU HAVE APPOINTED MORE THAN ONE AGENT, CHECK
ONE OF TTIE FOLI.OWING:
( ) Each agent may exercise the powers conferred separately, with-

out the consent of any other agent.
( ) All agents shall exercise the powers conferred jointly, with the

consent ofall other agents.
TO INDICATE WHEN THIS DOCUMENT SHALL BECOME EF.

FECIIVE, CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
( ) This document shall become effective upon the date of my sigua-

ture.
( ) This document shall become effective upon the date of my disabil-

rty and shall not otherwise be afected by my
disability.
M YOU HAVE INDICATED THAT THIS DOCI'MENT SHALL

BECOME EFFE TTVE ON THE DATE OF YOUR SIGNATURE,
CHECK ONE OF TIIE FOLLOWING:
( ) This document shall not be afected by my subsequent disability.
( ) This document shall be revoked by my subsequent disability.

IF YOU HAVE INDICATED THAT THIS DOCUMENT SHALL
BECOME EFFECTIYE UPON THE DATE OF YOT'R SIGNATURE
AND WANT TO LIMTT THE TERM OF TIIIS DOCUMENT, COM-
PLETE THE FOLLOIVING:

This document shallsha[ only continue in effect for
( 

- 

) years from the date of my
signature.

NOIICE OF REVOCATION OF TIIE POWERS GRANTED IN TIIIS
DOCUMEIfT

You lqay revoke one or more of the power's granted in this docu-
ment. Unless otherwise provided in this document, you may revoke a
specifig power granted in this power of attorney by completing- a
special power of attorney that includes the specific power in this
document that you want to revoke. Unless othemrise piovided in this
document, you may revoke all the powers granted ii this power of
attorney by completing a subsequent power of attorney.
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NOTiCE TO THIRD PARTIES

A third party who relies on the reasonable representatione of an
attorney-in-fact as to a matter relating to a power granted by a
properly executed statutory power of attorney does not incur any
liability to the principal or to the principal's heirs, assigns, or eetate as
a result of permitting the attorney-in-fact to exercise the authority
granted by the power of attorney. A third party who fails to honor a
prop""ly executed statutory form power of attorney may be liable to
the principal, the attorney-in-fact, the principal's heirs, assigns, o-r

esta6 for a civil penalty, plus damages, costs, and fees associated with
the failure to comply with the statutory form power of attorney. If the
power of attorney is one which becomes effective upon t!r9 disability of
lhe principal, the disability of the principal is established by an
afrdavit, as required by law.

IN WITNESIS WHEREOF, I have hereunto signed my name this 

-day of 

-, 
-. Signature of Principal

Subscribed and sworn to or affrmed before me at

Signature of Ofrcer or Notary

$ 13.26.335
(1) TF YOU HAVE GIVEN THE AGENT AUTHORITY REGARD

ING HEALTII CARE SERVICES UNDER ST'BDTYISION (L), COM.
PLE"TE THE FOLLOWING:
( ) I have executed a separate declaration under AS 18.12, known as

a "Living Will."
( ) I have not executed a "Living Will."

(2) YOU MAY DESIGNATE AN ALTERNATE ATIORNEY.IN.
FACT. ANY ALTERNATE YOU DESIGNATE WILL BE ABLE TIO
EXERCISE THE SAME POWERS AS THE AGENT(S) YOU NAMED
AT TIIE BEGINNING OF THIS DOCUMENT. IF YOU WIfIH TlO
DESIGNATE AN ALTERNATE OR ALTERNATES, COMPLETE THE
F'OLLOWING:

If the agent(s) named at the beginning of this document is unable or
unwilling to serve or continue to sene, then I appoint the following
agent to serve with the sayne Inwers:

First alternate or Fuccessor attorney-in-fact
(Name and address of alternate)

Second alternate or successor attorney-in-fact
(Name and address of alternate)

(3) YOU MAY NOMINATE A GUARDIAN OR CONSERVATOR. IF
YOU WISH TO NOMINATE A GUARDIAN OR CONSERVATOR,
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
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In the event that a court decides that it is necessary to appoint a
guardian or conservator for B€, I hereby nominate

(Name and address of person nominated)
to be considered by the court for appointment to senre as my guardian
or conserrrator, or in any similar representative capacity. ($ 1 ch 109
sLA 1988)
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California Civil Code $ 2500
General Provisions:

A durable power of attorney for health care in the State of Califor-
nia should be in the form provided. the principal must sign the
durable power of attorney him or herself and it must be witnessed by
two qualified adult witnesses.

None of the following may be used as a witness: (1) a person
designated as the agent or alternative agent; (2) a health care provider;
(3) in employee of a health care provider; (4) the operator of a
community care facility; (5) an employee of an operator of a commu-
nity care facility; (6) the operator of a residential care facility lor -the
eld-erly; or (7) an employee of an operator of a residential care _facility
for thb elderly. At least one of the witnesses must make the additional
declaration set out following the place where the witnesses sign'

The witnesses can only sign if they personally know the principal or
the identity of the principal is proved by convincing evidence. To have
convincing evidence of the identity of the principal, the witnesses must
be presented with and reasonably rely on any one or more of the
following:

(1) An identification card or driver's license issued by the California
Department of Motor Vehicles that is current or has been issued
within five years.

(2) A passport issued by the Department of State of the United
States that is current or has been issued within the past five years.

(3) Any of the following documents if the document is current or has
been issued within the past fi.ve years and contains a photograph and
description of the person named on it, is signed by the person, and
bears a serial or other identifying number:

(a) A passport issued by a foreign government that has been
stamped by the United Sates Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice.

(b) A driver's license issued by a state other than California or by a
Canadian or Mexican public agency authorized to issue driver's
licenses.

(c) An identification card issued by a state other than California.
(d) An identification card issued by any branch of the armed forces

of the United States.

FORM
STATUTORY FORM DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR

HEALTH CARE (California Civil Code Section 2500) WARNING TO
PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUMENT WHICH IS AU-
THORIZED BY THE KEENE HEALTH CARE AGENT ACT. BEFORE
EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE
IMPORTANT FACTS:

THIS DOCUMENT GTVES THE PERSON YOU DESIGNATE AS
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YOUR AGENT (THE ATTORNEY IN FACT) THE POWER TO MAKE
HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU. YOUR AGENT MUST ACT
CONSISTENTLY WITH YOUR DESIRES AS STATED IN THIS DOG
UMENT OR OTTTERWISE MADE KNOWN.

EXCEPT AS YOU OTHERWISE SPECIFY IN THIS DOCUMENT,
THIS DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT THE POWER TO CON.
SENT TO YOUR DOCTOR NOT GIVING TREATMENT OR STOP-
PING TREATMENT NECESSARY TO KEEP YOU ALIVE.

NOTWITHSTANDING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU HAVE THE
RIGHT TO MAKE MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH CARE DECI-
SIONS FOR YOURSELF SO LONG AS YOU CAN GIVE INFORMED
CONSENT WITII RESPECIT TO THE PARTICULAR DECISION. IN
ADDITION, NO TREATMENT MAY BE GTVEN TO YOU OVER
YOUR OB.IESNON AT THE TIME, AND HEALTH CARE NECE$
SARY TO KEEP YOU ALryE MAY NOT BE STOPPED OR WITH-
HELD IF YOU O&IECT AT THE TIME.

THIS DOCU}IENT GIVES YOUR AGENT AUTHORITY TO CON.
SENT, TO REFUSE TO CONSENT, OR TO WITHDRAW CONSENT
TO ANY CARE, TREATMENT, SERTtrICE, OR PROCEDURE TO
MAINTAIN, DIAGNOSE, OR TREAT A PHYSICAL OR MENTAL
CONDITION. THIS POWER IS SUBJECT TO ANY STATEMENT OF
YOUR DESIRES AND ANY LIMITATIONS THAT YOU INCLUDE IN
THIS DOCUMEI.TT. YOU MAY STATE IN THIS DOCUMENT ANY
TYPES OF TREATMENT THAT YOU DO NOT DESIRE. IN ADDI.
TION, A COURT CAN TAKE AWAY THE POWER OF YOUR
AGENT TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU IF YOUR
AGENT (1) AUTHORIZES ANYTHING THAT IS ILLEGAL, (2) ACTS
CONTRARY TO YOUR KNOWN DESIRES, OR (3) WHERE YOUR
DESIRES ARE NOT KNOWN, DOES ANYTHING THAT IS
CLEARLY CONIRARY TO YOUR BEST INTERESTS.

THE POWERS GIVEN BY THIS DOCUMENT WILL EXIST FOR
AN INDEFINITE PERIOD OF TIME UNLESS YOU LIMIT THEIR
DURATION IN THIS DOCUMENT.

YOU HAVE TT{E RIGHT TO REVOKE THE AUTHORITY OF
YOUR AGENT BY NOTIFYING YOUR AGENT OR YOUR TREAT.
ING DOCTOR, HOSPITAL, OR OTHER HEALTH CARE PROVIDER
ORALLY OR IN WRITING OF THE REVOCATION.

YOUR AGENT HAS THE RIGHT TO EXAMINE YOUR MEDICAL
RE€ORDS AND TO CONSENT TO THEIR DISCLOSURE UNLESS
YOU LIMIT THIS RIGHT IN THIS DOCUMENT.

UNLESS YOU OTHERWISE SPECIFY IN THIS DOCUMENT, TITIS
DOCUMENT GIVES YOUR AGENT THE POWER AF"IER YOU DIE
TO (1) AUTHORIZE AN AUTOPSY, (2) DONATE YOUR BODY OR
PARTS THEREOF FOR TRANSPLANT OR THERAPEUTIC OR EDU-
CATIONAL OR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES, AND (3) DIRECT TIIE
DISPOSITION OF YOUR REMAINS.

THIS DOCUMENT REVOKES ANY PRIOR DURABLE POWER OF
ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE.
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YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY READ AND FOLLOW THE WIT.
NESSING PROCEDURE DESCRIBED AT THE END OF THIS FORM'
THIS DOCUMENT WILL NOT BE VALID UNLESS YOU COMPLY
WITH THE WITNESSING PROCEDURE.

IT THERE IS ANYTHING IN THIS DOCT'MENT THAT YOU DO

NOT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A LAWYER TO EXPLAIN
rT TO YOU.

YOUR AGENT MAY NEED THIS DOCUMEI{T IMMEDIATELY IN
cAsE oF AN EMERGENCY THAT REQUIRES A DECISION CON-
CERNING YOUR HEALTH CARE. EITHER KEEP THIS DOCUMENT
WHERE IT IS IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE TO YOUR AGENT AND
ALTERNATE AGENTS OR GIVE EACH OF THEM AN EXECUTED
COPY OF THIS DOCUMENT. YOU MAY ALSIO WANT TO GTVE
YOTJR DOCTOR AN EXECUTED COPY OF THIS DOCUMENT.

DO NOT USE THIS FORM IF YOU ARE A CONSERVATEE UN.
DER THE LANTERMAN-PETRI$SHORT ACT AND YOU WANT TO
APPOINT YOUR CONSERVATOR AS YOU AGENT. YOU CAN DO
THAT ONLY IF THE APPOINTMENT DOCUMENT INCLUDES A
CERTIFICATE OF YOUR ATTORNEY.

1. DESIGNATION OF HEALTH CARE AGENT. L

(Insert your narne and address)
do hereby designate and aPPoint

(Insert name, address, and telephone number of one individual only as
ydur agent to make health care decisions for you. Nor,re of _the following
-may 

be designated as your agent: (1) your trgaturg |galth care provi-
aer, (Z) a nonrelative employee of your treating health care provider,
(3) an operator of a community care facility, (4) a nonrelative employee
of an 6perator of a community care facility, (5) an operator of a
residential care facility for the elderly; or (6) a nonrelative employee of
an operator of a residential care facility for the elderly.)
as my attorney in fact (agent) to make health care decisions for me as

authorized in this document. For the purposes of this document,
"health care decision" means consent, refusal of consent, or with-
drawal of consent to any care, treatment, service, or procedure to
maintain, diagnose, or treat an individual's physical or mental condi-
tion.

2. CREATION OF DI'RABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR
HEALTH CARE. By this document I intend to create a durable power
of attorney for health care under Sections 2430 ta 2443, inclusive, of
the Califohia Civil Code. This power of attorney is authorized by the
Keene Health Care Agent Act and shall be construed in accordance
with the provisions of Sections 2500 to 2506, inclusive, of the California
Civil Code. This power of attorney shall not be affected by my subse'
quent incapacity.

3. GENERAL STATEMENT OF ATIIHORITY GRAI.ITED. Subject to
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any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my agent full
F)wer ahd authority to make health care decisions for me to the same
extent that I could make such decisions for myself if I had the capacity
to do so. In exercising this authority, my agent shall make health care
decisions that are consistent with my desires as stated in this docu-
ment or otherwise made known to my agent, including, but not limited
to, my degires concerning obtaining or refusing or withdrawing life-
prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures. (If you want to
limit the authority of you agent to make health care decisions for you,
you can state the limitations in paragraph 4 (Statement of Desires,
Special Provisions, and Limitations") below. You can indicate your
desires by including a statement of your desires in the same para-
graph.)

4. STATEMENT OF DESIRES, SPECIAL PBOVISIONS, AND LIMI.
TATIONS. (Your agent must make health care decisions that are
consistent with your known desires. You can, but are not required to,
state your desires in the space provided below. You should consider
whether you want to include a statement of your desires concerning
Iif+'prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures. You can also
include a statement of your desires concerning other matters relati'g
to your health care. You can also make your desires known to your
agent by discussing,your desires with your agent or by some other
means. If there are any types of treatment that you do not want to be
used, you should state them in the space below. If you want to limit in
any other way the authority given your agent by this document, you
should state the limits in the space below. If you do not state any
limits, your agent will have broad powers to make health care deci-
sions for you, except to the extent that there are limits provided by
law.)

In exercising the authority under this durable power of attorney for
health care, my agent shall act consistently with my desires as stat€d
below and is subject to the special provisions and limitations stated
below:

(a) Statement of desires concerning life-prolonging care, treatment,
senrices, and procedures:

(b) Additional statement of desires, special provisions, and limita'
tions:
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(You may attach additional pages if you ned more space to complete
your statement. If you attach additional pages, you must date and sign
EACH of the additional pages at the same time you date and eign this
document.)

5. INSPECTION AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION RELAT-
INc TlO MY PI{YSICAL OR MENTAL HEALTH. Subject to any
limitatione in this document, my agent has the lrcwer and authority to
do all of the following:

(a) Request, review, and receive any information, verbal or written,
regarding my physical or mental health, including, but not linited to,
medical and hospital records.

(b) Execute on my behalf any releases or other documents that may
be required in order to obtain this information.

(c) Consent to the disclosure of this information. ([f you want to linit
the authority of your agent to receive and disclose information relating
to your health, you must state the limitations in paragraph 4 C'State-
ment of Desires, Special Provisions, and Limitations") above.)

6. SIGNING DOCUMEMS, WATVERS, AND RELEASES. Where
necessary to implement the health care decisions that my agent is
authorized by this document to make, my agent has the power and
authority to execute on my behalf all of the following:

(a) Documents titled or purporting to be a "Refusal to Permit
Treatment" and "Leaving Hospital Against Medical Advice."

(b) Any necessary waiver or release from liability required by a
hospital or physician.

7. AUTOPSY; ANATOMICAL GIFTS; DISPOSFION OF REMAINS.
Subject to any limitations in this document, my agent has the power
and authority to do all of the following:

(a) Authorize an autopsy under Section 7113 of the Health and
Safety Code.

(b) Make a disposition of a part or parts of my body under the
Uniform Anatomical Gift Act (Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section
7150) of Part I of Division 7 of the Health and Safety Code).

(c) Direct the disposition of my remains under Section 7100 of the
Health and Safety Code. (If you want to limit the authority of your
agent to consent to an autopsy, make an anatomical gift, or direct the
disposition of your remains, you must state the limitations in para-
graph 4 ("Statement of Desires, Special Provisions, and Limitations")
above.)

8. DURATION. (Unless you specify otherwise in the space below, this
power of attorney will exist for an indefinite period of time.)
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q5ll in this.space ONLY if you want to limit the duration of this power
of attorney.)

9. DESIGNATION OF ALTERNATE AGENTS. (you are not re
quired to designate any alternate agents but you may do so. Any
alternate agent you desrgnate will be able to make thC s"-e healtlr
care decisions as the agent you designated in paragraph 1, above, in
the event that agent is unable or ineligible to ait as your agent. If the
agent you designated is your spouse, he or she becomes ineligible to act
as your agent if your marriage is dissolved.)

If the person designated as my agent in paragraph 1 is not available
or becomes ineligible to act as my agent to make a-health care decision
for me or loses the mental capacity to make health care decisions for
me, or if I revoke that person's appointment or authority to act as my
agen! to make health care decisions for me, then I designat€ ani
appoint the following penlons to serve as my agent to make hlalth care
decisions for me as authorized in this document, such persons to serve
in the order list€d below:

A. First Alternate Agent

(Insert name, address, and telephone number of first alternate agent)
B. Second Alternate Agen+.

Onsert name, address, and telephone number of second alternate
agent)

10. NOI\IINATION OF CONSERVATOR OF PERSON. (A consenra-
tor of the person may be appointed for you if a court decides that one
should S _appointed. The conservator is responsible for your physical
care, which under some circumstances includes making hedth care
decisions for you. You are not required to nominate a conservator but
you may do so. The court will appoint the person you nominate unless
that would be contrary to your best interests. You may, but are not
required to, nominate as your conservator the same person you named
in paragraph I as your health care agent. You ian nominate an
individual as your congenrator by completing the space below.)

If a conset'\rator of the person is to be appointed for me, I nominate
the following individual to serve as conservator of the person-

This durable power of attorney for health care expires on

(Insert name and address of person nominated as conser:vator of the
per'son)

11. PRIOR DESIGNATIONS REVOKED. I revoke any prior durable
F)wer of attorney for health care.

DATE AND SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPAL
(YOU MUST DATE AND SIGN THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY)
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I sign my name to this Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney for
Healttr Care on (Date) at 

- 

(City)- (State).

(You sign here)

OHIS POWER OF ATK)RNEY WILL NOT BE VALID UNLESiSI TT N
SIGNED BY TWO QUALIFIED Wru{ESSES WHO ARE PRESE}IT

WHEN YOU SIGN OB ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR SIGNATT'RE. IF

YOU HAVE ATTACIIED ANY ADDITIONAL PAGES TIO fiIIS
trlORM, YOU MUST DATE AND SIGN EACH OF TIIE ADDTTIONAL

PAGES AT TIIE SAME TIME YOU DATE AND SIGN TIIIS POWER

OF ATIICRNEY.)

STATEMENIT OF WITNESSES

(I'his document must be witnessed by two qualified adult witnesses.
None of the following may be used as a witness: (1) a person you
designate as your agent or alternate agent, (2) a health care provider,
(3) an employee of a health care provider, (4) the operator of a
community care facility, (5) an employee of an operator of a commu-
nity care facility, (6) the operator of a residential care facility lor -the
eldLrly; or (?) an employee of an operator of a residential care facilrty
for thb elderly. At least one of the witnesses must make the additional
declaration set out following the place where the witnesses sign.)
(READ CAREFTTLLY BEFORE SIGNING. You can sign as a witness
only if you per€onally know the principal or the identity of the
principal is proved to you by convincing evidence.)

Cfo have convincing evidence of the identity of the principal, you
must be presented with and reasonably rely on any one or more of the
following:

(1) An identification card or driver's license issued by the California
Department of Motor Vehicles that is current or has been iesued
within five years.

(2) A passport issued by the Department of State of the United
States that is current or has been issued within five years.

(3) Any of the following documents if the document is current or has
been issued within five years and contains a photograph and descrip
tion of the person named on it, is signed by the person, and bears a
serial or other identifying number:

(a) A passport issued by a foreign government that has been stamped
by the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service.

(b) A driver's license issued by a state other than California or by a
Canadian or Mexican public agency authorized to issue drivers' licen-
ses.

(c) An identification card issued by a state other than California.
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(d) An identification card issued by any branch of the armed forces of
the United States.)

(Other kinds of proof of identity are not allowed.)
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of California that

the person who signed or acknowledged this document is personally
known to me (or proved to me on the basis of convincing evidence) to
be the principal, that the principal signed or acknowledged this dura-
ble power of attorney in my presence, that the principal appears to be
of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence, that I
am not the person appointed as attorney in fact by this document, and
that I am not a health care provider, an employee of a health care
provider, the operator of a community care facility, an employee of an
operator of a eommunity care facility, the operator of a residential care
facility for the elderly, nor an employee of an ogrerator of a rcsidential
care facility for the elderly.
Signature: Residence Address:-
Print Name
Date:-
Signature:- Residence Address:-
Print Name:

(AT LEAST ONE OF THE ABOVE WITNESSES MUST ALSO SIGN
THE FOLLOWING DECLARATION.)

I further declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of Califor-
nia that I am not related to the principal by blood, marriage, or
adoption, and, to the best of my knowledge, I am not entitled to any
part of the estate of the principal under a will now existing or by
operation of law.

Signature:
STATEMENT OF PATIENT ADVOCATE OR OMBUDSMAN

(If you are a patient in a skilled nursing facility, one of the witnesses
must be a patient advocate or ombudsman. The following statement is
required only if you are a patient in a skilled nursing facility-a
health care facility that provides the following basic services: skilled
nursing care and supportive care to patients whose primary need is for
availability of skilled nursing care on an extended basis. The patient
advocate or ombudsman must sign both parts of the "Statement of
Witnesses" above AND must also sign the following statement.)

I further declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of Califor-
nia that I am a patient advocate or ombudsman as designated by the
State Department of Aging and that I am serving as a witness as
required by subdivision (f) of Sections 2432 of the Civil Code.

Signature:
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Connecticut General Ststut€s $ 1.49
General Provisions:
A durable F)wer of attorney for health care in the state of Connecticut
must be substantially in the form provided. AlthoWh enpowered to
make health care decisions, the attorney-in-fact may not direct the
withholding or withdrawal of therapy required to maintain life.

FOBM

CONNECTICT'T DT'RABLE POWERS OF
ATIIORN T FOR IIEALTII CARE

Notice: The powers granted by this document are broad and sweeping.
They are defined in Connecticut Statutory Short Form Power of
Attorney Act, sections t42 to 156, inclusive, of the general statutes,
which expressly permits the use of any other or diferent form of power
of attorney desired by the partiee concerned.

DT'RABLE POWER OF ATTORNDT
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESIE PRESENTfI, which are intended to

constitute a general power of attorney pursuant to Connecticut Statu-
tory Short Form Power of Attorney Act:

That I, flhed Name of Declarantl, reeiding

[Street],
appoint
residing

[Number]
tT"*" * ciiyj,-_ ' tst"t"l, do h"""by

ffr"ed Na"'e Proxy] presently
fNumber and Street],

lTown or City], [Stat€], my attorney-in-fact
to act:

FI&ST,In my place and stead in any way which I could do, if I were
personally present, with respect to the following matters as each of
them is defined in the Connecticut Statutory Short Form Power of
Attorney Act to the extent that I may be permitted by law to act
through an agent.
[Strike out and initial in the opposite box any one or more of the
subdivisions as to which the principal does NO? desire to give the
agent authority. Such elimination of any one or more of subdivision (A)
to (L), inclusive, shall automatically constitute an elimination of suMi-
vision (M).1
(A) real estate transactions;
(B) chattel and goods transactions;
(C) bond, share and commodity transactions;
(D) bankingtransactions;
(E) business operating transactions;
(F) insurancetransactions;
(G) estatetransactions;
(H) claims and litigation;
(I) personal relationships and affairs;
(J) benefits from military service;
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(K) records, reports and statements;
(L) health care decisions;
(M) dl other matters;
(Special provisions and limitations may be included in the statutory
short form Frwer of attorney only if they conform to the requirements
of the Connecticut Statutory Short Form Power of Attorney Act.)

SEOOND: With full and unquqliffed authority to delegate any or all
of the foregoing powers to any person or per€ons whom my attorney(s!,
in-fact shall select;

TIIIRD: Hereby ratifying and confirming all that said attorney(s) or
eubstitut€(s) may do or may cause to be done.

STTBVWAL OF AIMTONTTV UFON DISABILTTY AND INCOMPE
InNCV OF PruNC,Pet{;

firis Power of Attorney SHALL NOT be affected by the subsequent
disability or incompetence of the principal.

WIINESS, MY HAND this 

- 
day of 199-.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELry-
EBED IN THE PRESENCE OF

Witneeses: Princioal:
Sign:-
Print:

1

1

1

l

Print:

STATE OF CONNECNCUT
199_
COUNTY OF [Date]ffown or Cityl

The foregoing POWUn OF ATI1ORNEY with provision for SUR-
VTVAL OF AUTIIORIIY was acknowledged before me this 

- 
day of

Declarant Printed Name of Notary

Seal:
Commissioner of the Superior
Court/Notary Public

by

Print:
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Dfgtrict of Columbia Code $ ?L-U}VI
General Provieions:

A durable lxrwer of attorney for health care in the Distrist of
CotunUia ma11 but need not, efoploy the form- provided. It should be
a.t"a 

""a 
slg1-ed by the prin-cipat aia trro adult witnesses who afrrm

fttat ttre priricipal was of-sound mind and free from durees at the time
of the sisrdng.

The two adult witnesses shall not include the agent, the health care
p"onia"t of the principal or an employee of the_ health care provider.of
ftte principal. One oi the two witn*xee shall not be related to the
pri"&pat 6y btood, marriage or adoption and shall not be entitled to
i"ipi* of the estat€ of thi principdl by a current will or operation of
law.

T1ORM

INFOBMATION ABOUT TTIISi DOCTJMENT

fiIISI IS AN IMPORTAI{f LBGAL DOCI'MENT. BEFORE SIGN.
ING TTIISI DOCT.'MENT, IT IS VITAL FOR YOU TlO KNOW AND
UNDERSITAND TIIESIE FACffl:

fiIIS DOCUMENT GTVES TIIE PERSION YOU NAME AS YOTJR
AIIONNPV IN FAqT THE POWER TO MAKE IIEALTII-CARE
PEoISTONS FOR YOU IF YOU CANNOT MAKE THE DECISIONS
FOR YOI'RSELF.

AFTER YOU HAVE SIGNED THISI DOCUMEI{I, YOU HAVE THE
RIGIIT TO MAKE HEALTII{ARE DECISIONS FOR YOURTIEI,F IF
YOU ARE METITALLY COMPSIENT TO DO SO. IN ADDfnO\
AF fER YOU HAVE SIGNED TIIIS DOCUMET\TT NO TREATMENT
MAY BE GIVEN TIO YOU OR STOPPED OVER YOUR ORIECNON
IF YOU ARE MENTALLY COMPSTENT 1lO MAKE THAT DECI.
SION.

YOU MAY STATE IN TIIIS DOCUMENT ANY TYPE OF TREAT.
MEI.IT fiIAT YOU DO NOT DESIRE AND ANY THAT YOU WANT
11O MAKE SI'RE YOU RECEIVE.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO TAKE AWAY TTIE AUTHORITY OF
YOIJR ATFORNEY IN FAC:T, UNLESS YOU HAVE BEEN ADJUDI.
CATED INCOMPETENT, BY NCYNFYING YOUR ATK)RNEY IN
FACT OR HEALTH.CARE PROVIDER EITHER ORALLY OR IN
WRITING. SHOULD YOU REVOKE THE AIIIHORITY OF YOUR
ATTORNEY IN FASI, IT IS ADVISABLE TO REVOKE IN WRITING
AND TO PLACE COPIES OF THE REVOCATTON WHEREVER THIS
DOCUMEI.IT IS LOCATED.

IF THERE IS ANYTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT THAT YOU DO
NCYT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A SOCIAL WORI(ER,
LAWYER, OR OTHER PERSON TO EXPLAIN IT fi) YOU.

YOU SHOULD KEEP A COPY OF THIS DOCI'ME}IT AF'TER YOU
HAVE SIGNED IT. GIVE A COPY TO THE PERSON YOU NAME AS
YOUR ATNORNEY IN FACT. IF YOU ARE IN A HEALTH.CARE
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FACILTIY, A COPY OF TIIISI DOCI.]ME}.IT SHOI'LD BE INCLT'DED
IN YOIJR MEDICAL RECORD.

P,OWF:N OF ATT?.FIITBY PON HEALTH CANE

hereby appoint:

home address

home telephone number

work telephone number

as my attorney in fact to make health+are decisions for me if I become
unable to make my own health+are decisions. firis gives my attorney
in fact the power to grant, refuse, or withdraw consent on my behalf
for any health-care service, treatment or procedure. My attorney in
fact also has the authority to talk to health+are per.sonnel, get infor-
mation and sign forms necessary to carry out these decisions.

If the per:son named as my attorney in fact is not available or is
unable to act as my attorney in fact, I appoint the following person to
sen'e in the order listed below:

home address

home telephone number

work telephone number

home address

home telephone number

work telephone'number

With this document, I intend to create a g)wer of attorney for health
care, which shall take effect if I become incapable of making my own
health-care decisions and shall continue during that incapacity.

My attorney in fact shall make health+are decisions as I direct
below or as I make known to my attorney in fact in some other way.

(a) STATEMENT OF DIRECTryES CONCERNING LIFDPROLONG
ING CARE, TREATMENT, SERVICES, AND PROCEDURES:

1.

2.
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(b) SPECIAL PROVISIONS AND LIMTTAfiONS:

BY MY SIGNATURE I INDICATE THAT I UNDERSITAND THE
PURPOSE AND EFFECT OF THIS DOCUMENT.

I sign my name to this form on
(date)

(address).

(Signature)

wrrNEssEs
I declare that the person who signed or acknowledged this document

is personally known to me, that the person signed or acknowldged
thG durable power of attorney for health care in my presence, and that
the person appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or
undue influenbe. I am not the person appointed as the attorney in fact
by this document, nor an I the health+are provider of lhe principal or
am employee of the health-care provider of the principal.

Firct Witness
Signature:
Home Address:
Print Name:
Tl-+a.

Second Witness
Signatu
Home Address:
Print Name:
Tlala.

(AT LEAST 1 OF WITNESSES LISTED ABOVE SHALL ALSO SIGN
THE FOLLOWING DECLARATION.)

I further declare that I am not related to the principal by blood,
marriage or adoption, and, to the best of my knowledge, I am not
entitled to any part of the estate of the principal under a currently
existing will or by operation of law.
Signature:
Signature:
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e'€orgia Code $ 31€&10
General Provisions:

A durable power of attorney for health care in the State of Creorgia
must be substantially in the form provided, but may include additional
provisions relating to the delegation of a parent'B power to control the
health care of a minor child or other provisions consistent with this
form. The agency mugt be in writing and signed by the principal or by
some other person in the principal's presence and by the principal's
express direction.

A health care agency shall be attested and subscriM in the pre+
ence of the principal by two or more competent witnesses who are at
least 18 years of age. In addition, if at the time a health care agency is
executed the principal is a patient in a hospital or skilled nursing
facility, the health care agency shall also be attest€d to and subscribed
in the piesence of the principal by the principal's attending physician.

No health care provider may act as an agent under a health care
agency if he or she is directly or indirectly involved in the health care
rendered to the patient under the health care agency.

FORM

GEORGIA STATUTORY SHOR? FORM
DURABI,E POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR IIEALTII CARE

NCTfICE: fiIE PURPOSE OF THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IS TO
GryE TIIE PERSON YOU DESIGNATE (YOUR AGENT) BROAI)
POWER.S TO MAKE TTEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOB YOU, IN.
cLttDING POWER T0 REQITIRE, CONSENT TO, OR WTTHDRAW
ANY TYPE OF PEBSONAL CARE OR MEDICAL TREATMENT F1OR
ANY PHYSICAL OR MET.ITAL CONDITION AND TO ADMIT YOU
TlO OR DIfICHARGE YOU FROM ANY HOSPITAL, HOME, OR
OIIIER INSTITUTION; BUT NOT INCLUDING PSYOHOSURGERY,
STERILIZATION, OR INVOLUNTARY HOSPITALIZAIION OR
TREATMENT COVERED BY TITLE 37 OF TIIE OFFICIAL CODE OF
GEORGIA ANNOTATED. THIS FORM DOES NOT IMPOSE A DUTY
ON YOUR AGENT TO EXERCISE GRANTED POWERS; BUT, WHEN
A POWER IS EXERCISED, YOUB AGENT WILL HAVE TlO USE
DUE CARE TO ACT FOR YOUR BENEFIT AND IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THIS FORM. A COURT CAN TAKE AWAY THE POWENS OF
YOUR AGENT IF IT FINDS THE AGENT IS NOT ACTING PROP.
ERLY. YOU MAY NAME COAGENTS AND SUCCESSOR AGENTS
UNDER THIS FORM, BUT YOU MAY NOT NAME A HEALTTI
CARE PROVIDER WHO MAY BE DIRECTLY OR INDIREqILY
INVOLVED IN RENDERING HEALTH CARE TO YOU UNDER TIIIS
POWER. UNLESIS YOU EXPRESSLY LIMIT THE DURATION OF
THIS POWER IN THE MANNER PROVIDED BELOW OR UNTIL
YOU REVOKE THIS POWER OR A COURT ACTING ON YOT'B
BEHALF TERMINATES IT, YOUR AGENT MAY EXERCISE fiIE
POWERS GIVEN IN THIS POWER TIIROUGHOUT YOUR LIFE.
TIME, EVEN AT'TER YOU BECOME DISABLED, INCAPACITATED,
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OR INCOMPETENT. THE POWE&S YOU GIVE YOTIR AGEI T,
YOTJR RIGIIT TO REVOKE THOSE POWERS|, AND TIIE PENAL
TISS FOR VIOLATING TTIE LAW ARE EXPI-AINED MORE FTILLY
IN CODE SECNONS 313G6, 31€G9, AND 31A&10 OF THE GEOR.
GIA /DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR IIEAI,TII CARE ACN'
OF WHICH THIS FORM IS A PART (SEE TIIE BASK OF THISI
rORM). THAT ACT EXPRESSLY PERMTTS THE USE OF ANY
DItr'FERENT FORM OF FOWER OF ATII)RNEY YOU MAY DESIRE.
IF THERE IS ANYTHING ABOUT TIIIS FI]RM THAT YOU DO NOT
UNDEffITAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A LAWYER TO E)(PLAIN IT
TO YOU.
DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY made this 

- 
day of

19_.

hereby appoinr. (i"mssofagent)
as my attorney in fact (my agent) to act for me and in my name in any
way I could act in person to make any and all decisions for me
concerning my personal care, nedical treatment, hospitalization, and
health care and to require, withhold, or withdraw any type of medical
treatment or procedure, even though my death may ensue. My agent
shall have the sqme access to my medical recorde that I have, includ-
ing the right to disclose the contents to others. My agent shall also
hive full power to make a disposition of any part or all of my body for
medical purposes, authorize an autopsy of my body, and direct the
disposition of my remains.
THE ABOVE GRANT OF POWER IS INTENDED TO BE AS BROAD
AS POSSIBLE SO THAT YOUR AGENT WILL HAVE AUTHONTTY
TO MAKE ANY DECISION YOU COULD MAKE TO OBTAIN OR
TERI\dINATE ANI-Y TYPE Otr'HEALTH CARE, INCTTJDING WMH.
DRAWAL OF NOURISHMENT AND FLUIDS AND OTHER LIFF,
SUSTAINING OR DEATH.DELAYING MEASURES, IF YOUR
AGENT BELIEVES SUCH ACTION WOULD BE CONSISTENT WITH
YOUR INTENT AND DESIRES. IF YOU WISH TO LIMIT THE
SCOPE OF YOUR AGENT'S POWERS OR PRESCRIBE SPECIAL
RULES TO LIMIT THE POWER TO MAKE AN ANATOMICAL GIFT,
AUTHORIZE AUTOPSY, OR DISPOSE OF REMAINS, YOU MAY DO
SO IN THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS.

2. The powers granted above shall not include the following power€
or shall be subject to the following rules or limitations (here you may
include any specific limitations you deem appropriate, such as your
own definition of when lifesustaining or death-delaying measureg
should be withheld; a direction to continue nourishment and fluidg or
other life-sustaining or deathdelaying treatment in all events; or
instructions to refuse any specific types of treatment that are inconsis-

(insert narne and address of principal)
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tent with your religious beliefs or unacceptable to you for any other
reafnn, such as blood transfusion, electroconvulsive therapy, or alnpu-
tation):

TIIE ST'B.IECT OF LIFF-SUSTAINING ON DEATH-DELAYING
TREATMENT IS OF PARfiCULAR IMPORTANCE. FOR YOI'R CON.
VENIENCE IN DEALING WITH fHAT SUB.IECT, SOME GENERAL
STATEMENTSI CONCERNING THE WITHHOLDING OR REMOVAL
OF LIFE.SUSTAINING OR DEATH-DELAYING TREATMENT ARE
SET FORTH BELOW. IF YOU AGREE WITH ONE OF TIIESE
STATEMENTS, YOU MAY INITIAL THAT STATEMENT, BUT DO
NOT INITIAL MORE THAN ONE:

I- do_no! -war-rt my life to be prolonged nor do I want life,sustaining or
deathdelaying treatment to be provided or continued if my agent
believes the burdens of the treatment outweish the expected benefits.I wqnt -my agent to consider the relief of" sutrering, the expense
involve4 and- the quality as well as the possible extension of my life
in glekilg decisions concerning life.sustaining or deathdelaying
treatment.

Tnifiolorl

I want my life to be prolonged and I want life.sustaining or death-
delaying treatment to be provided or continued unless I am in a
coma, including a persistent vegetative state, which my attending
physician believes to be irreversible, in accordance with reasonable
medical standards at the time of reference. If and when I have
suffered such an ineversible coma, I want lifs.sugtaining or death-
delaying treatment to be withheld or discontinued.

Initialed

I want my life to be prolonged to the greatest extent possible without
regard to my condition, the chances I have for recovery, or the cost
of the procedures.

Initialed

THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY MAY BE AMENDED OR REVOKED
BY YOU AT ANY TIME AND IN ANY MANNER WHILE YOU ARE
ABLE TO DO SO. IN THE ABSENCE OF AN AMENDMENT OR
REVOCATION, THE AUTHORITY GRANTED IN TIIIS POWER OF
ATTORNEY WILL BECOIVIE EFFECTIVE AT THE TIME THIS
POWER IS SIGNED AND WILL CONTINUE UNTIL YOUR DEATH
AND WILL CONTINUE BEYOND YOUR DEATH IF ANATOMICAL
GIFT, AUTOPSY, OR DISPOSITION OF REMAINS IS AUTHORIZED,
UNLESS A LIMITATION ON THE BEGINNING DATE OR DURA-
TION IS MADE BY INITIALING AND COMPLETING EITHER OR
BOTH OF THE FOLLOWING:

3. ( ) This power of attorney shall become effective on
(insert a future date or event during your lifetime'
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such as court determination of your disability, incapacif, or incompe-.
tency, when you want this lrcwer to first take effect).

4. ( ) This power of attorney shall terminate on
(insert a future date or event, such as court determination of your
disability, incapacity, or incompetency, when you want this power to
terminate prior to your death).
IF YOU WISH TO NAME SUCCESSOR AGENTS, INSERT TIIE
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF SUCH SUCCESSORS IN THE TOL
IOWING PARAGRAPH:

5. If any agent named by me shall die, become legally disabled,
incapacitated, or incompetent, or resign, refuse to act, or be unavail-
able, I name the following (each to act successively in the order named)
as successors to such agent:

IF YOU WISH TO NAME A GUARDIAN OF YOUR PERSON IN THE
EVENT A COUBT DECIDES THAT ONE SHOULD BE APPOINTED,
YOU MAY, BUT ARE NOT REQUIRED TO, DO SO BY INSERTING
THE NAME OF SUCH GUARDIAN IN THE FOLLOWING PARA.
GRAPH. THE COURT WILL APPOINT THE PERSON NOMINATED
BY YOU IF THE COURT FINDS THAT SUCH APPOII{IMEI\I WILL
SERVE YOUR BEST INTERESTS AND WELFARE. YOU MAY, BUT
ARE NOT REQUIRED TO, NOMINATE AS YOUR GUARDIAN THE
SAME PERSON NAMED IN THIS FORM AS YOUR AGENT.

6. If a guardian of my person is to be appointed, I nominate the
following to serve as such guardian:

(insert name and address of nominated guardian of the person)
7. I am fully informed as to all the contents of this form and

understand the full import of this grant of powers to my agent.

The principal has had an opportunity to read the above form and
has signed the above form in our presence. We, the undersigned, each
being over 18 years of age, witness the principal's signature at the
request and in the presence of the principal, and in the presence of
each other, on the day and year above set out.
Witnesses: Addresses:

Additional witness required when health care agency is signed in a
hospital or skilled nursing facility.
I hereby witness this health care agency and attest that I believe the
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principal to be of sound mind and to have made this health care
agency wiUingly and voluntarily.

Slitness:

Addrees:

Specimen signatures of
agent and successor(s)

I certify that the
siguature of my agent
and successo(s) i8 correct.

(Prinsipal)

(Succegeor agent) @rincipal)

(Suc'ceesor agBnt) (Principal)

Attending Physician

you MAY, BLIT ARE NOT REQLIRED TO, nEQUEST YOUR
AGEIfT AT.ID SU@ESSIOR AGEN.TfI TO PROVIDE SPECIMEN SIG
NAI'T.'RES BEI.OW. IF YOU INCLUDE SPECIMEN SIGNATI,'RES IN
IHISI POWER OF ATTORNEY, YOU MUST @MPLME TIIE CERTI-
FICAIION OPPOSITts IIIE SIGNATURES OF fiIE AGENTTI.
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Illinois Revised Statutes Chapter ll0 V21J 804f0
General Provisions:

A power of attorney for health care in the state of Illinois must be
substantially in the form provided.

Neither the attending physician nor any other health care provider
may act as an agent under a health care agency; however' a person
who is not administering health care to the patient may act as a
health care agent for the patient even though the person is a physician
or otherwise lieensed, certified, authorized, or permitted by the law to
administer health care in the ordinary course of business or the
practice of a profession.

In Illinois the decisions of a power of attorney hold precedent over
the directives of a living will.

FORM

ILLINOIS STATUTORY SHORT FORM POWER OF
ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE

(NOTICE: TIIE PURPOSE OF THIS POWER Of ATTORNEY IS TO
GTVE THE PERSON YOU DESIGNATE (YOUR "AGENN'') BROAD
POWERS TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU' IN-
CLUDING POWER TO REQUIRE, CONSENT TO OR WITHDRAW
ANY TYPE OF PERSONAL CARE OR MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR
AT.IY PHYSICAL OR MENTAL CONDITION AND TO ADMIT YOU
TO OR DISCHARGE YOU FROM ANY HOSPITAL' HOME OR
OTHER INSTITUTTON. THIS FORM DOES NOT IMPOSE A DUTY
oN YOUR AGENT TO EXERCISE GRAI{IED POWER; BUT WHEN
POWERS ARE EXERCISED, YOUR AGENT WILL HAVE TO USED
DUE CARE TO ACT FOR YOUR BENEFIT AND IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THIS FORM AND KEEP A RECORD OF RECEIPTS, DI$
BURSEMENTS AND SIGNIFICANT ACTIONS TAKEN AS AGENT.
A COURT CAN TAKE AWAY THE POWERS OF YOUR AGENT IF
IT FINDS THE AGENT IS NOT A TING PROPERLY. YOU MAY
NAME SUCCESSOR AGENTS UNDER THIS FORM BUT NOT CO.
AGENTS, AND NO HEALTH CARE PROVIDER MAY BE NAMED.
UIqMSS. YOU EXPRESSLY LIMIT THE DURATION OF THIS
POWER IN THE MANNER PROVIDED BELOW, UNTIL YOU RF-
VOKE THIS POWER OR A COURT ACTING ON YOUR BEHALF
TERMINATES IT, YOUR AGENT MAY EXERCISE THE POWERS
GIVEN HERE THROUGHOUT YOUR LIFETIME, EVEN AFTER
YOU BECOME DISABLED. THE POWERS YOU GIVE YOUR
AcpNr, youR RIGHT To REvoKE THosE PowERS AND THE
FnNllttps FoR vIoLATING THE LAw ARE ExPLAINED MoRE
FUIIY IN SECTIONS 4-5, 4.6, 4.9 AND 4.10 &) OF THE ILLINOIS

''powEns oF ATToRNEY FoR HEALTH cARE LAw" oF wHIcH
THIS FORM IS A PART (SEE THE BACK OF THIS FORM). THAT
ieW nXpnESSLy PERMITS THE USE OF ANY DIFFERENT FoRM
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OF POWER OF ATTORNEY YOU MAY DESIRE. IF THERE IS
ANYTHING ABOUT THIS FORM THAT YOU DO NOT UNDER-
STAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A LAWYER TO EXPLAIN IT TO YOU.)

POWER OF ATTORNEY made this 

- 
daY of

(month)
Qzear)

(insert name and address of principal)
hereby appoint:

(insert name and address of agent)
as my attorney-in-fact (my "agent") to act for me and in my name (in
any way I could act in person) to make any and all decisions for me
concerning my personal care, medical treatment, hospitalization and
health care and to require, withhold or withdraw any type of medical
treatment or procedure, even though my death may ensue. My agent
shall have the same access to my medical records that I have, includ-
ing the right to disclose the contents to others. My agent shall also
have full power to make a disposition of any part or all of my body for
medical purposes, authorize an autopsy and direct the disposition of
my remains.
(THE ABOVE GRANT OF POWER IS INTENDED TlO BE AS BROAD
AS POSSIBLE SO THAT YOUR AGENT WILL HAVE AUTHORITY
TO MAKE AI.IY DECISION YOU COULD MAKE TO OBTAIN OR
TERMINATE ANY TYPE OF HEALTH CARE, INCLUDING WTTH.
DRAWAL OF FOOD AND WATER AND OTHER LIFE.SUSTAINING
MEASURES, IF YOUR AGENT BELIEVES SUCH ASTION WOULD
BE CONSISTENT WITH YOUR INTENT AND DESIRES. IF YOU
WISH TO LIMIT THE SCOPE OF YOUR AGEI{I'S POWERS OR
PRESCRIBE SPECIAL RULES OR LIMIT THE POWER TO MAKE
AN ANATOMICAL GIFT, AUTHORIZE AUTOPSY OR DISPOSE OF
REMAINS, YOU MAY DO SO IN THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS.)

2. The powers granted above shall not include the following powe$
or shall be subject to the following rules or limitations (here you may
include any specific limitations you deem appropriate, such as: your
own definition of when life-sustaining measures should be withheld; a
direction to continue food and fluids or life'sustaining treatment in all
events; or instructions to refuse any specific types of treatment that
are inconsistent with your religious beliefs or unacceptable to you for
any other reason, such as blood transfusion, electro+onvulsive therapy,
amputation, psychosurgery, voluntary admission to a mental institu-
tion, etc.):

1. I
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OI{E SUBIECT OF LIFE.SUSTAINING TREATMENT IS OF PAR.
TICTJLAR IMPORTANCE. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE IN DEALING
WITH THAT SUBIECT, SOME GENERAL STATEMENTS CON.
CERNING THE WITHHOLDING OR REMOVAL OF LIFESUSTAIN.
ING TBEATMENT ARE SET FORTH BELOW. IF YOU AGREE
WITH ONE OF THESE STATEMENTS, YOU MAY INITIAL THAT
STATEMENT; BUT DO NOT INITIAL MORE THAN ONE):

I do not want my life to be prolonged nor do I want life-sustaining
treatment to be provided or continued if my agent believes the burdens
of the treatment outweigh the expected benefits. I want my agent to
consider the relief of suffering, the expense involved and the quality as
well as the possible extension of my life in making decisions concern-
ing lifecustaining treatment.

In ifialarl

I want my life to be prolonged and I want life'sustaining treatment
to be provided or continued unless I am in a coma which my attendlng
physician believes to be irreversible, in accordance with reasonable
medicat standards at the time of reference. If and when I have suffered
irreversible coma, I want life-sustaining treatment to be withheld or
aiscontinued.

Initialed
I want my life to be prolonged to the greatest extent possible without

regard to my condition, the chances I have for recovery or the cost of
the procedures.

Initialed
CNflS POWER OF ATTORNEY MAY BE AMENDED OR REVOKED
BY YOU IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN SECNON 46 OF THE
ILLINOIS "POWERS OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE LAW"
(SEE THE BACK OF THIS FORM).- ABSENT AMENDMENT OR
NEVOCATION, THE AUTHORITY GRAI{TED IN THIS POWER OF
ATFORNEY WILL BECOME EFFECTTVE AT THE TIME THIS
POWER IS SIGNED AND WILL CONTINUE UNTIL YOUR DEATII,
AND BEYOND IF ANATOMICAL GIFT, AUTOPSY OR DISPOSI.
TION OF REMAINS IS AUTHORIZED, UNLESS A LIMITATION ON
THE BEGINMNG DATE OR DURATION IS MADE BY INITIALING
AND COMPLETING EITHER OR BOTH OF TI{E FOLI,OWING:)

3. ( ) T'llris power of attorney shall become effective on

(insert a future date or event during your lifetime, such as court
determination of your disability, when you want this power to first
take effect)

4. ( ) T1ris F)wer of attorney shall terminate on

(ineert a future date or event, such as court determination of you
disability, when you want this power to terminate prior to your death)

GF YOU WISH TO NAME SUCCESSOR AGENTS, INSERT THE
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF SUCH SUCCESSORfI IN THE FOL
LOWING PARAGRAPH.)

5. If any agent named by me shall die, become incompetent, resiglr,
refuse to acCept the office of agent or be unavailable, I name the
following (each to act alone and successively, in the order named) as
successors to such agent:

For purposes of this paragraph 5, a person shall be considered to be
incompetent if and while the person is a minor or an a{udicated
incompetent or disabled per:son or the person is unable to give prompt
and intelligent consideration to health care matters, as certiffed by a
licensed physician.
(IF YOU WISH TO NAME YOUR AGENT AS GUARDIAN OF YOUR
PERSON, IN THE EVENT A COURT DECIDES THAT ONE SHOULD
BE APPOINTED, YOU MAY, BUT ARE NOT REQUIRED T1O, DO SO
BY RETAIMNG THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH. THE COI'RT
WILL APPOINT YOUR AGENT IF THE COURT FINDS THAT SUCH
APPOINTI\4ENT WILL SERVE YOUR BEST INTERESTS AND WEL
FARE. STRIKE OUT PARAGRAPH 6IF YOU DO NOT WANT YOI'R
AGENT TO ACT AS GUARDIAN.)

6. If a guardian of my person is to be appointed, I nominate the
agent acting under this power of attorney as such guardian, to sene
wit'hout bond or security. (insert name and address of nominated
guardian of the person)

7. I am fully informed as to all the contents of this form and
understand the full import of this grant of powers to my agent.

Signed.-
(principal)

The principal has had an opportunity to read the above form and
has signed the form or acknowledged his or her signature or mark on
the form in my presence.

Residing at
(witness)

(YOU MAY, BUT ARE NOT ,REQITIRED TrO, REQUEST YOnR
AGENT AND SUCCESSOR AGENTS TO PROVIDE SPECIMEN SIc.
NATURES BEI.OW. IF YOU INCLUDE SPECIMEN SIGNATTIRES IN
TIIIS POWER OF ATTORNEY, YOU MUST COMPLSTE TIIE CERTI.
FICATION OPPOSITE THE SIGNATURES OF THE AGENfS.)
Specimen signatures of
agent (and successors).

I certify that the signa-
tures of my agent (and
successors are correct

(agent)
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(successor agent) (principal)

(successor agent) (principal)
The agent shall have the same right to visit the principal in the
hospital or other institution as is granted to a spouse or adult child of
the principal, any rule of the institution to the contrary notwithstand-
ing.
* The powers of attorney for health care statute does not indicate what
must appear on the back of the form.
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Iowa Code $ f448.5
A power of attorney for health care in the State of Iowa may, but

need not be, in the following form. It must name an attorney-in-fact
who is not a health care provider attending the principal on the date of
execution, or an employee of a health care provider attending the
principal on the date of execution unless the individual designated is
related to the principal by blood, marriage, or adoption within the
third degree of consanguinity.

The witnesses of the instrument should not be
(1) A health care provider attending the principal on the date of

execution,
(2) An employee of a health care provider attending the principal on

the date of execution,
(3) The desigjrated attorney-in-fact, or
(4) Less than L8 years ofage.

At least one witness shall be an individual who is not a relative of
the principal by blood, maniage, or adoption within the third degree of
consanguinity.

I hereby designate as my attorney in fact (my
agbnt) and give to my agent the power to make health care decisions
for me. This power exists only when I am unable, in the judgment of
my attending physician, to make those health care decisions. The
attorney in fact must act consistently with my desires as stated in this
document or otherwise made known.

Except as otherwise specified in this document, this document gives
my agent the power, where otherwise consistent with the law of this
state, to consent to my physician not giving health care or stopping
health care which is necessary to keep me alive.

This document gives my agent power to make health care decisions
on my behall including to consent, to refuse to consent, or to withdraw
consent to the provision ofany care, treatment, service, or procedure to
maintain, diagnose, or treat a physical or mental condition. This power
is subject to any statement of my desires and any limitations included
in this document.

My agent has the right to examine my medical records and to
consent to disclosure of such records.
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Knness Statuteg $ 58S32
General Provisions:

A durable power of attorney for health care decisions in the State of
Kansas must be in substantially the following form. It must be (1)
dated and (2Xa) Irgnd in the presence of two witnesges at least 18
years of age neither of whom shaU be the agent, related to the
principal by blood, maniage or adoption, entitled to any portion of the
eetat€ of the principal according to the laws of intestate succession of
this state or under any will of the principal or codicil thereto, or
directly financially responsible for the principal's health care; or (b)
acknowledged before a notary public.

A durable power of attorney for health care in Kansas may not
designate as an agent the treating health care provider, nor an
employee of the treating health care provider, nor an employee, owner,
director, or ofrcer of a facility described in K.S.A. 1989 Supp. 58-629(a)
Q).

FORM
DURABLE POWER OF ATNORNEY FOR HEALTII CARE

DECISIONS GENERAL STATEMENT OF AUTHORNY
GBANTED

designate and appoint:

Telephone Number
to be.qy agent for health care decisions and pursuant to the language
stated below, on my behalf to:

(1) Consent, refuse consent, or withdraw consent to any care, treat,
ment, sen'iqe or procedure to maintain, diagnose or treat a physical or
melql condition, and to make decisions about organ donation, autopsy
and dispoeition ofthe body;

(2) make all necessary arrangements at any hospital, psychiatric
hospltal or psychiatric treatment facility, hospice, nursing home or
suqilqr institution; 1p a4rploy or discharge heilth care personnel to
include physicians, psychiatrists, peychologists, dentists, nursee, thera-
pists or any other pennn who is licensed, certified or otherwise autho
rized or permitted by the laws of this state to administer health care ag
the agent shall deem necessary for my physical, mental and emotional
well being; and

(3) request, receive and review any information, verbal or written,
regarding my personal affairs or physical or mental health includi"g
lqdical and hoepital records and to execute any releases of other
documents that may be required in order to obtain such information.

In exercising the grant of authority set forth above my agent for
health care decisions shall:
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(llere may be inserted any special instructions or statement of the
principal'i deeires to be followed by the agent in exercising the author-
ity grantcd).

LIMITATIONS OF AIIEIORTIY
(1) fire F)wers of the agent herein shall be limited to the extent set

out in writing in this durable F)wer of attorney for health care
decisions, and shall not include the power to revoke or invalidate any
previously existing declaration made in accordance with the natural
death act.

(2) The agent shaU be prohibited from authorizing consent for the
following items:

(3) ThiB durable power of attorney for health care decisiong shall be
subject to the additional following limitations

EFFECTT1M TIME
firis power of attorney for health care decisions shall become effec'

tive (imhediately and shall not !e affected by my subeequent disability
or incapacity or upon the occurrence of my disability or incapacity).

REVOCATTON
Any durable power of attorney for health care decisions I have

previously made is hereby revoked.
(fhis durable power of attorney for health care decisions shall be

revoked by and instrument in writing executed, witnessed or acknowl-
edged in the same manner as required herein or set out another
manner of revocation, if desired.)

?

Executed this
EXECIINON

Kansas.

Principal
This document must be: (1) Witneesed by two individuals of lawful

age who are not the agent, not related to the principal by blood,
marriage or adoption, not entitled to any portion of principal'e estate
an not financially responsible for principal's health care; OR (D ac'
knowledged by a notary public.

Witness Slitness

Addresg Addrese
(oR)

STATE OE ) ss.
)COUNTY OF
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Ttris instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by
(name of person)

(Signature of notary public)
(Seal, if any)

My appointment expi
Copies
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Kentucky Revised Statutes $ 811.980
General Provisions:

A designation of a health care surrogate may be in substantially the
following form. In addition, the designation may include other specific
directions which are in accordance with accepted medical practice and
not specifically prohibited.

The designation shall be in writing, dated, and signed by the grantor,
or at the grantor's direction, and either witnessed by two or more
adults in the presence of the grantor and in the presence of each other,
or acknowledged before a notary public or other penon authorized to
administer oaths, but a person who is then disqualified to act as a
surrogate may not be a witness or the notary.

FORM
DESIGNATION OF HEALTH CARE SIJRROGATE

I designate as my health care surrogate(s) to
make any health care decisions for me when I no longer have deci-
sional capacity. If refuses or is not able to act for
me, I designate as my health care surrogate(s).

Any prior designation is revoked.
Sigined this 

- 
day of 

-, 

19-.

Signature and address of the g1antor.
In our joint presence, the grantor, who is of eound mind and

eighteen years of age, or older, voluntarily dated and signed this
writing or directed it to be dated and signed for the grantor.

Signature and address of witness.

Signature and address of witness.

OR
STATE OF KENTUCKY)

County)

Before me, the undersigned authority, carne the grantor who is of
soun{ mind and eighteen (18) years of age, or older, and acknowledged
that he voluntarily dated and signed this writing or directed it to-be
signed and dated as above.

Done this 

- 
day of 

-, 

19-
Signature of Notary Public

or other ofrcer.
Date commission
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Massachus€tts General Laws 20lD:l-201D:lZ
General Provisions:

^ 
A health car.-e prgxy in the state of Massachusetts shau be in writing

srgnd by such aduit or at the direction of such principal in th;
presence of two other principals who shall subscribe in-writing that the
principal appeared to be at least 18 years of age, of sound mina ana
under no constraint or undue influence. No person who has been
named as health care agent in a health care proxy shall act as a
witness to the execution of such proxy.

No-person who is an operator, administrator or employee of a facility
mey be appointed as a health care agent by an adult, who, at the tim!
of executing the health care proxy is a patient or resident of such
facilrty o1 has applied for admission to such facility unless said opera-
tor, administrator or employee is related to the 

-principal 
by biood,

marriage or adoption.
The following has been suggested for use in Massachusetts.r It is not

an official form:

FORM
A MODEL HEALTH CARE PROXY FOR

USE IN MASSACHUSETTS

(principal-print your
residing at

name)

(street) (city or town) (state)
appoint as my Health Care Agent

of-
(name of person you choose as agent)

(street) (city or town) (state) (phone)
Optio-nal: If my agent is unwilling or unable to sen'e then I appoint as
my alternate

oL
(name of person you choose as alternate)

(street) (city or town) (state) (phone)

_ My agent shall have the authority to make all health care decisions
f_or me, subject to any limitations I itate below, if I am unable to make
decisions myself. My agent's authority becomes effective if my attend-
ing physician determines in writing tliat I lack the capacity tomake or
to communicate health care decisions as I would if I had the capacity
to make them, except (here list the limitations, if any, you wish 6
place on your agent's authority):

I direct my agent to make decisions on the basis of my agent,s
assessment of my personal wishes. If my personal wishes are unknown,
my agent is to make decisions on the basis of my agent's assessment of

l. Form suggested by Annas, 324 New Engl J Med 1Z:1218 (1991).
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my begt interests. Photocopies of this Health care Proxy shall have the
same force and effect as the original.

Signed
Complete only if principal is physically unable to
the principal's name above at his or her direction
the principal and two witnesses.

sign: I have signed
in the presence of

(name)

(etreet)

(city or town) (state)
WITNESS STATEMEIVT

_ We the urrdersigned, each witnessed the signing of this Health Care
P-roxy bv ttte -principal or at the direction or tne principal and state
tha! t\ principal appears to be at least 18 years of age, oi sound mind,
and under no constraint or undue influencC. Neither of ue is named aB
the health care agent or alternate in this document.
In our presence this 

- 
day of 1gg_.

Witness 1-
(signature)

Name (print)-
Address

Witness r.

(signature)
Name (print)-
Address
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Michigan Compiled Laws $ 700.496

A designated health care agent in Michigan is referred to as a
"patient advocate." Designation of the patient advocate must be wit'
nessed by two adults who are not the patient's spouse, parent, child,
grandchild, sibling, presumptive heir, known devisee at the time of the
witnessing, physician, patient advocate, an employee of a life or health
insurance provider for the patient, an employee of a health facility
that is treating the patient, or an employee of a home for the aged'

The statute does not provide a suggested form but the form employed
must include the following information:

(a) This designation shall not become effective unless the patient is
unable to participate in medical treatment decisions.

(b) A patient advocate shall not exercise powers concerning the
patient's care, custody, and medical treatment that the patient, if the
patient were able to participate in the decision, could not have exer-
cised on his or her own behalf.

(c) This designation cannot be used to make a medical treatment
decision to withhold or withdraw treatment from a patient who is
pregnant that would result in the pregnant patient's death'

(d) A patient advocate may make a decision to withhold or withdraw
treatment'which would allow a patient to die only if the patient has
expressed in a clear and convincing manner that the patient advocate
is authorized to make such a decision, and that the patient acknowl-
edges that such a decision could or would allow the patient's death.

(e) A patient advocate shall not receive compensation for the perfor-
mance of his or her authority, rights, and responsibilities, but a patient
advocate may be reimbursed for actual and necessary expenses in'
curred in the performance of his or her authority, rights, and responsi'
bilities.

(f) A patient advocate shall act in accordance with the standards of
care applicable to fiduciaries when acting for the patient and shall act
consistent with the patient's best interests. The known desires of the
patient expressed or evidenced while the patient is able to participate
in medical treatment decisions are pre' sumed to be in the patient's
best interests.

(g) A patient may revoke his or her designation at any time and in
any manner sufficient to communicate an intent to revoke.

(h) A patient advocate may revoke his or her acceptance to the
designation at any time and in any manner sufficient to communicate
an intent to revoke.

(i) A patient admitted to a health facility or agency has the rights
enumerated in section 2O2OL of the Public heatth code, Act No. 368 of
the Public Acts of 1978, being section 333.20201 of the Michigan
Compiled Laws.
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Mississippi Code $$ 4f4f-f59' 163, 165

General Provisions:
A durable power of attorney in the State of Mississippi must include

the following notice provision, and must be signed by at least two
individuals each of whom witnessed either the signing of the instru-
ment by the principal or the principal's acknowledgement of the
signature or of the instrument, each witness in substance making the
prescribed declaration below.

A treating health care provider or an employee of a treating health
care provider may not be designated as the attorney in fact to make
health care decisions under a durable power of attorney.

FORM
NOTICE TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

This is an important legal document. Before executing this docu-
ment, you should know these important facts:

This document gives the person you designate as the attorney in fact
(your agent) the power to make health care decisions for you. This
power exists only as to those health care decisions to which you are
unable to give informed consent. The attorney in fact must act consis-
tently with your desires as stated in this document or otherwise made
known.

Except as you otherwise specify in this document, this document
gives your agent the power to consent to your doctor not giving
treatment or stopping treatment necessary to keep you alive.

.Notwithstanding this document, you have the right to make medical
aird other health care decisions for yourself so long as you can give
informed consent with respect to the particular decision. In addition,
no treatment may be given to you over your objection, and health care
necessary to keep you alive may not be stopped or withheld if you
object at the time.

Ttre document gives your agent authority to consent, to refuse to
consent or to withdraw consent to any care, treatment, senrice or
procedure to maintain, diagnose or treat a physical or mental condi-
tion. This trDwer is subject to any statement of your desires and any
Iimitations that you include in this document. You may state in this
document any types of treatment that you do not desire. In addition, a
court can take away the power of your agent to make health care
decisions for you if your agent (a) authorizes anything that is illegal,
(b) acts contrary to you known desires or (c) where your desires are not
known and does anything that is clearly contrary to your best inter-
ests.

You have the right to revoke the authority of your agent by notify-
ing your agent or your treating doctor, hospital or other health care
provider in writing of the revocation.

Your agent has the right to examine your medical records and to
consent to this disclosure unless you limit this right in this document.
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Unless you otherwise specfy in this document, this document gives
your agent the power after you die to (a) authori?E arr autopsy, (b)

donate your body or parts thereof for transplant or for educational,
therapeutic or scientific purposes, and (c) direct the disposition of your
remains.

If there is anything in this document that you do not understand,
you should ask your lawyer to explain it to you.

This power of attorney will not be valid for making health care
decisions unless it is either (a) signed by two (2) qualified adult
witnesses who are personally known to you and who are present when
you sign or acknowledge your signature or (b) acknowledged before a
notary public in the state.

s 4141-165.
This section provides in part that, subject to any limitations in the

durable power of attorney, the attorney in fact may make health care
decisions for the principal, before or after the death ofthe principal, to
the same extent as the principal could make health care decisione for
himself or herself if the principal had the capacity to do so, including
making a disposition under the state's anatomicd gift act; authorizing
an autopsy; and directing the disposition of remains.

$ 4141-159.
This section gets forth the requirements for witnessing a hedth care

power of attorney. The following form ehould be used:
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of

*", th"t tlr" p"i".tp"l ,tsrJ}Xt"}""rl#ffi*"rffiTft"lt*:X n
attorney in my presence, that the principal appears to be of sound
mind and under no duregs, fraud or undue influence, that I am not the
person appointed as attorney in fact by this document, and that I am
not a health care provider, nor an employee of a health care provider
or facility.

In addition, the declaration of at least one (1) of the witnesses must
include the following:

I am not related to the principal by blood, marriage or adoption, and
to the best of my knowledge, I am not entitled to any part of the eetate
of the principal upon the death of the principal under a will now
existing or by operation of law.

This statement must be acknowledged before a notary public at any
place within the state, the notary public certifying to the subetance of
the following:
State of
County of

- 
day of 

-, 

in the year 

-, 

before me,
(insert narne of notary public) personally appeared

On this
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ffiTffil*'j f"#,n T:,.i:l tni3 gff f,tff
scribed to this instrument, and acknowledged that he or she executed
it. I declare under the penalty of pe{ury that the person whose name
is subscribed to this instrument appear to be of sound mind and under
no duress, fraud or undue influence.

(Signature of Notary Public)
Notary Seal
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Missouri Statuteg $S 404.80(H04.865
Authorizes use of the standard durable power of attorney specifically

granting health care powers to give consent to or prohibit any type of
health care, medical care, treatment or procedure to the extent autho
rized by the statute.

Under the act the agent may not be an attending physician, an
owner or operator of a health care facility, or one of their employees
unless:

(1) the patient and attorney in fact are related by afrnity or consan-
guinity within the second degree; or

(2) The patient and attorney in fact are members of the same
community of persons who are bound be vows to a religious life and
who conduct or assist in the conducting of religious services and
actually and regularly engage in religious, benevolent, charitable, or
educational ministry, or the performance of health care services. The
principal must specifically grant authority to withhold or withdraw
artificially supplied nutrition and hydration.
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Nebraska Legislative BiU 696 (1992 Neb ALS 696, 1992 Neb Law
696, 1992 Neb t B 696)

A durable f,ower of attorney for health care in the State of Nebraska
must be substantially in the form provided. A principal may not name
as an attorney in fact for health care: his or her attending physician;
an employee of his or her physician or an owner, operator, or employee
of a health care provider who is not related to the principal by blood,
marriage, or adoption; or a person unrelated to the principal who is
presently serving as an attorney in fact for ten or more principals.

The principal's signature and dating or acknowledgment of signature
and date must be witnessed by 2 adult witnesses. Neither of the
witnesses to a principal's signature may be:

(a) the principal's spouse, parent, child, grandchild, sibling, presump
tive heir, or known devisee at the time of the witnessing;

(b) the attending physician;
(c) an employee of a life or health insurance provider for the

principal; or
(d) the attorney in fact.
No more than one witness shall be an administrator or employee of

a health care provider who is caring for or treating the principal. Sec.
8. (1) A power of attorney for health care executed on or after January
1, 1993, shall be substantially in the form provided in this subsection.

POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE
I appoint whose address is

and whose telephone number is
in fact for health care. I appoint

as my attorney
whose address is

and whose telephone number is
as my successor attorney in fact for health care.

I authorize my attorney in fact appointed by this document to make
health care decisions for me when I am determined to be incapable
of making my own health care decisions. I have read the warning
which accompanies this dosument and understand the consequences
of executing a power of attorney for health care.

I direct that my attorney in fact comply with the following
instructions or limitations:

I direct that my attorney in fact comply with the following
instructions on life-sustaining treatment:-

I direct that my attorney in fact comply with the following
instructions on artificially administered nutrition and
hydration: (Optional)

(Signature of person making designation /date)
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DECLARATION OF WITNESSES
We declare that the principal is personally known to us, that the

principal signed or acknowledged his or her signature on this
power of attorney for health care in our presence, that the
principal appeam to be of sound mind and not under duress or
undue influence, and that neither of us nor the principal's
attending physician is the person appointed as attorney in fact
by thie document.

Witnessed By:

Signature of Slitness/Date Printed Name of Witnees

Signature of Witness/Date Printed Name of Witness

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING A POWER OF
ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE

This is an important legal document. It creates a power of attorney
for health care. Before signing this document you should know these
important facts:

(a) This document gives the person you designate as your attorney in
fact the lxtwer to make health care decisions for you when you are
determined to be incapacitated. Although not necessary and neither
encouraged nor discouraged, you may wish to state instructions or
wishee and limit the authority of your attorney in fact.

(b) Subject to the limitation stated in suMivision (d) of this docu-
ment, the person you designate as your attorney in fact has a duty to
act consistently with your desires as stated in this document or
otherwise made known by you or, if your desires are unknown, to act
in a manner consist€nt with your best interests. The person you
designat€ in this document does, however, have the right to withdraw
from this duty at any time;

(c) You may specify that any determination that you are incapable of
making health care decisions must be confirmed by a second physician;

(d) The person you designate as your attorney in fact will not have
the authority to consent to the withholding or withdrawal of life-
suetaining procedures or of artificially administered nutrition or hydra-
tion unless you give him or her that authority in this power of
attorney for health care or in some other clear and convincing manner;

(e) This power of attorney for health care should be reviewed
periodically. It will continue in effect indefinitely unless you exercise
your right to revoke it. You have the right to revoke this power of
attorney at any time while you are competent by notifying the attor-
ney in fact or your health care provider of the revocation orally or in
writing;

(0 Despite any provision in this power of attorney for health care,
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you have the right to make health care decisions for yourself as long as
you ane not incapable of making thce decisions; and

G) If there is anything in this lxrwer of attorney for health care you
do not understand, you should seek legal advise. firis power of attomey
for health care will not be valid for making health care decisiong
unless it is signed by two qualified witnessee who are personally known
to you and who are present when you sign or acknowledge your
signature.
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Nevada Revised Statutes $ 449.8:10

General Provisions:
A durable power of attorney for health care in the State of Nevada

must be substantially in the form provided. A principal may not name
as an attorney in fact in a power of attorney: his or her provider of
health care; an employee of his provider of health care; an operator of
a health care facility; or an employee of a health care facility.

The principal's signature on the power of attorney must: (a) be
acknowledged before a notary public; or (b) witnessed by 2 adult
witnesses who knew the principal personally. Neither of the witnesses
to a principal's signature may be:

(a) a provider ofhealth care;
(b) an employee of a provider of health care;
(c) an operator of a health care facility;
(d) an employee of a health care facility; or
(e) the attorney in fact.

FORM
DI'RABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH

CARE DECISIONS

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUMENT. IT CREATES A
DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR TIEALTH CARE. BEFORE
EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT, YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE
IMPORTANIT FACI$I:

1. THIS DOCUMENT GTVES THE PERSON YOU DESIGNATE AS
YOUR ATIORNEY.IN-FACT THE POWER TO MAKE HEALTH
CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU. THIS POWER IS SU&IE T TO ANY
LIMITATIONS OR STATEMENT OF YOUR DESIRES THAT YOU
INCLUDE IN THIS DOCUMENT. THE POWER TO MAKE HEALTH
CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU MAY INCLUDE CONSENT, REFUSAL
OF CONSENT, OR WITHDRAWAL OF CONSENT TO ANY CARE,
TREATMENT, SERVICE, OR PROCEDURE TO MAINTAIN, DIAG-
NOSE, OR TREAT A PHYSICAL OR MENTAL CONDITION. YOU
MAY STATts IN THIS DOCUMEI\TT ANY TYPES OF TREATMENT
OR PLACEMENTS THAT YOU DO NOT DESIRE.

2. THE PERSON YOU DESIGNATE IN THIS DOCUMENT HAS A
DUTY TO ACT CONSISTENT WITH YOUR DESIRES AS STATED IN
THIS DOCUMENT OR OTHERWISE MADE KNOWN OR, IF YOUR
DESIRES ARE UNKNOWN, TO ACT IN YOUR BEST INTERESTS.

3. EXCEPT AS YOU OTHERWISE SPECIFY IN THIS DOCUMENT,
THE POWER OF THE PERSON YOU DESIGNATE TO MAKE
HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU MAY INCLUDE THE
POWER TO CONSENT TO YOUR DOCTOR NOT GIVING TREAT.
MENT OR STOPPING TREATMENT WHICH WOULD KEEP YOU
ALIVE.
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4. UNLESS YOU SPECIF"T A SHORTtsA PERIOD IN TIIIS DOC'I'.
MENT, T}IIfI POWER WILL EXISIT INDEFINITELY FROM TI{E
DATE YOU E)(ECIITE 1TIIS DOCI'MENT AND, IF YOU ARE t'N.
ABI,E TIO MAKE ITEALTH CARE DECISIONS F1OR YOUR.SEI,F,
TTIIS POWER WILL CONTINIIE TO UUSIT UNTIL TIIE I'Nd
WIIEN YOU BE@ME ABLE TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIIONS
FIOR YOI,'RSIELF.

5. NOTWM{STANDING TTIIS DOCUMEI{I, YOU HATY-E TIIE
RIGIIT TO MAKE MEDICAL AND CYTHER HEALTH CARE DESI-
SIONS TOR YOTJR.SELF SO IONG AS YOU CAN GTVE INFORMED
CONSENT WrfI{ RESPECT TO TIIE PARTICT'LAR DECISION. IN
ADDMON, NO TREATMENT MAY BE GTVEN TO YOU OVER
YOUR OB.IECNON, AND HEALTII CANE NECESSARY TO KEEP
YOU ALTYE MAY NOT BE STOPPED IF YOU O&IECT.

6. YOU HAVE TIIE RIGITT TO REVOKE TIIE APPOINTT\4ENT OF
TTIE PER.SON DESIGNATED IN fiIIS DOCIIMENT TO MAKE
IIEALTTI CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU BY NCTIIF"TING TTIAT PER-
SON OF fiIE REVOCATION ORALLY OR IN WRMNG.

7. YOU HAVE fiTE RIGIIT TO REVOKE TIIE ATIITIORTTY
GRANTED TO TIIE PER.SON DBSIGNATED IN TTIIS DOCI'MENT
TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU BY NCINFYING
THE TREATING PITYSICIAN, HOSPITAL, OR OTIIER PROVIDER
OF IIEALTH CARE ORALLY OR IN WRMING.

8. TIIE PER.SON DESIGNATED IN TIIIfI DOCT'MENT TO MAKE
I{EALTH CANE DECISIONS FOR YOU HAS TIIE RIGHT TIO EXAM.
INE YOT'R MEDICAL RECORDS AND TO CONSENT 1lO TIIEIR
DISCLOSURE UNLESS YOU LIMTT TIIIS! RIGIIT IN THIS DOCU-
MENT.

9. THIS DOCUMENT REVOKES ANY PRIOR DURABLE POWER
OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE.

10. IF THERE IS ANYTIIING IN THIS DOCUMENT THAT YOU
DO NOT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOTJLD ASK A LAWYER TO EX-
PLAIN IT TO YOU.

1. DESIGNATION OF HEALTH CARE AGENT.

(insert your name) do hereby designate and appoint:
Name:-
Address:
Telephone Number:
as my attorney-in-fact to make health care decisions for me as
authorized in this document.

onsert the name and address of the person you wish to designate
3! Voul attorney-in-fact to make health care decisions foiyou.
None of the following.pay be designated as your attorney-in-iact:
(1) your treating provider of healtli care, (2) an employej of your
lreqling provider of health care, (3) an operator of a lrealth 

-care

facility, or (4) an employee of an operator bf a health care facilityj
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2. CNEATION OF DURABLE FOWER OF ATNORNEY FOR
HEALTH CARE.

By this document I intend to create a durable porrer of attorney by
appointing the person deeignat€d above to make health care decisiong
for me. This power of attorney shall not be affected by my subsequent
incapacity.

3. GENNBAL STATEMENT OF AUTHORrTY GRANTED.
In the event that I a- incapable of giving informed consent with

respect to health care decisions, I her:eby grant to the attorney-in-fact
named above full power and authority to make health care decisions
for me before, or after my death, including: consent, refusal of consent,
or withdrawal of consent to any care, treatment, serwice, or procedure
to maintain, diagnose, or treat a phyrical or mental condition, subject
only to the limitations and special provisions, il -y, set forth in
paragraph 4 or 6.

4. SPECIAL PROVIfiIONS AND LIIIITATIONS.
(Your attorney-in-fact is not permitted to consent to any of the

following: commitment to or placement in a mental health treatment
facility, convulsive treatment, psychosurgery, sterilization, or abortion.
If there are any other types of treatment or placement that you do not
want your attorney-in-fact's authority to give consent for or other
restrictions you wish to place on his or her attorney-in-fact's authority,
you should list them in the space below. If you do not write any
limitations, your attorney-in-fact will have the broad IrcweF to make
health care decisions on your behalf which are set forth in paragraph
3, except to the extent that there are limits provided by law.)

In exercising the authority under this durable power of attorney for
health care, the authority of my attorney-in-fact is subject to the
following special provisions and limitations:

5. DURATION.
I understqnd that this power of attorney will exist indefinitely from

the date I eiecute this document unless I establish a shorter time. If I
am unable to make health care decisions for myself when this power of
attorney expires, the authority I have gfanted my attorney-in-fact will
continue to exist until the time when I become able to make health
care decisions for myself.

OF APPLICABLE)
I wish to have this power of attorney end on the following date:

6. STATEMENT OF DF,SIRES.
(With respect to decisions to withhold or withdraw lifecustaining

treatment, your attorney-in-fact must make health care decisions that
are consistent with your known desires. You can, but are not required
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to, indicate your desires below. If your deeires are unknown, your
attorney-in-fact has the duty to act in your beot interests; and, under
some circumstances, a judicial proceeding may be neoessary so that a
court can determine the health care decision that is in your best
interegts. ff you wish to indicate your deoires, you may INIIIAL the
etatement or statements that reflect your desires and/or write your
own statements in the space below.)

(If the state
ment rF
flects your
desires, ini-
tial the box

ffi#"fl"
1. I degire that my life be prolonged to the greatest

extent possible, without regard to my condition, the
chances I have for recovery or long-term sunrival, or
the coet ofthe procedures. t 

- 

l
2. If I am in a coma which my doctors have reason-

ably concluded is irreversible, I desire that lifesustain-
ing or prolonging treatments not be used. (Also ghould
utilize provisions of NRS [449.610 ET SEQ.] 449.540 to
,149.690 inclusive and sections 2 to 12, inclusive, of this
act if this subparagraph is initialed. t 

- 

l
3. If I have an incurable or terminal condition or

illness and no reasonable hope of long-term Fecovery or
sunrival, I desire that life sustaining or prolonging
treatments not be used. (Also should utilize provisions
of NRSI [449.610 ET SEQ.] 449.540 to ,t49.690 inclusive
and sections 2 to 12, inclusive, of this act if this eubpar-
agraph is initialed.) t _ l

4. I direct my attending physician not to withhold or
withdraw artificial nutrition and hydration by way of
the gastro-intestinal tract if such a withholding or
withdrawal would result in my death by starvation or
dehydration. t_ l

5. I do not desire treatment to be provided and/or
continued if the burdens of the treatment outweigh the
expected benefits. My attorney-in-fact is to consider the
relief of suffering, the preservation or restoration of
functioning, and the quality as well as the extent of the
poesible extension of my life. t _ l
--_1tf you wish to change your answer, you may do so by drawing an
"X" through the answer you do not want, and circling the answer you
prefer.)

Other or Additional Statements of Degires:-
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7. DESIGNATION OF ALTtsRNATts ATNORNEY-IN.FACT.
(You are not required to designate any alternative attorney-in-fact

but you may do so. Any alternative attorney-in-fact you designate will
be able to make the same health care decisions as the attorney-in-fact
designated in paragraph 1, page 2, in the event that he or she is
unable or unwilling to act as your attorney-in-fact. Also, if the attor-
ney-in-fact designated in paragraph I is your spouse, his or her
designation as ybur attorney-in-fact is automatically revoked by law if
your marriage is dissolved.)

If the person designated in paragraph 1 as my attorney'in-fact-is
unable to make health care decisions for me, then I designate the
following persons to serve as my attorney-in-fact to make hedth care
decisions for me as authorized in this document, such persons to senle
in the order listed below:

A.First Alternative Attorney-in-fact
Name:
Address:

Telephone Number:
B. Second Alternative Attorney-in-fact

Name:
Address:

Telephone Number:
8. PRIOR DESIGNATIONS REVOKED.
I revoke any prior durable power of attorney for health care.

(YOU MUST DATE AND SIGN THIS POWER OF
ATTORNEY)

I sign my name to this Durable Power of Attorney for Health care
on (date) at -----(city), ----(state).

(Signature)
(THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL NOT BE VALID FOR MAK-

ING HEALTH CARE DECISIONS UNLESS IT IS EITHER (1) SIGNED
By AT LEAST TWO QUALIFIED WITNESSES WHO ARE PER"SON-

ALLY KNOWN TO YOU AND WHO ARE PRESENT WHEN YOU
SIGN OR ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR SIGNATURE OR (2) ACKNOWL
EDGED BEFORE A NOTARY PUBLIC.)

CERTIFICATE OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF NOTARY
PUBLIC

(You may use acknowledgment before a notary public instead of the
statement of witnesses.)
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State of Nevada
ss.

County of

On this day of in the year.-, before me,
(here insert name of notary public) personally

appeared .(here insert name of principal) personally
known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to
be the person whose name is subscribed to this instrument, and
acknowledged that he or she executed it. I declare under penalty of
perjury that the person whose name is ascribed to this instrument
appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue
influence.
NOTARY SEAL

(Signature of Notary Public)

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES

(You should carefully read and follow this witnessing procedure. This
document will not be valid unless you comply with the witnessing
procedure. If you elect to use witnesses instead of having this docu-
ment notarized you must use two qualified adult witnesses. None of the
following may be used as a witness: (1) a person you designate as the
attorney-in-fact, (2) a provider of health care, (3) an employee of a
provider of health care, (4) the operator of health care facility, (5) an
employee of an operator of a health care facility. At least one of the
witnesses must make the additional declaration set out following the
place where the witnesses sign.)

I declare under penalty of perjury that the principal is personally
known to me, that the principal signed or acknowledged this durable
power of attorney in my presence, that the principal appearc to be of
sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence, that I am
not the person appointed as attorney-in-fact by this document, and that
I am not a provider ofhealth care, an employee ofa provider ofhealth
care, the operator of a community care facility, nor an employee of an
operator of a health care facility.
Signature:-
Print Name:-
Date:-

Residence Address:-

Signatu Residence Address:

(AT LEAST ONE OF THE ABOVE WITNESSES MUST ALSO SIGN
THE FOLLOWING DECLARATION.)

I declare under penalty of perjury that I am not related to the

Print Name:-
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principal by blood, marriage, or adoption, and to the best of my
knowledge I am not entitled to any part of the estate of the principal
upon the death of the principal under a will now existing or by
operation of law.

Namee:
Print Name:
Date:

@PIBS: You should retain an executed copy of this document and give
one to your attorney-in-fact. The power of attorney should be available
so a oopy may be given to your providerc of health care.

(Added to NRS by 1987, 915)
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New llanpshire n€yiEed Statutes gg fS?J:f4, 187J:16
fire principal must be given notice provisions prescribed by the state

and must be in substantially the following form:
INFORMAfiON CONCERNING TTIE DI'RABLE POWER

OF ATIORNEY FOR IIEALTH CARE

THIfi IS AN IMPORTAI{T LEGAL DOCUMETIT. BEFORE SIGN.
ING TTIIS DOCUME}-IT YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE IMPOBTANT
FACITI:

Except to the extent you state otherwise, this document gives the
person you name as your agent the authority to make any and all
health care decisions for you when you are no longer capable of
6nking them yourself. "Health care" means any treatment, service or
procedure to maintain, diagnose or treat your physical or mental
condition. Your agent, therefore, can have the power to make a broad
range of health care decisions for you. Your agent may consent, refuse
to co;rsent, or withdraw consent to medical treatment and may make
decisions about withdrawing or withholding life'sustaining treatment.
Your agent cannot consent or direct any of the following: commitment
to a state institution, sterilization, or termination of treatment if you
are pregnant and if the withdrawal of that treatment is deemed likely
to terminate the pregnancy unless the failure to withhold the treal
ment will by physically harmful to you or prolong severe pain which
cannot be alleviated by medication.

You may state in this document any treatment you do not desire,
91cept as stated above, or treatment you want to be sure you receive.
Your ag6nt's authority will begin when your doctor certifies that you
lack the capacity to make health care decisions. ff for moral- or
religious reasons you do not wish to be treated by a doctor or examined
by a doctor for the certification that you lack capacity, you must say so
in the document and name a person to be able to certify your lacir of
capacity. t!a! _fersop may not be your agent or alternate agent or any
person ineligible to be your agent. You may attach additional pages if
you need more space to complete your statement.

If you want to give your agent authority to withhold or withdraw the
artfficial providing of nutrition and fluids, your document must say so.
Otherwise, your agent will not be able to direct that. Undei no
conditrgns will your aggnt be able to direct the withholding of food and
drink for you to eat and drink normally.

Your agent will be obligated to follow your instructions when mak-
ing- decisions on your behalf. unless you state otherwise, your agent
will have the same au-thority to make decisions about your lealth iare
as you would have had if made consistent with state law.

It is impoltant that you discuss this document with your physician
or other health care provi4ers before you sign it to maki su"e that you
understand the nature and range of decisions which may be made- onyour behalf. If you do not have a physician, you shourd tatk with
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someone else who is knowledgeable about these issues and can ans\f,er
your questions. You do not need a lawyer's assistance to complete this
document, but if there is anything in this document that you do not
understand, you should ask a lawyer to explain it to you.

Ttre person you appoint as agent should be someone you know and
trust and must be at least 18 years old. If you appoint your health or
residential care provider (e.9. your physician, or an employee of a home
health agency, hospital, nursing home, or residential care home, other
than a relative), that person will have to choose between acting as your
agent or as your health or residential care provider; the law does not
permit a person to do both at the same time.

You should inform the person you appoint that you want him or her
to be your health care agent. You should discuss this document with
your agent and your physician and give each a signed copy. You should
indicate on the document itself the people and institutions who will
have signed copies. Your agent will not be liable for health care
decisions made in good faith on your behalf.

Even after you have signed this document, you have the right to
make health care decisions for yourself as long as you are able to do so,

and treatment cannot be given to you or stopped over your objection.
You have the right to revoke the authority gpanted to your agent by
informing him or her or your health care provider orally or in writing.

This document may not be changed or modified. If you want to make
changes in the document you must make an entirely new one.

You should consider designating an alternate agent in the event that
your agent is unwilling, unable, unavailable, or ineligible to act as
your agent. Any alternate agent you designate will have the sqme
authority to make health care decisions for you.

THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL NOT BE VALID UNLESS IT
rs SIGNED IN THE PRESENCE OF TWO (2) OR MORE QUALIFIED
WTTNESSES WHO MUST BOTH BE PRESETIT WHEN YOU SIGN
AND ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR SIGNATURE. THE tr'OLLOWING PER.
SONS MAY NOT ACT AS WITNESSES:

-the 
person you have designated as your agent;

-your spouse;

-your lawful heirs or beneficiaries named in your will or a deed;

ONLY ONE OF THE TWO WITNESSES MAY BE YOUR HEALTH
OR RESIDENTIAL CARE PROVIDER OR ONE OF THEIR EMPLOY-
EES.

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE
hereby appoint

as my agent to make any and all health care
decisions for me, except to the extent I state otherwise in this docu-
ment or as prohibited by law. This durable power of attorney for
health care shall take effect in the event I become unable to make my
own health care decisions.

of
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STATEMENT OF DESIRES, SPECIAL PROVISIONS, AND LIMITA-
TIONS REGARDING HEALTII CARE DECISIONS.

For your convenience in expressing your wishes, some general state-
ments concerning the withholding or removal of life-sustaining treat-
ment are set forth below. (Life-sustaining treatment is defined as
procedures without which a penron would die, such as but not limited
to the following: cardiopulmonary resuscitation, mechanical respira-
tion, kidney dialysis or the use of other external mechanical and
technological devices, drugs to maintain blood pressure, blood transfu-
sions, and antibiotics.) There is also a section which allows you to set
forth specific directions for these or other matters. If you wish you may
indicate your agreement or disagreement with any of the following
statements and give your agent power to act in those specific circum-
stances.

l. If I become permanently incompetent to make health care deci-
sions, and if I am also suffering from a terminal illness, I authorize my
agent to direct that life'sustaining treatment be discontinued. (YES)
(NO) (Circle your choice and initial beneath it.)

2. Whether terminally ill or not, if I become permanently uncon-
scious I authorize my agent to direct that life-sustaining treatment. be
discontinued. (YES) (NO) (Circle your choice and initial beneath it.)

3. I realize that situations could arise in which the only way to
allow me to die would be to discontinue artificial feeding (artificial
nutrition and hydration). In carrying out any instructions I have given
above in #1 or #2 or any instructions I may write in 4 below, I
authorize my agent to direct that (circle your choice of (a) or (b) and
initial beside it):

(a) artificial nutrition and hydration not to be started or, if
started, be discontinued,

-or-
(b) although all other forms of life-sustaining treatment be with-

drawn, artificial nutrition and hydration continue to be given to me. (If
you fail to complete item 3, your .agent will not have the power to
direct the withdrawal of artificial nutrition and hydration.)

4. Here you may include any specific desires or limitations you
deem appropriate, such as when or what life'sustaining treatment you
would want used or withheld, or instructions about refusing any
specific types of treatment that are inconsistent with your religious
beliefs or unacceptable to you for any other reason. You may leave this
question blank if you desire.

(attach additional pages as necessary)
In the event the person I appoint above is unable. unwilling or
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unavailable, or ineligible to act as my health care agent, I hereby
appoint

of
as alternate agent.

I hereby acknowledge that I have been provided with a disclosure
gtatement explaining the effect of this document. I have read and
understand the information contained in the disclosure statement.

fire original of this document will be kept at 

- 

and
the following persons and institutions will have sigrred copies:

In witness whereof, I have hereunto srgned my name this.- day
of.- 19-

Signature
I declare that the principal appears to be of sound mind and free

from duress at the time the durable F)wer of attorney for health care
is signed and that the principal has afrrmed that he or she is aware of
the nature of the document and is srgning it freely and voluntarily.

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
COUNTY OF

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 

- 
day of

19- by 

-

Notary Rrblic/Justice of the
Peace
My Commission Expires:

Witness:
Witness:
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New Jersey Stahrt€s $$ 26:2II-6&-26:2H-7E
A statutory "proxy directive" nar"ing another with the power to

make decisione to forsake medical care is provided for under the New
Jersey Advance Directive for Health Care Act in 1991. No form is
provided.

Any competent adult may execute an advance directive at any time.
The advance directive may be srgned and dated before two witnesses,
neither of whom is an appointed agent, or before a notary public,
attorney at law, or other person authorized to administer oaths. It may
be supplemented by a video or audio tape recording. A female declar-
ant may include information as to what effect the advance directive
shall have if she is pregnant.

An agent may not be an operator, administrator or employee of a
health care institution in which the declarant is a patient or resident
unless they are related to the declarant by blood, marriage or adoption.
A physician may act as the health care representative if he or she is
not serving as the attending physician at the same time.

The declarant may also name alternative representatives and may
leave specific instructions.
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New York Consolidated Laws, Public Ilealth Law $ 2981
General Provisions:

A health care proxy in the State of New York may, but need not, be
in the form provided. Another person may sign and date the health
care proxy for the adult if the adult is unable to do so, at the adult's
direction and in the adult's presence, and in the presence of two adult
witnesses who must also sign the proxy. The witness shall state that
the principal appeared to execute the proxy willingly and free from
duress. The person appointed as a agent shall not Jci as a witness to
the execution of the health care proxy.

The health care proxy shall not be executed on a form or other
writing that also includes the execution of a power of attorney, but the
act does not invalidate a delegation of the authority to make health
care decisions executed prior to its enactment.

FORM
Health Care Proxy

I (name of principal) hereby appoint (name, home address and
telephone number of agent) as my health care agent to make any
and all health care decisions for me, except to the extent I state
otherwise.
This health care proxy shall take effect in the event I become unable
to make my own health care decisions.
NOTE: Although not necessarT, and neither encouraged nor discour-
aged, you may wish to state instructions or wishes, and limit your
agent's authority. Unless your agent knows your wishes about artifi-
cial nutrition and hydration, your agent will not have authority to
decide about artificial nutrition and hydration. If you choose to state
instructions, wishes, or limits, please do so below: 

-

I direct my agent to make health care decisions in accordance with
my wishes and instructions as stated above or as otherwise known to
him or her. I also direct my agent to abide by any limitations on his
or her authority as stated above or as otherwise known to him or
her.
In the event the person I appoint above is unable, unwilling or
unavailable to act as my health care agent, I hereby appoint (name,
home address and telephone number of alternate agent) as my
health care agent.
I understand that, unless I revoke it, this proxy will remain in effect
indefinitely or until the date or occurrence of the condition I have
stated below:

(Please complete the following if you do NOT want this health care
proxy to be in effect indefinitely):
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Address:
Date: -

This proxy shall expire: (Specify date or condition)
Signature:

I declare that the percon who signed or asked another to sign this
document is personally known to me and appears to be of sound
mind and acting willingly and free from duress. He or she signed (or
asked another to sign for him or her) this document in my presence
and that person signed in my presence. I am not the person ap
pointed as agent by this document.

Witness:
Address:
Witness:
Address:
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North Carolina General Statutes g S2A-2b
The following is a suggested form for granting__a power of attorney

for health care in the State of North carolina. -wittre"s 
requrrements

are indicated on the form:
Notice: This document gives the person you designate your health

care agent broad powers to make health caie decisio-ns for 
-you, 

includ-
ing the power to consent to y-our doctor not giving trlatment or
stopping treatment necessary to keep you alive. ttris p6wer exists oniv
as to those health care decisions for which you ari unable to gru6
informed consent.

This form does not im-pose g duty on your health care agent to
exercise grarl-tgq powers, but when a power is exercised, your-health
care agent will have to use due care to act in your best inieiests and in
accordance with this document. Because the powers granted Uy ifris
document are broad and sweeping, you shouid discGs you" iishes
concerning life-sustaining procedures with your health cardagent.

use of this form in the creation of a health care power of attorney is
lawful and is authorized pursuant to North carolina law. However, use
of this form is an -optional and nonexclusive method for creating a
health care power of attorney and North carolina law does not bar The
use of any other or di.fferent form of power of attorney for health care
that meets the statutory requirements.
1. Designation of health care agent.

Home Telephone Number- Work Telephone Number-
as my health care attorney-in-fact (hereinafter referred to as my health
care- attorney-in-fact (herein referred to as my "health care agent") to
pd.fg" me and j1 my name (in any way I couid act in person)1o make
health care decisions for me an authorized in this document.

If_t!9 per'on na+d as mr health care agent is not reasonably
available or is unable or unwilling to act as my agent, then I appoint
the following persons (each to act alone and succeisively, in the order
named), to serve in that.capacity: (Optional)

being of sound mind, hereby appoint

Home Add

A. Name.
Home Addres"
Home Telephone Number
lVork Telephone Number

B. Name-
Home Address
Home Telephone Number,
Work Telephone Number

Each successor health care agent designated shall be vested with the
sane power and duties as if originally nqrned as my health care agent.
2. Effectiveness of appointment.
(Notice: This health care power of attorney may be revoked by you at
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anv time in any manner by which you are able to communicate your
infent to revoke to your health care agent and your attending physi-

cian.)
Absent revocation, the auhtority granted in this document shall

become effective when and if the physician or physicians designated
below determine that I lack sufficient understanding or capacity to
make or communicate decisions relating to my health care and will
continue in efect during my incapacity, until my death. This determi-
nation shall be made by the following physician or physicians (You

may include here a designation of yoql choice, including your attend-
ingphysician, or any other physician. You may 4to l?*9 two or more
phlyiicians, if desired, both of whom must make this determination
6"fo"" the authority gfanted to the health care agent becomes effec-

tive.):

3. General statement of authority granted.
Except as indicated in section 4 below, I hereby grant to my leatth

care agint named above full power and authority to make trealth care
decisions on my behalf, including, but not limited to, the following:

A. To request, review, and receive any information, verbal or
written, regarding my physical or mental health, including,
but not limited to, medical and hospital records, and to con-
sent to the disclosure of this information;

B. To employ or discharge my health care providers;

C. To consent to and authorize my admission to and discharge
from a hospital, nursing or convalescent home, or other insti-
tution;

D. To give consent for, to withdraw consent for, or to withhold
conJent for, X ray, anesthesia, medication, surgery, and all
other diagnostic and treatment procedures ordered by or un'
der the authorization of a licensed physician, dentist, or podia-
trist. This authorization specifically includes the power to
consent to measures for relief of pain.

E. To authorize the withholding or withdrawal of life-sustaining
procedures when and if my physician determines that I am
terminally ill, permanently in a coma, suffer severe dementia,
or am in a persistent vegetative state. Lifesustaining proce-
dures are those forms of medical care that only serve to
artifically prolong the dying process and may include mechani'
cal ventilation, dialysis, antibiotics, artificial nutrition and
hydration, and other forms of medical treatment which sus-
tain, restore or supplant vital bodily functions. Life-sustaining
procedures do not include care ne,cessary to provide comfort or
alleviate pain.
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I DESIRE THAT MY LIFE NOT BE PROLONGED BY IJFE.
SUSTAINING PROCEDURES IF I AM TERMINALLY ILL,
PERMANEI\TTLY IN A COMA, SUFFER SEVEBE DEMENTIA,
OR AM IN A PERSISTENT VEGETATIVE STATE.

F. To exercise any right I may have to make a disposition of any
part or all of my body for medical purposes, to donate my
organs, to authorize an autopsy, and to direct the disposition of
my remains.

G. To make any lawful actions that may be necessary to carry
out these decisions, including the granting of releases of
liability to medical providers.

4. Special provisions and limitations.
(Notice: The above grant of power is intended to be as broad as possible
so that your health care agent will have authority to make any
decisions you could make to obtain or terminate any type of health
care. If you wish to limit the scope of your health care agent's powers,
you may do so in this section.

In exercising the authority to make health care decisions on my
behalf, the authority of my health care agent is subject to the following
special provisions and limitations (Here you may include any specific
limitations you deem appropriate such as: your own definition of when
life.sustaining treatment should be withheld or discontinued, or in-
structions to refuse any specific types of treatment that are inconsis-
tent with your religious beliefs, or unacceptable to you for any other
reason.):

5. Guardianship provision.
If it becomes necessary for a court to appoint a guardian of my

person, I nominate my health care agent acting under this document
to be the guardian of my person, to serve without bond or security.
6. Reliance ofthird parties on health care agent.

A. No person who relies in good faith upon the authority of or
any representations by my health care agent shall be liable to
me, my estate, my heirs, guccessorsi, assigns, or personal
representatives, for actions or omissions by my health care
agent.

B. The powers conferred on my health care agent by this docu-
ment may be exercised by my health care agent alone, and my
health care agent's signature or act under the authority
granted in this document may be accepted by persons as fully
authorized by me and with the same force and effect as if I
were personally present, competent, and acting on my own
behalf. All acts performed in good faith by my health care
agent pursuant to this power of attorney are done with my
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corurcnt and shall have the same validity and effect as if I were
present and exercised the pwoers myself, and shall inure to
lhe benefit of and bind me, my estate, my heirs, successors,
assigns, and personal representatives. The authority of ryf
healttr care agent pursuant to this power of attorney shall be

superior to and binding upon my family, relatives, friends, and
others.

7. Miscellaneous provisions.
A. I revoke any prior health care power of attorney.
B. My health care agent shall be entitled to sign, execute, deliver,

and acknowledge any contract or other document that may be
necessaary, desirable, convenient' or proper in order to exer-
cise and iarry out any of the powers described in this docu-
ment and to incur reasonable costs on my behalf incident to
the exercise of these powent; provided, however, that except as

shall be necessary in order to exercise the powers described in
this document relating to my health care, my health care
agent shall not have any authority over my property or
financial affairs.

C. My health care agent and my health care agent's-estate, heirs,
successors, and assigns are hereby released and forever dis-
charged by me, my estate, my heirs, successont' and assigns
and personal representatives from all liability and from all
claims or demands of all kinds arising out of the acts or
omissions of my health care agent pursuant to this document,
except for wilful misconduct or gross negligence.

D. No act or omission of my health care agent, or of any other
person, institution, or facility acting in good faith in reliance
on the authority of my health care agent pursuant to this
health care power of attorney shall be considered suicide, nor
the cause of my death for any civil or criminal purposes' nor
shall it be considered unprofessional conduct or as lack of
professional competence. Any person, institution, or facility
against whom criminal or civil Iiability is asserted because of
conduct authorized by this health care power of attorney may
interpose this document as a defense.

8. Signature of principal.
By signing here, I indicate that I am mentally alert and compe'

tent, fully informed as to the contents of this document, and under'
stand the full import of this grant of powers to my health care agent.

Sigature of Principal
9. Signatures of Witnesses.

I hereby state that the Principal

Date

being of sound
mind, signed the foregoing health care power of attorney in my
presence, and that I am not related to the principal by blood or
marriage, and I would not be entitled to any portion of the estate of
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the principal under any existing will or codicil of the principal or as an
heir under the Intestate Succession Act, if the principal died on this
date without a will. I also state that I am not the principal's attending
physician, nor an employee of the principal's attending physician, nor
an employee of the health facility in which the principal is a patient,
nor an employee of a nunsing home or any group care home where the
principal resides. I further state that I do not have any claim against
the principal.

Witness:- Date-
Witness:- Date-

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
COUNTY OF

CERTIFICATE
a Notary Public for

County, North Carolina, hereby certify that 

- 

appeared before
me and swore to me and to the witnesses in my presence that this
instrument is a health care power of attorney, and that he/she will-
ingly and voluntarily made and executed it as his/her free act and
deed for the purposes expressed in it.

I further certify that 

- 

and 

-, 

witnesses, appeared
before me and swore that they witnessed sign the attached
health care power of attorney, beleiving him/her to be of sound mind;
and also swore that at the time they witneesed the sunlng (i) they
were not related within third degree to him/her or his/her spouse, and
(ii) they did not know nor have a reasonable expectation that they
would be entitled to any portion of his/her estate upon his/her death
under any will or codicil thereto then existing or under the Intestate
Succession Act as it provided at that time, and (iii) they were not a
physician attending him/her, nor an employee of and attending physi
cian, nor an employee of a health facility in which he/she was a
patient, nor an employee of a nursing home or any group-care home in
which he/she resided, and (iv) they did not have a claim against him/
her. I further certify that I am satisfied as to the genuineness and due
execution of the instrument.

Ttris the 

- 
day of 

-, 

19-

Notary Public
My Commission Expires:

(A copy of this form should be given to your health care agent and
any alternate named in this power of attorney, and to your physician
and family members.)

I agree to act as health care agent for
pursuant to this health care power of attorney.

This the 

- 
day of - 19-
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North Dakota Century Code $ 23'06.S17
The statutory form durable F)wer of attorney for health care is the

preferred forml but is not required. Qualifications regarding the agent
ire included in provision 1. and qualifications regarding witnesses are
included under 'lStatement of Witnesseg" below.

STATUTORY FORM DI'RABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY
FOR ITEALTH CARE WARNING TIO PERSION

EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

This is an important legal document which is authorized by tbg
general laws of titris gtat€. Before executing this document, you should
know these important facts:

You must be at least eighteen years of age and a resident of the
state of North Dakota foi this document to be legaUy valid and
binding.

This document gives the person you designate as your agent--(the
attorney in fact) the power to make health care decisions for y-ou. Your
agent iust act consfutently with your desires as stated in this docu-
ment or otherwise made known.

Except as you otherwise specify in this document, this document
gives your alettt the power- to -consent 

to 
- 
your doctor not giving

lreatment or Jtopping treatment necessary to keep you alive.
Notwithstanding this document, you have the right to make medical

and other health-care decisions for yourself so long aa you can give
informed consent with respect to the particular decision.

This document gives your agent authority to request, consent to,
refuse to consent to, or to withdraw consent for any care, treatment,
service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat a physical or
mental condition if you are unable to do so yourself. This power is
subject to any statement of your desires and any limitation that you-

incfude in thG document. You may state in this document any types of
treatment that you do not desire. In addition, a court can take_away
the power of your agent to make health care decisions for you if your
agent authorizes anything that is illegal; acts contrary to -your known
d6sires; or where your desires are not known, does anything that is
clearly contrary to your best interest.

Unless you specify a specific period, this power will exist gntil- you
revoke it. Your-agent's power and authority ceases upon your death.

You have the right to revoke thil authority of your agent by notiS-
ing your agent or your treating doctor, hospital, or other health care
provider orally or in writing of the revocation.

Your agent has the right to examine your medical records and to
consent to their disclosure unless you limit this right in this document.

This document revokes any prior durable power of attorney for
health care.

You should carefully read and follow the witnessing procedure
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described at the end of this form. This document will not be valid
unless you comply with the witnessing procedure.

ff there is anything in this document that you do not understand.
you should ask a lawyer to explain it to you.

Your agent may need this document immediately in case of an
emergency that requires a decision concerning your health care. Either
keep this document where it is immediately available to your agent
and alternate agents, if any, or give each of them an executed copy of
this document. You should give your doctor an executed copy of this
document.
1. DESIGNATION OF HEALTH CARE AGENT. I-

(insert your name and address)
do hereby designate and appoint:

(insert name, address, and telephone number of one individual
only as your agent to make health care decisions for you. None of
the following may be designated as your agent: your treating
healthcare provider, a nonrelative employee of your treating
health care provider, an operator of a long-term care facility, or a
nonrelative employee of an operator of a long-term care facility.)
as my attorney in fact (agent) to make health care decisions for
me as authorized in this document. For the purposes of this
document, "health care decision" means consent, refusal of con-
sent, or withdrawal of consent to any care, treatment, service, or
procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat an individual's physical
or mental condition.
CREATION OF DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR
HEALTH CARE. By this document I intend to create a durable
power of attorney for health care.
GENERAL STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY GRANTED. Subject
to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my agent
full power and authority to make health care decisions for me to
the same extent that I could make such decisions for myself if I
had the capacity to do so. In exercising this authority, my agent
shall make health care decisions that are consistent with my
desires as stated in this document or otherwise made known to
my agent, including my desires concerning obtaining or refusing
or withdrawing life.prolonging care, treatment, services, and pro-
cedures.

(If you want to limit the authority of your agent to make health
care decisions for you, you can state the limitations in paragraph
4, "Statement of Desires, Special Provisions, and Limitations",
below. You can indicate your desires by including a statement of
your desires in the same paragraph.)
STATEMENT OF DESIRES, SPECIAL ?ROVISIONS, AND LIMI-
TATIONS. (Your agent must make health care decisions that are
consistent with your known desires. You can, but are not required

3.

4.
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to, state your desires in the space provided below. You should
consider whether you want to include a statement of your_ desires
concerning life,prblonging care, treatment, services, and proce'

dures. You can also include a statement of your desires concern-
ing other matters relating to your hea$h care. You can also make

vo-ur desires known to your 
"gent 

by discussing your desires with
lour agent or by some othei means. If there are any type-s of
lreatm6nt that you do not want to be used, you should state them
in the space bilow. If you want to limit in any other way tlre
authority given your ag6nt by this document, you should state the
limits iri Ifre space below. If you do not state any limits, your
agent will have broad powers to make health care decisions for
y6u, except to the extenl that there are l1mils provided by law.)- 

In exerlising the authority under this durable power of_attorney
for health ca"e, my agent shall act consistently with my desires as

stated below and 
-is 

iubiect to the special provisions and limita-
tions stated below:

a. statement of desires concerning life-prolonging treatment, ser-

vices, and procedures:

b. Additional statement of desires, special provisions, and limita-
tions regarding health care decisions:

(You may attach additional pages if you need more space to
complete your statement' If you attach additional Pages, you must
date and iign neCff of the additional pages at the same time y,ou

date and sign tfris document.) If you wish to make grft of any bodily
organ you may do so pursuant to North Dakota Century Code
chapter 2346.2, the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act.

5. INSPECTION AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION RELAT-
ING TO MY PHYSICAL OR MENTAL HEALTH. Subject to anv
limitations in this document, my agent has the power and author-
ity to do all of the following:

a. Request, review, and receive any information, verbal or writ-
tenl regarding my physical or mental health, including medical
and hospital records.

b. Execute on my behalf any releases or other documents that
may be required in order to obtain this information.

c. Consent to the disclosure of this information.
(If you want to limit the authority of your agent to receive and
disclose information relating to your health, you must state the
Iimitations in paragtaph 4, "statement of Desires, Special Provi-
sions, and Limitations", above.)
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7.

SIGNING DOCUMENTS, WAMRS!, AND RELEASES. Where
nec-essary-to implement the health care decisions that my agent is
aulhoripd.by this document to make, my agent has the power
and authority to execute on my behalf all df ilie following:

a. Documents titled or purporting to be a "Refueal to Permit
Tleatment" and "Leaving Hospital Against Medical Advice.,,

b.tql"t.necessary.waiver or release from liability required by
nospr[ar or physrcran.

DURATION. (Unless you specify a shorter period in the Epace
below, this power of attorney will exist until it is revoked.)
firis durable power of attorney for health care expires on

(Fill i_rl this space ONLY if you want the authority of your agent
to end on a specific date.)
DESIGNATION OF ALTERNATE AGEMS. (You are not re-
eyired to designate any alternate agents but you may do so. Any
alternate agent you desrgnate will be able 

-to 
malie the same

health care decisions qs the agent you designated in paragraph 1,
above, in the event that agent is unable or ineligiSle to ait as
your agent. ff the agent you designated is your spouse, he or she
becomes_ineligible to act as youi agent if your marriage is dis-
solyed. Your agent may withdraw whether or not you are capable
of designating another agent.)
If t!e- -person designated as my agent in paragraph I is not
available or becomes ineligible to act as my aglnt to make a
health care decision for me or loses the mental capacity to make
health care decisions for me, or if I revoke that pe-rsonts appoint-
ment or authority to act as my agent to mike health care
decisions for me, then I designate and appoint the following
persons to serve as my agent to make health care decisions for me
as authorized in this document, such persons to serue in the order
listed below:

a. First Alternate Agient:

(Insert name, address, and telephone number of first alternate
agent.)

b. Second Alternate Agent:

(Insert name, address, and telephone number of second alter-
nate agent.)

9. PRIOR DESIGNATIONS REVOKED. I revoke any prior durable
power of attorney for health care.

DATE AND SIGNATURE OF PRINCIPAL
(YOU MUST DATE AND SIGN THIS POWER OF

ATTORNEY)
_ I sign_my_name to this Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney
For Health Care on (date) at 

- 

(city) 

- 

(state)
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CNilS POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL NOT BE VALID UNLESS IT IS
SIGNED BY TWO (2) QUALIFTED WTTNESSES WHO ARE PRESENT
WHEN YOU SIGN OR ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR SIGNATT.'RE. IF
YOU HAVE ATTACHED ANY ADDITIONAL PAGES TlO THIS
FORM, YOU MUST DATE AND SIGN EACH OF THE ADDMONAL
PAGES AT TTIE SAME TIME YOU DATE AND SIGN TIIIS POWER
OF ATTORNEY.)

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES

This document must be witnessed by two (2) qualified adult witnesses.
None of the following may be used as a witness:

1. A person you designate as your agent or alternate agent;

A health care provider;

An employee of a health care provider;

The operator of a long-term care facility;
An employee of an operator of a long-term care facility;
Your spouse;

A person related to you by blood or adoption;

A person entitled to inherit any part of your estate upon your
death; or
A person who has, at the time of executing this document, any
claim against your estate.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the per€on who signed or
acknowledged this document is personally known to me to be the
prineipal, that the principal signed or acknowledged this durable
F)$rer of attorney in my presence, that the principal appears to be of
sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence, that I am
not the person appointed as attorney in fact by this document, and
that I am not a health care provider, an employee of a health care
provider; the operator of a long-term care facility; an employee of an
operator of a long-tenn care facility; the principal's spouse; a per€on
related to the spouse by blood or adoption, a person entitled to inherit
any part of the principal's estate upon death; nor a peron who has, at
the time of executing this document any claim against the principal's
estate.

Signature:- Residence Address:-
Print Name:
Date:

2.

3.

4.

o.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Signature:-
Print Nome:-

Residence Address:-

10. ACCEPTANCE OF APPOII\TIMENT OF POWER OF AftOR-
NEY. I accept this appointment and agree to serve as agent for
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health care decisions. I understand I have a duty to act consis-
tently with the desires of the principal €ur expressed in this
appointment. I understand that this document gives me authority
over health care decisions for the principal only if the principal
becomes incapable. I understand that I must act in good faith in
exercising my authority under this power of attorney. I under-
stand that the principal may revoke this power of attorney at any
time in any manner.
If I choose to withdraw during the time the principal is competent
I must notify the principal of my decision. If I choose to withdraw
when the principal is incapable of making the principal's health
care decisions, I must notify the principal's physician.

(Signature of agent/date)

(Signature of alternate agent/
date)
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Ohio Revised Code $ 1337.17
General Provisions:

A durable power of attorney for health care in the State of Ohio may
be sold in printed form for use by individuals who are not advised by
an attorney. If such form is not executed by an attorney than it may
not be used as any other form of power of attorney and must include
the notice provision below. There is no specific recommended form.

A durable power of attorney for health care must be witnessed by at
least two eligible adults. To be eligible, the witness may not be one of
the following people:
(1) related to the principal by blood, marriage, or adoption;
(2) the attorney in fact in the instrument;
(3) the attending physician ofthe principal; or
(4) the administrator of any nursing home in which the principal is

receiving care.
Instead of witnesses, the durable power of attorney may be acknowl-

edged by a notary public that attests that the principal appears to be
of sound mind and not under or subject to duress, fraud, or undue
influence.

FORM
Notice to Adult Executing This Document

This is an important legal document. Before executing this docu-
ment, you should know these facts:

This document gives the person you designate (the attorney in fact)
the power to make most health care decisions for you if you lose the
capacity to make informed health care decisions for yourself. This
power is effective only when your attending physician determines that
you have lost the capacity to make informed health care decieions for
yourself and, notwithstanding this document, as long as you have the
capacity to make informed health care decisions for yourself, you
retain the right to make all medical and other health care decisions for
yourself.

You may include specific limitations in this document on the author-
ity of the attorney in fact to make health care decisions for you.

Subject to any specific limitations you include in this document, if
your attending physician determines that you have lost the capacity to
make an informed decision on a health care matter, the attorney in
fact generally will be authorized by this document to make health care
decisions for you to the same extent as you could make those decisions
yourself, if you had the capacrty to do so. The authority of the attorney
in fact to make health care decisions for you generatly will include the
authority to give informed consent, to refuse to grve informed consent,
or to withdraw informed consent to any care, treatment, service, or
procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat a physical or mental condi-
tion.

However, EVEN IF THE ATTORNEY IN FACT HAS GENERAL
AUTHORITY TO MAKE HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU
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UNDER THIS DOCUMENT, THE ATTORNEY IN FACT NEVER will
be authorized to do any of the following:

(1) Refuse or withdraw informed consent to lifesustaining treatment
(unless your attending physician and one other physician who exam-
ines you determine, to a reaeonable degree of medical certainty and in
accordance with reasonable medical standard, thai; either ,rf the follow-
ing applies:

(a) You are suffering from an irreversible, incurable, and untreatable
condition caused by disease, illness or injury from which (i) there can
be no recovery and (ii) your death is likely to occur within a relatively
short time if lifesustaining treatment is not administered, and your
attending physician additionally determines, to a reasonable degree of
medical certainty and in accordance with reasonable medical stan-
dards, that there is no reasonable possibility that you will regain the
capacity to make informed health care decisions for yourself.

(b) You are in a state of permanent unconsciousness that is charac-
terized by you being irreversibly unaware of yourself and your environ-
ment and by a total loss of cerebral cortical functioning, resulting in
you having no capacity to experience pain or suffering, and your
attending physician additionally determines, to a reasonable degree of
medical certainty and in accordance with reasonable medical stan-
dards, that there is no reasonable possibility that you will regain the
capacity to make informed health care decisions for yourself);

(2) Refuse or withdraw informed consent to health care nece$rary to
provide you with comfort care (except that, if he is not prohibited from
doing so under (4) below, the attorney in fact could refuse or withdraw
informed consent to the provision of nutrition or hydration to you as
described under (4) below). (You should understand that comfort care is
defined in Ohio law to mean artificially or technologically administered
sustenance (nutrition) or fluids (hydration) when administered to di-
minish your pain or discomfort, not to postpone your death, and any
other medical or nursing procedure, treatment, intervention, or other
measure that would be taken to diminish your pain or discomfort, not
to postpone your death. Consequently, ifyour attending physician were
to determine that a previously described medical or nur'sing procedure,
treatment, intervention, or other measure will not or no longer will
serve to provide comfort to you or alleviate your pain, then, subject to
(4) below, your attorney in fact would be authorized to refuse or
withdraw informed consent to the procedure, treatment, intervention,
or other measure);

(3) Refuse or withdraw informed consent to health care for you if you
are pregnant and if the refusal or withdrawal would terminate the
pregnancy (unless the pregnancy or health care would g)se a substan-
tial risk to your life, or unless your attending physician and at least
one other physician who examines you determine, to a reasonable
degree of medical certainty and in accordance with reasonable medical
standards, that the fetus would not be born alive);

(4) Refuse or withdraw informed consent to the provision of artifi-
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cially or technologically administered sustenance (nutrition) or fluids
(hydration) to you, unless

(a) You are in a terminal condition or in a permanently unconscious
state.

(b) Your attending physician and at least one other physician who
has examined you determine, to a reasonable degree of medical cer-
tainty and in accordance with reasonable medical standards, that
nutrition or hydration will not or no longer will serve to provide
comfort to you or alleviate your pain.

(c) If, but only if, you are in a permanently unconscious state, you
authorize the attorney in fact to refuse or withdraw informed consent
to the provision of nutrition or hydration to you by doing both of the
following in this document.

(i) Including a statement in capital letters that the attorney in fact
may refuse or withdraw informed consent to the provision of nutrition
or hydration to you if you are in a permanently unconscious state and
if the determination that nutrition or hydration will not or no longer
will serve to provide comfort to you or alleviate you pain is made, or
checking or otherwise marking a box or line (if any) that is adjacent to
a similar statement on this document;

(ii) Placing your initials or signature underneath or adjacent to the
statement, check, or other mark previously described.

(d) Your attending physician determines, in good faith, that you
authorized the attorney in fact to refuse or withdraw informed consent
to the provision of nutrition and hydration to you if you are in a
permanently unconscious state by complying with the requirements of
( XcXi) and (ii) above.

(5) Withdraw informed consent to any health care to which you
previously consented, unless a change in your physical condition has
significantly decreased the benefit of that health care to you, or unless
the health care is not, or is no longer, signifcantly effective in achiev-
ing the purposes for which you consented to its use.

Additionally, when exercising his authority to make health care
decisions for you, the attorney in fact will have to act consistently with
your desires or, if your desires are unknown, to act in your best
interest. You may express your desires to the attorney in fact by
including them in this document or by making them known to him in
another manner.

When acting pursuant to this document, the attorney in fact gener-
ally will have the sarle rights'that you have to receive information
about proposed health care, to review health care records, and to
consent to the disclosure of health care records. You can limit that
right in this document if you so choose.

Generally, you may designate any competent adult as the attorney
in fact under this document. However, you cannot designate your
attending physician, or the administrator of any nursing home in
which you are receiving care as the attorney in fact under this
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document. Additionally, you cannot designate an employee or agent of
your attending physician or an employee or agent of a health care
facility at which you are being treated as the attorney in fact under
this document, unless either type of employee or agent is a competent
adult and related to you by blood, marriage, or adoption, or unless
either type of employee or agent is a competent adult and you and the
employee or agent are members of the same religious order.

This document has no expiration date under Ohio law, but you may
choose to specify a date upon which your durable power of attorney for
health care generally will expire. However, if you specify an expiration
date and then lack the capacity to make informed health care decisions
for yourself on that date, the document and the power it grants to your
attorney in fact will continue in effect until you regain the capacity to
make informed health care decisions for yourself.

You have the right to revoke the designation of the attorney in fact
and the right to revoke this entire document at any time and in any
manner. Any such revocation generally will be effective when you
express your intention to make the revocation. However, if you made
your attending physician aware of this document, any such revocation
will be effective only when you communicate it to your attending
physician, or when a witness to the revocation or other health care
personnel to whom the revocation is communicated by such a witness
communicate it to your attending physician.

If you execute this document and create a valid durable power of
attorney for health care with it, it will revoke any prior, valid durable
power of attorney for health care that you created, unless you indicate
otherwise in this document.

This document is not valid as a durable power of attorney for health
care unless it is acknowledged before a notary public or is signed by at
least two adult witnesses who are present when you sign or acknowl-
edge your signature. No person who is related to you by blood,
marriage, or adoption, Day be a witness. The attorney in fact, your
attending physician, and the administrator of any nursing home in
which you are receiving care also are ineligible to be witnesses.

ff there is anything in this document that you do not understand,
you should ask your lawyer to explain it to you.
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Oregon Revised Statutes $ f27.530
General Provisions:

A power of attorney for health care in the State of Oregon must be
in the following form provided. It must specifically authorize the
attorney in fact to make health care decisions; and must contain the
date of its execution and be witnessed by at least two adults, each of
whom witnessed either the signing of the instrument by the principal
or the principal's acknowledgement of the signature of the principal.

Each witness shall make the written declaration set forth in the
form provided in ORS127.530. At least one of the witnesses shall be a
penron who is none of the following:
(1) a relative of the principal by blood, marriage, or adoption; or
(2) a person who at the time of execution of the power of attorney

would be entitled to any portion of the estate of the principal upon
death under any will or by operation of law. The attorney in fact
for health care may not be a witness.

None of the following may serve as an attorney in fact:
(1) the attending physician or an employee of the attending physician

who is unrelated to the principal by blood, marriage, or adoption; or
(2) a person unrelated to the principal by blood, marriage, or adoption

who is an owner, operator or employee of a health care facility in
which the principal is a patient or resident.

To be effective the attorney in fact must accept the appointment in
writing.

FORM
WARNING TO PERSON APPOINTING A POWER OF

ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE

This is an important legal document. It creates a power of attorney
for health care. Before signing this document you should know these
important facts:

This document gives the person you designate as your attorney-in-
fact the power to make health care decisions for you, subject to any
limitations, specifications or statement of your desires that you include
in this document.

For this document to be effective, your attorney-in-fact must accept
the appointment in writing.

The person you designate in this document has a duty to act
consistently with your desires as stated in this document or otherwise
made known or, if your desires are unknown, to act in a manner
consistent with what the person in good faith believes to be in your
best interest. The person you designate in this document does, how-
ever, have the right to withdraw from this duty at any time.

This power will continue in effect for a period of seven years unless
you become unable to participate in health care decisions for yourself
during that period. If this occurs, the power will continue in effect
until you are able to participate in those decisions again.
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You have the right to revoke the appointment of the percon desig-
nated in this document at any time by notifring that person or your
health care provider of the revocation orally or in writing.

Ihopite this document, you have the right to make medical and
other health care decisions for yourself as long as you are able to
participate knowledgeably in those decisions.

If there is anything in this document that you do not understand,
you should ask a lawyer to explain it to you. This power of attorney
will not be valid for making health care decisions unless it is signed by
two qualified witnesses who are personally known to you and who are
preeent when you sign or acknowledge your signature.

POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE

I appoint whose address is
and whose telephone number is
fact for health care decisions.

as my attorney-in-
I appoint whose

address is and whose telephone number is
as my alternative attorney-in-fact for health care

decisions. I authorize my attorney-in-fact appointed by this document
to make health care decisions for me when I am incapable of slakilg
my own health care decisions. I have read the warning below and
understand the consequences of appointing a power of attorney for
hedth care.

I direct that my attorney-in-fact comply with the following instruc-
tions or limitations:

In addition, I direct that my attorney-in-fact have authority to make
decisions regarding the following:

Withholding or withdrawal of life-sustaining procedures
with the understanding that death may result.

Withholding or withdrawal of artificially administered hyd-
ration or nutrition'or both with the understanding that dehydration,
malnutrition and death may result.

(Sigrrature of person making ap
pointment/Date)

DECLARATION OF WITNESSES

We declare that the principal is personally known to us, that the
principal signed or acknowledged the principal's signature on this
IDwer of attorney for health care in our presence, that the principal
appears to be of sound mind and not under duress, fraud or undue
influence, that neither of us is the person appointed as attorney-in-fact
by this document or the principal's attending physician. Witnessed By:
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(Signature of Witness/Date) (Print€d Nqme of lVitness)

(Signature of Witness/Date) (Printed Name of Witness)

ACCEPTANCE OF APPOINTMENT OF
FOWEB OF ATTORNEY

I accept this appointment and agree to serrre as attorney-in-fact for
health care decisions. I understand I have a duty to act consistently
with the desires of the principal as expressed in this appointment. I
underetand that this document gives me authority over health care
decisions for the principal only if the principal becomes incapable. I
understand that I must act in good faith in exercising my authority
under this power of attorney. I understand that the principal may
revoke this power of attorney at any time in any manner, and that I
have a duty to inform the principal's attending physician promptly
upon any revocation.

(Signature of Attorney-in-fact/Date)

(Printed name)

(Signature of Alternate Attorney-in-fact/Date)

(Printed nome)
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Rhode Island General Laws S 244.f().2
General Provisions:

A durable power of attorney for health care must be in the form
provided.

FORM
STATUT1ORY FORM DURABLE POWER OF ATI1ORNEY

FOR HEALTH CARE

WARNING TO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCUMENT

This is an important legal document which is authorized by the
general laws of this state. Before executing this document, you should
know these important facts:

You must be at least eighteen (18) years of age and a resident of the
state of Rhode Island for this document to be legally valid and binding.

Ttris document gives the person you designate as your agent-(the
attorney in fact) the power to make health care decisions for you. Your
agent must act consistently with your desires as stated in this docu-
ment or otherwise made known.

Except as you otherwise specify in this document, this document
gives your agent the power to consent to your doctor not giving
treatment or stopping treatment necessary to keep you alive.

Notwithstanding this document, you have the right to make medical
and other health care decisions for yourself so long as you can give
informed consent with respect to the particular decision. In addition,
no treatment may be given to you over your objection at the time, and
health care necessary to keep you alive may not be stopped or withheld
if you object at the time.

This document gives your agent authority to consent, to refuse to
consent, or to withdraw consent to any care, treatment, service, or
procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat a physical or mental condi-
tion. This power is subject to any statement of your desires and any
limitation that you inglude in this document. You may state in this
document any t5rpes of treatment that you do not desire. In addition, a
court can take away the power of the agent to make health care
decisions for you if your agent:

(1) Authorizes anything that is illegal,
(2) Acts contrary to your known desires, or
(3) Where your desires are not known, does anything that is clearly

contrary to your best interests.
Unless you specify a specific period, this power will exist until you

revoke it. Your agent's power and authority ceases upon your death.
You have the right to revoke the authority of your agent by notify'

ing your agent or your treating doctor, hospital, or other health care
provider orally or in writing of the revocation.

Your agent has the right to examine your medical records and to
consent to their disclosure unless you limit this right in this document.
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This document revokes any prior durable power of attorney for
health care.

You should carefully read and follow the witnessing procedure
descriH at the end of this form. Tbis document will not be valid
unless you comply with the witnessing procedure.

If there is anything in this document that you do not understand,
you should ask a lawyer to explain it to you.

Your agent may need this document immedirately in case of an
emergency that requires a decision concerning your health care. Either
keep this document where it is immediately available to your agent
and alternate agents or give each of them an executed copy of this
document. You may also want to give your doctor an executed copy of
this document.

(1) DESIGNATION OF HEALTTI CARE AGEI{T. I'-

(insert your name and address)
do hereby designate and appoint:

(insert narne, address, and telephone number of one individual only as
your agent to make health care decisions for you. None of the following
may be designated as your agent: (1) your treating health care provi-
der, (2) a nonrelative employee of your treating health care provider,
(3) an operator of a community care facility, or (4) a nonrelative
employee of an operator of a community care facility.) as my attorney
in fact (agent) to make health care decisions for me as authorized in
this'document. For the purposes of this document, *health care deci-
sion" means consent, refusal of consent, or withdrawal of consent to
any care, treatment, service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or
treat an individual's physical or mental condition.

(D CREATION OF DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR
HEALTII CARE. By this document I intend to create a durable power
of attorney for health care.

(3) GENERAL STATEMEM OF AUTIIORITY GRAIITED. Subject
to any limitations in this document, I hereby grant to my agent full
Inwer and authority to make health care decisions for me to the same
extent that I could make such decisions for myself if I had the capacity
to do so. In exercising this authority, my agent shall make health care
decisions that are consistent with my desires as stated in this docu-
ment or otherwise made known to my agent, including, but not Iimited
to, mX desires concerning obtaining or refusing or withdrawing life-
prolonging care, treatment, services, and procedures.

(If you want to limit the authority of your agent to make health care
decisions for you, you can state the limitation in paragraph 4 C'State-
ment of Desires, Special Provisions, and Limitations") below. You can
indicate your desires by including a statement of your desires in the
same paragraph.)
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(4) STATEMENT OF DT^SINBS, SP$CIAL PROVISilONS, AND LIM-
TATIONS. (Your agent must make health care decisions that are
consistent with your known deeires. You can, but are not required to,
state your deeires in the space provided below. You should consider
whether you want to include a statement of your deeires concerning
life-prolonging care, treatment, senriceo, and procedures. You can also
include a statement of your desires concerning other matters relatirg
to your health care. You can also make your desires known to your
agent by discussing your desireo with your agent or by some other
means. If there are any types of treatment that you do not want to be
used, you should state them in the space below. If you want to limit in
any other way the authority given your agent by this document, you
should state the limits in the space below. ff you do not state any
limits, your agent will have broad power€ to make health care deci-
eions for you, except to the extent that there are limits provided by
law.)

In exercising the authority under this durable Flwer of attorney for
health care, my agent shall act consistently with my desires as stat€d
below and is subject to the special provisions and limitations stated
below:

(a) Statement of desires concerning life-prolonging care, treatment,
services, and procedures:

(b) Additional statement of desires, special provisions, and limita-
tions regarding health care decisions:

(You may attach additional pages if you need more space to complete
you statement. If you attach additional pags, you must date and sign
EACH of the additional pages at the same time you date and sign this
document.) If you wish to make a gift of any bodily organ you may do
so purcuant to the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act.

(5) INSPECTION AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATTON RELAT-
ING TO MY PHYSICAL OR MEf.ITAL HEALTH. Subject to any
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limitations in this document, my agent has the power and authority to
do all of the following:

(a) Request, review, and receive any information, verbal or written,
regarding my physical or mental health, including, but not lirnifsd to,
medical and hospital records.

(b) Execute on my behalf any releases or other documents that may
be required in order to obtain this information.

(c) Consent to the disclosure of this information.
(If you want to limit the authority of your agent to receive and

disclose information relating to your health, you must state the limita-
tions in paragraph 4 ("Statement of desires, special provisions, and
limitatione") above.)

(6) SIGMNG DOCttMENTti, WAIVERS, AND RELEASES. Where
necessary to implement the health care decisions that my agent ie
authorized by this document to make, my agent has the power and
authority to execute on my behalf all of the following:

(a) Documents titled or purporting to be a "Refusal to Permit
Tleatment" and "Leaving Hospital Against Medical Advice."

(b) Any necessary waiver or release from liability required by a
hospital or physician.

(7) DURATION. (Unless you specify a shorter period in the space
below, this power of attorney will exist until it is revoked.)

This durable power of attorney for health care expires on

(Fill in this space ONLY if you want authority of your agent to end on
a specific date.)

(8),DESIGNATION OF ALTERNATE AGENTS.
(You are not required to designate any alternate agents but you may

do so. Any alternate agent you designate will be able to make the same
health care decisions as the agent you designated in parag:raph 1,
above, in the event that agent is unable or ineligible to act as your
agent. If the agent you designated is your spouse, he or she becomes
ineligible to act:rs your agent if your marriage is dissolved.)

If the percon designated as my agent in paragraph 1 is not available
or becomes ineligible to act as my agent to make a health care decision
for me or loses the mental capacity to make health care decisions for
me, or if I revoke that person's appointment or authority to act as my
agent to make health care decisions for me, then I designate and
appoint the following persons to serve as my agent to make health care
decisions for me as authorized in this document, such perrsons to senre
in the order listed below:

(A) First Alternate Agent:

(Insert name, address, and telephone number of first alternate agent.)
(B) Second Alternate Agent:
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Onsert name, address, and telephone number of second alternate
agent.)

(9) PRIOR DESIGNATIONS REVOKED. I revoke any prior durable
power of attorney for health care.

DATE AND SIGNATT'RE OF PRINCIPAL
(YOU MUST DATE AND SIGN TTIIS POWER OF

ATTORNEY)
I srgn my narne to this Statutory Form Durable Power of Attorney

for Health Care on @atc) at 

- 

(City) 

- 

(Stat€)

(You sign here)
CTHIS POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL NOT BE VALID UNLESS IT IS
SIGNED BY TWO (2) QUALTFIED WITNESSES WHO ARE PRESEI{T
WHEN YOU SIGN OR ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR SIGNATURE. IF
YOU HAVE ATTACHED ANY ADDITIONAL PAGES 1lO THIS
FORM, YOU MUST DATE AND SIGN EACH OF THE ADDITIONAL
PAGES AT THE SAME TIME YOU DATE AND SIGN THIS POWER
OF ATTORNEY.)

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES
(This document must be witnessed by two (2) qualified adult wit-

nesses. None of the following may be used as a witness:
(1) A person you designate as your agent or alternate agent,
(2) A health care provider,
(3) An employee of a health care provider,
(4) The operator of a community care facility,
(5) An employee of an operator of a community care facility.
At least one of the witnesses must make the additional declaration

set out following the place where the witnesses sign.)
I declare under penalty of perjury that the person who signed or

acknowledged this document is personally known to me to be the
principal, that the principal signed or acknowledged this durable
power of attorney in my presence, that the principal appears to be of
sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue influence, that I am
not the person appointed as attorney in fact by this document, and
that I am not a health care provider, an employee of a health care
provider, the operator of a community care facility, nor an employee of
an operator of a community care facility.
Signature: Residence Address:-
Print Name:
f'lafo.

Signatu Residence Address:-
Print Name:-
Date:-

(AT LEAST ONE OF THE ABOVE WITNESSES MUST ALSO SIGN
THE FOLLOWING DECLARATION.)
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I further declare under penalty of perjury that I an not related to
the principal by blood, marriage, or adoption, and, to the best of my
kno*ledge, I am not entitled to any part of the estate of the principal
upon the death of the principal under a will now existing or by
operation of law.
Signature:-
Signature:-
Print Name:-
Print Name:-
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Tenne$ee Code $ il/o{d-l2/0,g

General Provisions:
A durable power of attorney for health care in the State of Tennes.

see must include the following notice and attestation and be gigped by
at least two witnesses, each of whom witnessed the signing of the
ingtrument by the principal or the principal's acknowledges of the
suning or of the instrument. There is no prescribed form.

None of the following may be used as a witness:
(1) a health care provider;
(2) an employee of a health care provider;
(3) the person named as the attorney in fact;
(4) the operator ofa health care facility; or
(D an employee of an operator of a health care facility.

At least one of the person's used as a witness shall not be one of the
following:
(1) a relative of the principal by blood, marriage or adoption; or
(2) a person who would be entitled to any portion of the estate of the

principal upon death of the principal under any will or codicil
ihereto of the principal existing at the time of execution of the
durable power of attorney or by operation of law then existing.

FORMS

Required notice:
WARNING TIO PERSON EXECUTING THIS DOCIJMENT
Tbis is an important legal document. Before executing this document

you should know these important facts.
This document gives the person you designate as your agent (the

attorney in fact) the power to make health care decisions for you. Your
agent must act consistently with your desires as stated in this docu-
ment.

Except as you otherwise specfy in this document, this document
gives your agent the power to consent to your doclor not giving
treatment or stopping treatment necessary to keep you alive.

Notwithstanding this document, you have the ri$ht to make medical
and other health care decisions for yourself so long as you can give
informed consent with respect to the particular decision. In addition,
no treatment may be given to you over your objection, and health care
necessary to keep you alive may not be stopped or withheld if you
object at the time.

This document gives your agent authority to consent, to refuse to
consent, or to withdraw consent to any care, treatment, service, or
procedure to maintain, diagnose or treat a physical or-mental condi-
iion. This power is subject to any limitations that you include in this
document. You may state in this document any types of treatment that
you do not desire. In addition, a court can take away the g)wer of your
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agent to make health care decisions for you if your agent: (1) autho
6es anything that is illegal; or (2) acts contrar5r to your desires as

stat€d in this document'
You have the right to revoke the authority of your qgen! by- notify-

ing your agent o" jou" treating physician, hospital or other hedth care
provider oiatty or in writing of the revocation.

Your agent has the right to examine yor11 m9{ical rnords and to
consent tJ th"it disclosure unless you limit this right in this document'

unless you otherwise specify in this document, this document gv$
your agent the power afie" you die to: (1) authorize an autopsy; (2)

ionate"your bod:.y or parts [hereof for transplTt 9.r therapeutic or
educatidnal or scientifii pu"poses; and (3) direct the disposition of your
remains.

If there is anything in this document that you do not understand,
you should ask an attorney to explain it to you.

Required attestation:
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of Tennessee

that the peron who signed or acknowledged t$s doguqen! is Pefon-
ally knovrn to me to be the princip-al, that the principal signed- or
acinowledged this durable power of attonrey in- my presence, that
the princifal appears to be of sound mind and under no duress,
fraud or undue influence, that I am not the person appointed as

attorney in fact by this document, and that I am not a health care

frovidei, an emplbyee of a health care provider, the operator of a
i""tttt care instituiion tto" an employee of an operator of a health
care institution. At least one (1) of the witnesses must also have

"ts"d 
the following declaration: I further declare under Pelalty-of

*1""V under the laws of Tennessee that I am not related to the

iriiciiat by blood, marriage, or adoption, and, t9 the best of my
["o*tlag",-I am 

.not 
entitled to any part_of the-_estate of the

principal upon the death of the principal under a will now existing
or by operation of law.

The durable power of attorney for health care must be acknowledged
before a notary public at any piace within this state, the notary public
eertifying to the substance of the following:

State of Tennessee
County of

On this 

- 
day of 

-, 

in the year :, before me,
(insert name of notary), personally known to me

(or provided to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence)- to be the
pe"rott whose name is subscribed to this instrument, and acknowl'
eagea that he executed it. I declare under penalty of perjury that the
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person whoee nerne is subscribed to this instrument appears to be of
sound mind and under no duress, fraud or undue inffss1sg.

NOTABY SEAL

(Signature of Notary Public)
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Teras Civil Practice and Remedies Code gg f36.00f-186.018
General Provisions

A durable F)wer of attorney for health care in the State of Texas
must be in substantially the same form as provided. It must be signed
b-y the- p+ngipal or another person in the principal's presence arid at
the principal's express direction.

A witness may not, at the time of execution, be:
(1) the agent;
(2) the -principal's health or residential care provider or provider's

employee
(3) the principal's spouse or heir;
(4) a pe-rson- entitled to aly part of the estate of the principal on the

death .of the principal under a will or deed in Lxisteilce or by
operation of law; or

(5) any other person who has any claim against the estate of the
principal.

T'ORM
INFORMATION CONCERNING THE DURABLE POWER

OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUMENT. BEFORE SIGNING
THIS DOCUMENT, YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE IMPORTANT
FACIS:

Except to the extent you state otherwise, this document gives the
peryo-n you name :N _your agent the authority to make any and all
health care decisions for ygu in accordance with your wishes,-including
your- religious and qgr4 beliefs, when you are no longer capable oT
making them yolrrself. Because "health care" means any treitment,
sen'ice, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat youi physical or
pet$ condition, your agent has the power to make i Uroid range of
health care decisions for you. Your agent may consent, refui to
consent, or withdraw consent to medical treatment and may make
decisions about withdrawing or withholding life-sustaining treatment.
Your agent may not consent to voluntary inpatient m6ntal health
senrices, convulsive treatment, psychosurgery, oi abortion. A physician
must-comply with-your agent's instructions or allow you to be trans-
ferred to another physician.

- Toq" agent's authority begins when your doctor certifies that you
lack the capacity to make health care deiisions.

- Iog" agent is obligated__to follow your instructions when making
decisions on your behalf. unless you state otherwise, your agent haI
the same authority to make decisions about your health care as you
would have had.

It is important that you discuss this document with your physician
or other health care provider before you sign it to make sure'tliat you
understand the natur_e and range of decisions that may be made- on
your behalf. If you do not have a physician, you should tark with
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someone else who is knowledgeable about these issues and can answer
your questions. You do not need a lawyer's assistance to complete this
document, but if there is anything in this document that you do not
understand, you should ask a lawyer to explain it to you.

The person you appoint as agent should be someone you know and
trust. The per:son must be 18 years of age or older or a person under 18
years or age who has had the disabilities of minority removed. If you
appoint your health or residential care provider (e.9., your physician or
an employee of a home health agency, hospital, nursing home, or
residential care home, other than a relative), that person has to choose
between acting as your agent or as your health or residential care
provider; the law does not permit a person to do both at the same time.

You should inform the person you appoint that you want the person
to be your health care agent. You should discusg this document with
your agent and your physician and give each a signed copy. You should
indicate on the document itself the people and institutions who have
signed copies. Your agent is not liable for health care decisions made
in good faith on your behalf.

Even after you have signed this document, you have the right to
make health care decisions for yourself as long as you are able to do so
and treatment cannot be given to you or stopped over your objection.
You have the right to revoke the authority granted to your agent by
informing your agent or your health or residential care provider orally
or in writing, or by your execution of a subsequent durable power of
attorney for health care. Unless you state otherwise, your appointment
of a spouse dissolves on divorce.

This document may not be changed or modiffed. If you want to make
changes in the document, you must make an entirely new one.

You may wish to designate an alternate agent in the event that you
agent is unwilling, unable, or ineligible to act as your agent. Any
alternate agent you desigrrate has the same authority to make health
care decisions for you.

THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IS NOT VALID UNLESS IT IS
SIGNED rN THE PRESENCE OF TWO OR MORE QUALIFIED WIT-
NESSES. THE FOLLOWING PERSONS MAY NOT ACT AS WIT-
NESSES:

(1) the person you have designated as your agent;
(2) your health or residential care provider or an employee of your

health or residential care provider;
(3) your spouse;
(4) your lawful heirs or beneficiaries named in your will or a deed; or
(5) creditors or persons who have a claim against you.

DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE
DESIGNATION OF HEALTH CARE AGENT.

(insert your name) appoint:
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as my agient to make any and all health care decisions for me, except
to the extent I state otherwise in this document. This durable power of
attorney for health care takes effect if I become unable to make my
own health care decisions and this fact is certified in writing by my
physician.
LIMITATIONS ON THE DECISION MAKING AUTHORTTY OF MY
AGEI{T ARE AS FOLLOWS:

DESIGNATTON OF ALTERNATE AGENT.
(You are not required to designate an alternate agent but you may

do so. An alternate agent may make the same health care decisions as
the designated agent if the designated agent is unable or unwilling to
act as your agent. If the agent designated is your spouse, the designa-
tion is automatically revoked by law if your marriage is dissolved.)

If the persron designated as my agent is unable or unwilling to make
health care decisions for me, I designate the following persons to serve
as my agent to make health care decisions for me as authorized by this
document, who serve in the following order:

A. .Fn':sf Alternate Agent
Name:

B. Second Alternate Agent

Address:

The original of this document is kept at

The following individuals or institutions have signed copies:
Name:

DURATION.
I understand that this power of attorney exists indefinitely from the

date I execute this document unless I establish a shorter time or
revoke the power of attorney. If I am unable to make health care
decisions for m-yself when this power of attorney expires, the authorityI have granted my agent continues to exist untit ttre time I becoml
able to make health care decisions for myself.

(IF APPLIOABLD This power of attorney ends on the following date:

Name:
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PRIOR DESIGNATIONS REVOKED.
I revoke any prior durable lDwer of attorney for health care.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DISCLOSURE STATEMENT.
I have been provided with a disclosure statement explaining the

effect of this document. I have read and understand that infor:nation
contained in the disclosure statement.

(YOU MUST DATE AND SIGN THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY)
I sign my name to this durable power of attorney for health care on

- 
day of- 19- at (city and State)

(Signature)

(Print Name)
STATEMENT OF WITNESSES.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the principal has identified
himself or herself to me, that the principal signed or acknowledged
this durable power of attorney in my presence, that I believe the
principal to be of sound mind, that the principal has afrrmed that the
principal is aware of the nature of the document and is srgning it
voluntarily and free from duress, that the principal requested that I
serve as witness to the principal's execution of this document, that I
am not the person appointed as agent by this document, and that I am
not a provider of health or residential care, an employee of a provider
of health or residential care, the operator of a community care facility,
or an employee of an operator of a health care facility.

I declare that I am not related to the principal by blood, marriage, or
adoption and that to the best of my knowledge I am not entitled to any
part of the estate of the principal on the death of the principal under a
will or by operation of law.

Witness Signature:
Print Name: Date:-
Witness Signature:
Print Name: Tlola.
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Vemont Statutes fitle 14 $ 3466
General Provisions

A durable power of attorney for health care in the state of vermont
shall be substantially in the form provided.

A qgryoq lnay- not exercise the authority of agent while serving in
one of the following capacities:
(1) the principal's health care provider;
(2) a nonrelative of the principal who is an employee of the principal's

health care provider;
(3) the principal's residential care provider; or
(4) a nonrelative of the p_rincipal who is an employee of the principal,s

residential care provider.

th9 dgrabt-e power of attorney for health care shall be signed by the
principal or by some other person in the principal's presJnce ana at
the principal's express direction in the presence ol at lelast two or more
subscribing wit_nesses, neither of whom shall, at the time of execution,
b" tt_tq agent, the principal's health or residential care provider or the
provider's gqployee, the principal's spouse, heir, a per:son entitled to
any part o{_the estale. of the principal upon the death of the principal
under a will or deed in existe_nce or by bperation of law or any otler
person who has, at the time of execution, any claims against th6 estate
of the prineipal.

FORM
INFORMATION CONCERNING THE DURABLE POWER

OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE

THIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUMENT. BEFORE SIGNING
THIS DOCUMENT, YOU SHOULD KNOW THESE IMPORTANT
FACTS:

Except to the extent you state otherwise, this document gives the
peryo_n you r-la4g { your agent the authority to make any and all
health care decision fo_r you when you are no l6nger capable 6f meking
them yourself. -"Health care" means any treatmlent, Gn'ice or proce-
lgre to maintain, diagnose or treat youi physical or mental condition.
Ior-"_agent therefore can have the-powel io make a broad range of
health care decisions for you. Youi agent may consent, refuse to
consent, or withdraw consent to medical treatment and may make
decisions about withdrawing or withholding life,sustaining treatlment.
. You may state in thig document any treatment you do not desire or
treatment you want to be sure_you receive. Your agent's authority will
F4"- when your 

-doctor_ certifiis that you lack tht capacity to 
-make

health care decisions. You may attacli additional pasis ir yoo 
"""amore space to complete your statement.

. Yo_ur agent will be obligated to follow your instructions when mak-
ing, decisions on your behalf. unless you'state othenvise, your agentwill have the same aulhority to make decisions about youi [ealth Lre
as you would have had.
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It is important that you discuss this document with your physician
or other health care providers before you sign it to make sure that you
understand the nature and range of decisions which may be made on
your behalf. If you do not have a physician, you should talk with
someone else who is knowledgeable about these issues and can answer
your questions. You do not need a lawyer's assistance to complete this
document, but if there is anything in this document that you do not
understand, you should ask a lawyer to explain it to you.

The person you appoint as agent should be someone you know and
trust and must be at least 18 years old. If you appoint your health or
residential care provider (e.9. your physician, or an employee of a home
health agency, hospital, nursing home, or residential care home, other
than a relative), that person will have to choose between acting.as your
agent or ari your health or residential care provider; the law does not
permit a penton to do both at the same time.

You should inform the person you appoint that you want him or her
to be your health care agent, You should discuss this document with
your agent and your physician and give each a signed copy. You should
indicate on the document itself the people and institutions who will
have signed copies. Your agent will not be liable for health care
decisions made in good faith on your behalf.

Even after you have signed this document, you have the right to
make health care decisions for yourself as long atr you are able to do so,
and treatment cannot be given to you or stopped over your objection.
You have the right to revoke the authority granted to your agent by
informing him or her or your health care provider orally or in writing.

This document may not be changed or modified. If you want to make
changes in the document you must make an entirely new one.

You may wish to designate an alternate agent in the event that your
agent is unwilling, unable or ineligible to act ari your agent. Any
alternate agent you designate will have the same authority to make
health care decisions for you.

THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY WILL NOT BE VALID UNLESS IT IS
SIGNED IN THE PRESENCE OF TWO (2) OR MORE QUALIFIED
WTTNESSES WHO MUST BOTH BE PRESENT WHEN YOU SIGN
OR ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR SIGNATURE. THE F'OLLOWING PER.
SONS MAY NO" ACT AS WITNESSES:

-the person you have designated as your agent;

-your health or residential care provider or one of their employees;

-your spouse;

-your lawful heirs or beneficiaries named in your will or a deed;

-<reditors or penons who have a claim against you.

Vermont Statutes Title 14 $ 3466. Durable power of attorney; form
The durable g)wer of attorney shall be in substantially the following

form:
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DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE
hereby appoint

d*t i,", r", .", "#J"J" ffi:T,#",""1tt:"frffiSt *"#S.Al:
ment. This durable power of attorney for health care shall take effect
in the event I become unable to make my own health care decisions.

(a) STATEMENT OF DESIRES, SPECIAL PROVISIONS, AND LIMI-
TATIONS REGARDING HEALTH CARE DECISIONS.

Here you may include any specific desires or limitations you deem
appropriate, such as when or what life'sustaining measures should be
withheld; directions whether to continue or discontinue artificial nutri-
tion and hydration; or instructions to refuse any specific types of
treatment that are inconsistent with your religious beliefs or unaccept-
able to you for any other reason.

(attach additional pages as necessary)

O) THE SU&IECT OF LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATI\,1EI.IT IS OF.
PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE. For your convenience in dealing with
that subject, some general statements concerning the withholding or
removal of life'sustaining treatment are set forth below. IF YOU
AGREE WITH ONE OF THESE STATEMEI{ISI, YOU MAY IN-
CLUDE THE STATEMENT IN THE BLANK SPACE ABOVE: If I
suffer a condition from which there is no reasonable proopect of
regaining my ability to think and act for myself, I want only care
directed to my comfort and dignity, and authorize my agent to decline
all treatment (including artificial nutrition and hydration) the primary
purpose of which is to prolong my life. If I suffer a condition from
which there is no reasonable prospect of regaining my abilrty to think
and act for myself, I want care directed to my comfort and <lignity and
also want artificial nutrition and hydration if needed, but authorize my
agent to decline all other treatment the primary purpose of which is to
prolong my life.

I want my life sustained by any reasonable medical measures,
regardless of my condition.

In the event the person I appoint above is unable, unwilling or
unavailable to act aa my health care agent, I hereby appoint

as alternate agent.
I hereby acknowledge that I have been provided with a disclosure

statement explaining the effect of this document. I have read and
understand the information contained in the disclosure statement.

The original of this document will be kept at
the following persons and institutions will have signed copies:

of

of
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In witness whereof, I have hereunto signed my name this 

- 
day of

_, 19-.

Signature
I declare that the principal appears to be of sound mind and free

from duress at the time the durable power of attorney for health care
is signed and that the principal has affirmed that he or she is aware of
the nature of the document and is signing it freely and voluntarily'
Witness:- Address:-
Witness: Add

Statement of ombudsman, hospital representative or other autho-
rized person (to be signed only if the principal is in or is being
admittld to a hospital, nursing home or residential care home):

I declare that I have personally explained the nature and effect of
this durable power of at[orney to the principal and that the principal
understands the same.

Date:-
Address:-

Name:
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I[est Virginia Code $ fO 30A-f8
General Provisions:

A medical power of attorney in the State of West Virginia must be
substantially in the form provided. It may be signed by another-person
in the priniipal's presence at the principal's express direction. It mugt
be signAd in the piesence of two oi more witnesses at least 18 years of
age and acknowledged before a notary public'

The following may not serve as a representative or successor repre'
sentative:
(a) a treating health care principal;
(b) an employee of a treating health care principal;
(c) an operator ofa health care facility serving the principal; or
(d) an employee of an operator of a health care facility not related to

the principal.
Each witness must attest that he or she is not:

(1) the person who signed the Medical power of attorney on behalf of
and at the direction of the principal;

(2) related to the principal by blood or marriage;
(3) entitled to any portion of the estate of the principal according to

intestate succession of the state of the principal's domicile or under
any will of the principal or any codicil;

(4) legally responsible for the costs of the principal's medical or other
care;

(il the attending physician; or
(6) the representative or any successor representative appointed pursu-

ant to this article.

FORM
MEDICAL POWER OF ATTORNEY

Dated: 19_.
(insert your name and address), hereby aP

point 

- 

(insert the name, address, area code and
telephone number of the person you wish to designate as your reprs'
sentative) as my representative to act on my behalf to give, withhold or
withdraw informed consent to health care decisions in the event that I
am not able to do so myself. If my representative is unable, unwilling
or disqualified to serve, then I appoint as my
successor representative.

This appointment shall extend to (but not be limited to) decisions
relating to medical treatment, surgical treatment, nursing care, medi-
cation, hospitalization, care and treatment in a nursing home or other
facility, and home health care. The representative appointed by this
document is specifically authorized to act on my behalf to consent to,
refuse or withdraw any and all medical treatment or diagnostic proce'
dures, if my representative determines that I, if able to do so, would
consent to, refuse or withdraw such treatment or procedures. Such
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authority shall include, but not be limited to, the withholding or
withdrawal of life'prolongtng intervention when in the opinion of hro
physicians who have examined me, one of whom is my attending
physician, such lifeprolonging intenrention offers no medical hope of
benefit.

I appoint this representative because I believe this person under-
stands my wishes and values and will act to carry into effect the health
care decisions that I would make if I were able to do so, and because I
also believe that this person will act in my beet interests when my
wishes are unknown. It is my intent that my family, my physician and
all legal authorities be bound by the decisions that are made by the
representative appointed by this document, and it is my intent that
these decisions should not be the subject of review by any health care
provider, or administrative or judicial agency.

It is my intent that this document be legally binding and effective. In
the event that the law does not recognize this document as legally
binding and effestive, it is my intent that this document be taken as a
formal statement of my desire concerning the method by which any
health care decisions should be made on my behalf during any period
when I am unable to nake such decisions.

In exercising the authority under this medical power of attorney, my
representative shall act consistently with my special directivee or
limitations as stated below.

SPECIAL DIREOIMS OR LIMITATIONS ON TIIIS POWER: 0f
none, write "none."

THIS MEDICAL POWER OF ATNORNEY SHALL BECOME EF.
FECITVE ONLY UFON MY INCAPACTTY TO GIVE, WTTIIHOLD OR
WTffiDRAW INFORMED CONSENT TlO MY OWN MEDICAL CARE.

These directives shall supersede any directives made in any previ-
ously executed document concerning my health care.

I did not srgn the principal's signature above. I om at least eighteen
years of age and am not related to the principal by blood or marriage. I
a'n not entitled to any portion of the estate of the principal accordirog
to the laws of intestate succession of the state of the principal's
domicile or to the best of my knowledge under any will of the principal
or codicil thereto, or legally responsible for the coets of the principal's
medical or other care. I am not the principal's attending physician, nor
am I the representative or su@essor representative of the principal.
WITNASS: DATE:

Signature of Principal

WITNE$S:
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STATE OF
COUNTY OF

a Notary Public of said County, do certify that
as principal, and

as witnesses, whoee names are signed to the writ
ing above bearing date on the 

- 
day of ..--- 19-, have this day

acknowledged the same before me.

Given under my hand the 

- 
day of 

-, 

19-.
My commission expiree: 

--.
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Wisconsin Statutes $ f55.30
General Provisions:

A printed form of a power of attorney for a health care instrument
that is sold or othern'ise distributed for use by an individual in the
State of Wisconsin who does not have the advic-e of legal counsel shall
p-rovide no authority other than the authority to m-ake health care
decisions on behalf of the principal and shall contain the notice
provision below in not less than lGpoint boldface type. A power of
attorney for health care which does not follow the foim musi include
the notice provision.

The health care agent can not be a health care provider for the
individual, an employee of the health care provider foi the individual,
or an employee of a health care facility in which an individual is a
palient _or lesi{es, or a spouse of any of these providers or employees,
unless the health care provider, employee or spouse of the provider or
employee is a relative of the individual.

No witness to the execution of the power of attorney for health care
instrument may, at the time of the execution, be any of the following:
(a) related to the individual by blood, marriage or adoption;
(b) have knowledge that he or she is entitled to or has a claim on any

portion ofthe principal's estate;
(c) directly financially responsible for the principal's health care;
(d) a health care provider who is serving the principal at the time of

execution; or
(e) the principal's health care agent.

FORM
NOTICE TIO PERSON MAKING TTIIS DOCUMENT

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT YOUR
IIEALTH CARE. NO IIEALTH CARE MAY BE GIVEN TO YOU
OVER YOUR O&IECUON, AND NECESSARY IIEALTH CARE MAY
NOT BE STOPPED OR WITHHELD IF YOU OB.TECT.

BECAUSE YOUR HEALTH CARE PROVIDER.S IN SOME CASES
HAVE NOT HAD THE OPPORTUNTTY TO ESTABLISH A LONG-
TERM RELATIONSHIP WITH YOU, THEY ARE OF'TEN UNFAMIL
IAR WffI{ YOUR BELTEFSI AND VALUES AND THE DETAILS OF
YOUR FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS. THIS POSES A PROBLEM IF
YOU BECOME PI{Y$CALLY OR MENTALLY UNABLE TO MAKE
DECISIONS ABOUT YOUR HEALTH CARE.

IN ORDER TO AVOID THIS PROBLEM, YOU MAY SIGN THIS
LEGAL DOCTJMENT TO SPECIIry THE PERSON WHOM YOU
WAIVT TO MAKE TIEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU IF YOU
ARE UNABLE TO MAKE THOSE DECISIONS PERSONALLY. THAT
PERSON IS KNOWN AS YOTTR HEALTII CARE AGENT. YOU
SHOULD TAKE SOME TIME TO DISCUSS YOUR THOUGHTS AND
BELIEFS ABOUT MEDICAL TREATMENT WTIH TIIE PERSON OR
PERSONS WHOM YOU HAVE SPECIFIED. YOU MAY STATE IN
fi{IS DOCUMENT ANY TYPES OF HEALTH CARE THAT YOU DO
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OR DO NgT DESIRE, AND YOU MAY LIMIT THE AUTHORffY OF
YOUR HEALTH CARE AGENT AS YOU WISH. IF YOUR HEALTH
CARE AGENT IS UNAWARE OF YOI'R DESIRES WITH RESPECT
TO A PARTICULAR HEALTH CARE DECISION, HE OR SHE ISi
REQUIRED TO DETERMINE WHAT WOULD BE IN YOUR BEST
INTERESTS IN MAKING THE DECISION.

TIIIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUME}VT. IT GTYES THE
PERSON WHOM YOU SPECIFY BROAD POWERSI lIO MAKE
HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU. IT REVOKES ANY PRIOR
POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE TIIAT YOU MAY
HAVE MADE. IF YOU CHANGE YOUR MIND ABOUT WHETHER
A PERSON SHOULD MAKE HEALTTI CARE DECISIONS FOR YOU,
OR ABOUT WHICH PERSON THAT SHOULD BE, YOU MAY RF-
VOKE THIS DOCTJMENT AT ANY TIME BY DESTROYING THE
DOCUMENT OR DIRESTING ANOTHER PERSON TO DESTBOY IT
IN YOI'R PRESENCE, REVOKING TT IN A WRITTEN STATEMENT
WHICH YOU SIGN AND DATE OR STATING TIIAT IT IS RF-
VOKED IN THE PRESENCE OF TWO WITNESSES. IF YOU RE.
VOKE, YOU SHOULD NOTITY THE PERSON YOU HAD SPECI.
FIED, YOUR HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS AND ANY OTTTER PER-
SON TO WHOM YOU HAVE GIVEN A COPY. IF THE PERSON
YOU HAVE SPECIFIED IS YOI'R SPOUSE AND YOt'R MARRIAGE
IS ANNULLED OR YOU ARE DTVORCED AFTER SIGMNG THIS
DOCUMENT, THE DOCUMENT IS INVALID.

DO NOT SIGN THIS DOCUMEI{T UNLESS YOU CLEARLY UN-
DERSTAND WHAT IT MEANS.

IT IS SUGGESTED THAT YOU KEEP THE ORIGINAL OF THIS
DOCUMENT ON FILE WITII YOUR PHYSICIAN.

POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH CARE

Instrument made this 

- 
day of 

- 

(month), 

- 
(year).

CREATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR HEALTH
CARE

L 

- 

(nqme and address), being of sound mind,
intend by this document to create a power of attorney for health care.
My executing this power of attorney for health care is voluntary. I
expect, despite the creation of this power of attorney for health care, to
be fully informed about and allowed to participate in any health care
decision for me, to the extent that I am able. For the pu-rposes of this
document, "health care decision" means an informed decision in the
exercise of my right to accept, maintain, discontinue or refuse any
care, treatment, service or procedure to maintain, diagnose or treat my
physical or mental condition.

DESIGNATION OF HEALTH CARE AGENT

If I am no longer able to make health care decisions for myself, due
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to my incapacity, I hereby designate
(name, address and telephone

number) to be my health care agent for the purpose of making
care decisions on my behalf. If he or she is ever unable or unwil
do so, I hereby designate
addrees and telephone number) to be my alternate health care agent
for the purpose of making health care decisions on my behalf. Neither
the health care agent or the alternate health care agent whom I have
designated is my health care provider, an employee of my health care
provider or an employe of a health care facility in which I reside or aln
a patient or a spouse of any of those persorur, or, if he or she is that
health care provider or employe or spouse of that health care provider
or employe, he or she is also my relative. For purpoees of this docu-
ment, "incapacity" exists if 2 physicians or a physician and a psycholo
gist who have personally examined me sign a statement that specifi-
cally expresses their opinion that I have a condition that means that I
am unable to receive and evaluate information effectively or to commu-
nicate decisions to such an extent that I lack the capacity to manage
my health care decisions. A copy of that statement, if made, must be
attached to this document.

GENERAL STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY GRANTED

Unless I have specified otherwise in this document, if I ever have
incapacity I instruct my health care provider to obtain the health care
decision of my health care agent for all of my health care. I have
discussed my desires thoroughly with my health care agent and believe
that he or she understands my philosophy regarding the health care
decisions I would make if I were so able. I desire that my wishes be
carried out through the authority glen to my health care agent under
this document.

My health care agent is instructed that if I am unable, due to my
incapacity, to make a health care decision he or she shall make a
health care decisio4 for me, except that in exercising that authority
given to him or her by this document my health care agent should try
to discuss with me any specific proposed health care if I am able to
communicate in any manner, including by blinking my eyes. If this
communication cannot be made, my health care agent shall base his or
her health care decision on any health care choices that I have
expressed prior to the time of the decision. If I have not expressed a
health care choice about the health care in question and communica-
tion cannot be made, my health care agent shall base his or her health
care decision on what he or she believes to be in my best interest.

LIMITATIONS ON MENTAL HEALTH TREATI\IENT

My health care agent may not admit or commit me on an inpatient
basis to an institution for mental diseases, an intermediate care facility
for the mentally retarded, a etate treatment facility or a treatment

health
ling to
(name,
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facility. My health care agent may not consent to experimental mental
health research or psychosurgery, electroconvulsive treatment or other
drastic mental health treatment procedures for me.

ADMISSION TO NURSING HOMES OR COMMUNITY.
BASED RESIDENTIAL FACILTTIES

My health care agent may admit me to a nursing home or commu-
nity-based residential facility for short-term stays for recuperative care
or respite care.

If I am diagnosed as mentally ill or developmentally disabled, my
fealth care agent may not admit me to a nursing home or community-
based residential facility for a purpose other than recuperative sare or
respite care.

If I qq not diagnosed as mentally ill or developmentally disabled,
and if I have checked "Yes" to the following, however, my health care
agent may admit me for a purpose other than recuperative care or
respite care to:

1. A nursing hom*Yes 

- 

No 

-

2. A community-based residential facility-Yes 

- 

No 

-

If I have not checked either "Yes" or "No" to admission to a nursing
home or community-based residential facility for a purpose other than
recu_perative care or respite care, my health care agent may only admit
me for short-term stays for recuperative care or respite care.

If I have checked "Yes" to the following, my health care agent may
have nonorally ingested nutrition and hydration withheld or with-
drawn from me, unless my physician has advised that, in his or her
professiolal judgment, this will cause me pain or will reduce my
eomfort. If I have checked "No" to the following, mX health care agent
may not have nonorally ingested nutrition and hydration withheld or
withdrawn from me.

My health care agent may not have orally ingested nutrition or
hydration withheld or withdrawn from me unless provision of the
nutrition or hydration is medically contraindicated.

Withhold or withdraw nonorally ingested nutrition and hydration-
Yes-No-

If I have not checked either "Yes" or "No" to withhotding or
withdrawing nonorally ingested nutrition and hydration, my health
care _agent 

pay not have nonorally ingested nutrition and hydration
withdrawn from me.

HEALTH CARE DECISIONS FOR PREGNANT WOMEN
If I have checked trYes" to the following, my health care agent may

make health care decisions for me even if my agent knows I a;
pregnant. If I have checked "No" to the following my health care
agent may not make health care decisions for me if my health care
agent knowe I am pregnant.

Health care decigion if I am pregnant-Yes No 

-
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If I have not checked either rtYes" or "No" to permitting my health
care agent to make health care decisions for me if I am known to be
pregpant, my heatth care agent may not make health care decisions
for me if my health care agent knows I am pregnant.

STATEMENT OF DESIRES, SPECIAL PROVI$ONS OR
LIMITATIONS

In exercising authority under this document, my health care agent
shall act consistently with my following stated desires, if any, a"q is
subject to any special provisions or limitations that I spgctfy-. qhg
following are any specific desires, provisions or limitations that I wish

RELATING TO MY
PHYSICAL OR MENTAL HEALTH

Subject to any limitations in this document, my health care agent
has the authority to do all of the following:

(a) Request, review and receive any information, verbal or written,
regarding my physical or mental health, including medical and hospi-
tal records.

(b) Execute on my behalf any documents that may be required in
order to obtain this information.

(c) Consent to the disclosure of this information.
SIGNING DOCUMENTS, WAIVERS AND RELEASES

Where necessary to implement the health care decisions that my
health care agent is authorized by this document to make, my health
care agent has ttre authority to execute on my behalf any of the
following:

(a) Documents titled or purporting to be a "congent to Permit
Tleatment", "R€fusal to Permit Treatment" or "Leaving Hospital
Aglainst Medical Advice".

(b) A waiver or release from liability required by a hospital or
physician.

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES
I know the principal personally and I believe him or her to be of

sound mind and at 
-least 

18 years of age. I believe that his or her
execution of this F)wer of attorney for health care is voluntary. I am
at least 18 years or age and am not related to the principal.by blood,
marriage oi adoption. I am not a health care provideq yho is serving
the principal at this time. To the best of my knowledge, I am not
entitled to and do not have a claim on the principal's estate.

Witness
Witness

(name, address, date)
(name, address, date)
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STATEMENT OF HEALTII CARE AGENT
I understand that (name of principal) has desig-

nated me to be his or her health care agent if he or she is ever found
to have incapacity and unable to make health care decisions himself or
herself. (name of principal) has discussed his or her
desires regarding health care decisions with me.

signed Address

STATEMENT OF ALTERNATE HEALTH CARE AGENT
I understand that (name of principal) has desig-

nated me to be his or her health care agent if he or she is ever found
to have incapacity and unable to make health care decisions himself or
herself and if the person designated as health care agent is unable or
unwilling to make those decisions (name of princi
pal) has discussed his or her desires regarding health care decisions
with me.

Signed Addresg
Notary Public
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Wyoming Statutes $ &5-202
General Provisions:

A durable power of attorney for health care in Wyoming has no
provided form but requires:
(1) The date of its execution;
(2) Witnessing by one of the following methods:

(A) Signatures of at Ieast two witnesses each of whom witnessed
either the signing of the instrument by the principal or the principal's
acknowledgement of a signature or of the instrument, each witness
making the following declaration in substance:

"I declare under penalty of perjury by the laws of TVyoming that the
per€on who signed or acknowledged this durable power of attorney in
my presence, that the principal appears to be of sound mind and
under no duress, fraud, or undue influence, that I am not the perron
appointed as attorney in fact by this document, and that I am not
the treating health care provider, an employee of a treating health
care provider, the operator of a community care facility, the operator
of a residential care facility, nor an employee of an operator of a
residential care facility." and

At least one (1) of the witnesses shall also have signed the following
declaration:

"I further declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of
Wyoming that I am not related to the principal by blood, marriage,
or adoption, and, to the best of rny knowledge I am not entitled to
any part of the estate of the principal upon the death of the
principal under a will now existing or by operation of law." or
(B) The durable power of attorney is sworn to and acknowledged

before a notary public.
The attorney-in-fact should not be the treating health care provider

nor an employee of the treating health care provider, nor an operator
of a community care facility or residential care facility unless they are
a relative of the principal by blood, marriage or adoption.

A health care provider or employee of a health care provider shall
not act as an attorney in fact to make health care decigions if the
health care provider becomes the principal's treating health care
provider. None of the following shall be used as a witness:
(A) A treating health care provider;
(B) An employee of a treating health care provider;
(C) The attorney in fact;
(D) The operator of a community care facilrty;
(E) An employee of an operator of a community care facility;
(D The operator ofa residential care facility;
(G) An employee of an operator of a residential care facility.

At least one (1) of the persons used as a witness ehafl be a penton
who is not one (1) of the following:
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(A) A relative of the principal by blood, marriage, or adoption; or
(B) A person who would be entitled to any portion of the estate of the

principal upon his or her death under any will or codicil thereto of
the principal existing at the time of execution of the durable power
of attorney or by operation of law then existing.
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